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Walk-thfiJoglregl~tration is
this Friday, Jan. 16,. ID
validation labels available
this week in the west foyer
of Johnson Gym.
t:;tt~~-.··h·. '~
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Health Sciences Tops.List·

u·.. Spends $1 .. 8 Million in Travel
By ChariJ's McElwee
and Jon Bowman

il

Students May Pay·
More Tuition in 76
.,

ByMikeCallacher
UNM students may be facing a
luiUon Jncreue in September lf a
Board of Educational .Finance
CBEF) recommendation & a~
ceptecl J»y the State Legislature.
The board reeommended an in·
ereue In resident student tuition
ot $21.15 and out-ol·state tuition
of St06. The Increase would be

,I

i

'

of the University, amou'nt of
graduate instruction and an
analysis of historical coats of in·
strucUon.
Tho BEF proposal pointed out
that only. 13 states charge the
same or losl' tuition lor out·of·
state atudents. Hurt said, ••x
know it's hard on students, but
the money hu to come from
thefirstslliee 1971.
somewhere.''
The rteommendallon wUI be • The board recommended in·
pruented to the legislature creases in near1y all areas of
during the next SO·day session University expenditures in·
for nnandal altairs. and may not eluding a $40,000 increase for
be approved by the Legislative ath1eUca, a $200,000 increase for
Finance Colmmlttee.
student exchange and a $67,000
nPropou1s of this nature increase for Educational
USIIIII)' Itt extra critical at.. television. •
tentio!l in the tommlttee ... Jim
The Cancer Center was the
Weiglllllln, budget direetor lor only area which rec:ch-ed .·a
the Ulllverslty's. Budget and rec:ommendation for less funds
Firwu:eoffke,old.
than Jut year at the University's
iiiJt.'s too euly in t11e game to request. •"The Can~l!r Center wi~l
know wltat the rttult wlll bet be generating 1ncome from
Utdvenit;r President Willian palfent lees.'' Weigmann said.

D:avls n.ic.f.
Dr• .Robert Hurtt secretary to
the~ saki

the money had to

eome ftOrR SOttt·ewhere and tbfte

waft•t enoup to go around. He

ukl a dec:rWe in the amount of
t!dueatloul c:otts tutuon hu paid
duJ"i.nf·.·the put live years was
onl!! o Ute major reasons lor tlt@
tHOntmendaUon..
TIM! . tutlion inerease would ~
he1p . fund the proposed ex..
~fiditure budget (money given
to the Uttlversity hy the Slate) of
fil.i miilion. Hurt said revenue
rrom tuition would .pay 1'1 per
ft!ftl of the expenditures and in
19'75·7 Utis yeu tuition C!over@d
only1531Jft' ~nt of the budget,
hlutitl. . .
.
Huff atlded that the entire
budpt proposal wu hued on
the tuition intteue..

Taxpayers have· subsidized
travel by UNM staff and students to the tune of nearly two million dollars during the 75-76 fiscal
year.
The Athletics Department
received. a generous portion of
this amount. More than twice as
much money was spent.on sportsrelated· travel than was used to
bankroll travel for institutional
support, academic support,
student services, student social
and cultural services, and UNM
internal services combined.
Jn all, UNM employees and
students were given $1,875,188
for travel during this fiscal year.
·The UNM Health Sciences
division (including the School of
Me.dicine, College of Pharmacy
and College of Nursing) spent
$592,707 for travel. The remainder was used by departments
and individuals ranging from the
University President to the
chemistry
department's
glassblower.
j'Frankly for an institution of
this size, the amount we spend on
travel h very small." said Carroll
L@e, UNM comptroller. uwe put
most of our money into in·
struction and maintenance of the
campus' physical plant."
The 75-76 budget revealed that
$322,980 was earmarked for ex·
euuions made by the Atheltics
Department. Recruiting travel
accounted for almost a third of
this sum. The basketbaU team
received $27,000 for recruiting,
whlle the football team was given
$47,000 for that purpose.
Women's athletic teams received
no travel funds specifically earA
marked for recruiting.
Other. men's spor.ts teams
fared little better. The baseball
team was given $2400 for
recruiting travel. Tlte men's golf
squad received a cool $800 as did
the tennis team
Money for academic r.ecruit~

ment travel was also in scarce
supply this year. The Office of
Admissions .and Records was
allocated $2500 for travel,. while
its equiv~lent. at the School of
Medicine received $1000.
The bulk of UNM travel funds
are apparently generated by
federal grant programs which
sponsor research and public service projects. Although such
projects are conducted by nea.rly
every University department,
most are handled by faculty in
the College of Education,. the
School of Medicine and in the
hard sciences (engineering,
chemistry and physics).
11
Almost 95 per cent of our
research projects are subsidized
by the federal government,'' said
Carroll Lee. ..We also receive
funds from a few state
organizations and from
organizations like the National
Science Foundation."
·
Governmental sponsorship of
UNM research and public service
·related travelamounteq to
about $1.1 million this year.
Among the projeCts which

.

received federal and state travel
money were the Mental
Health/Mental Retardtion Cen,ter, the Ef!.ergx Research Center and the UNM Meteoritics Institute.
.. Federal sponsored travel
does account for most of our
cases of out-of-state travel, said
Lee, "Grant recipients often
have to go back to Washington to
touch base with the granting
program."
Travel related to institutional
support (ge~eral administration).
academic support (libraries,
deans and scholarship administration), instruction (depar-.
tmental facu\ty and staff), and internal services (printing plant,
computing center, etc.) . cost
about $252,000 this year.
.
Money for travel was not
restricted to professors, ad- .
ministrators and athletes. These
are a few of the entries which
received travel funds under a
category listed in the UNM
budget as "AuxiUiaries": G()lf
Course ($500), Residence Halls
(Continued on~ 11g11 A·l2l

1

Davis: BEF Formula
Too Low for UNM

University President William E. Davis said ..the $97.8 million
University expenditure budget recmmmended to t11e legislature by
the Board ot Edue~tional Finance (BEF) is not enough."
The BEF ret!ommendation was based on a dit£erentia1 funding lor..
mula. -wbieh ·re!ntlb!d in a StU.GO cost per tredit hour lor the Univer..
sity. President Davis said the figure is tM low and should be a $63
Mst per credit hour.
.
.
.
Davis s:ddJhat he would be wor~ing ~~-r. the $69 (!OSt which would
result in the University tet!eiving $38.'1 rndlton. ..
. . ·
"With thill type of ltutdingwe would be able tc> hire between 80 and
100 new faculty/\ he said. Teaching assistants currently fill 141
laC!utty positions...
. . .
.
.· . .
. _. _
. "The greatest impact ol the new teachers would be on the Fresh·
man and Sophomore c~21sses. Breaking down large classes is among
our highen priorif.ie!tb pavis said/'and could help us upgrade the en··

tire University,. ~!irceially the graduate ptograms."
"There's a lot of work to be done yet and we dontt know what the
Tlttrr S37.8 million recom-- result will be.u he said.
nuutdation was arrived at
ln Ute past the. budget has !lltowed ~he hiring of 20. to 25 ner
thtwtll • formula whieh in"' tl!aehets. •iWe· need many more JUst t(J bring up the standards,.. Dav1s
eluded tli·e eredit hour produetion $iid.

Guide to Lobo/and
• Uncle Bud models his new Loboland togs which may be
the next requirement for entrance into. UNM. For the complete story and detiils see our Siction B supplement. ·
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i AgoTiJ, Consejo, Clinical Law Help S!!!J!l!.f!u!.~..
1':

.By Kathy Allen

vices just need someone to talk

.....

necessary, although Agora would
like to recruit more minority
students .. Currently there are
a student who has a problem depression and interpersonal
about 80 volunteers at Agora,
should not feel alone or that relations.
while .the usual number for a
there is no hope left. The primai'Y
In addition to peer counseling,
semester is 120.
g o a I o f t h e f o I I o w i n g Agora has a referral service.
Hours for the cev.ter are 8 a.m.
organizations is to help students Medical, psychological, drug or
to 2 a.m. By mid March the cenfind solutions.
alcohol related problems are
ter will try to be open 24 hours a
Open, informal and non· referred to the proper agency..
day.
·
professional, Agora is the ''Only a few people need this type
Project Cons e j o, in· the
student crisis center at UNM of referral service, but they are
Chicano Studies building, 1815
where the crisis is defined by the referred properly through the
Roma NE, is a peer counseling
student, and active listening is problem areas," said Kelleher.
service run by UNM students
its main function.
Agora has directories of inand open to all UNM students.
"We deal with normal people formation readily available on
Working on a person to person
.with normal. everyday problems drugs, alcoholism and even crash
basis, Project Consejo will try to
and. our job is to get them over pads.
help students obtain· financial
•the hump so they ar~ able to deal . "It's all. right to talk over a
aid. They also help students in
with it, themselves," Dodi problem with us that you can't or
. planning and organizing their
Kelleher, student director of don't want to talk over with
· class schedules. "Pr()ject Consejo
Agora, said.
someone else," Barbalee Blair,
is an educationar progra,m ..
Volunteers at the center, secretary, said. "Basically what
Through our program we hope-to
called peer counselors, listen to we do is listen. As far as I know,encourage students to continue
people on a one-to-one basis and we are the only crisis center in
. • their education, We try to help
try to help them with their town that will try to handle any
them get the resources they need
Project Consejo. Coordinator Diane
to stay in sch1iol," Diane Naranjo,
problem areas. While people with problem."
No. names are asked and no and· call-in services for students
Although a bit rundown, the coordinator of Project Consejo,
suicidal intentions may take
hours of counseling, the majority ID's are required to use Agora's and non-students. "There's no atmosphere inside Agora is said. Available immediately ar.e
of people who use Agora's ser- services. There are both walk-in red · "Kelleher said.
relaxed and comfortable. The old ·three $100 scholarships. Apworn easy chairs and the hot pot plications can be picked up in the
of coffee add to the informal Chicano Studies building ..
nature of Agora.
Part of Project Consejo is their
Agora was set up five years recruitment program when coonago by a group of students and a selors talk to prospective UNM
professor after the suicide of a students
explaining
the
student. Kelleher said, "It is programs offered under Chicano
unusual for crisis centers to last Studies and the University in
this long." She attrjbuted their general. Project Consejo helps
success to student need, the set- them in filling out and processing.
up and the diversity of volun- forms for admission and financial
teers. Agora is funded by aid. Project Consejo will help inASUNM and GSA.
coming .freshmen with any
Ago1ra is in the northeast cpr- . problems they encounter as new
ner of Mesa Vista Hall; their students. "We familiarize the
phone number is 277-3013. . , . new students with Unh•ersity
On Feb. 11 at 7:30p.m. in Mit- procedures," Naranjo said.
chell Hall, room 122, there will be
A course, designed to orient
a training orientation ·for all students in the area of guidance
students who are interested in·. and counseling will be offered
volunteering a few hours a week
CContfnu£'d ori page A·l~l
to work as peel' counselors. No

~ If only because of a wide range of to. The most common situations
are
loneliness,
0 service organizations on· campus, handled
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4300 Central Avenue, SE.
4410-A Central Avenue, S.W.
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NO DOWN PAYMENTS
ANY TYPE-CAR OR TRUCK
SPECIAL GROUP RATES*

v''
* (5oFMORE0

These leases are· based on 15,000 miles maximum: per
year. These are 36 mo. leases, excluding license
and tax. These leases are clo:.:ed-end ... meaning no
big balloon payment to meet at the end of 36 mos.
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15
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$154

76 FIAT

I

*PER MO.
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*PER MO.
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LEASE A
I

76MERCURY

BOBCAT$8560

Many people 'tease because they're just
plain tired of owning a car. For them,
leasing is more convenient and less
complicated. Let someone else worry
about licensing, arranging for insurance,
maintenance & ultimate disposal. You get
the car of your choice, without big down
payments or trade-in worries. No worries
apout anything~ That's the big joy of
le.asing!
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LEASE A

76 CHEVROLET

CttEVETTi$85 93
*PER MO.

*PER MO .
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I
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I

76 FORD

...$13812
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TWO LOCATIONS:

Acclaimed name shoes for men & women.
Come shop while the selection is most complete

8419

·. 9lt~mJ!tit~()/J
lllllirt?Jj()~J

l.OMASN.E.
PHONE
265-6767

New· ··MexicO·· . ..Leasing
Com/Jiln_y,
.
.
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WE ALSO. HAVE MANY, MANY FINE USED CARS
ALMOST ALL
ARE LEASE EXPIRATIONS THAT HAVE BEEN WELL MAINTAINED
IN OUR SHOP .•. LOW MILEAGE ... LIKE NEW!

In OldTown
323 Romero NW
842-8152
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5307 tl·tenaul NE ·
881-1642
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You can depend upon TSO to fill your doctor's prescription
for glasses and contact lenses to exact specifications.
.~
TSO will comfortably and fashionably fit your glasses.
Also TSO provides adjustnients, repairs and replacement of
lenses and frames.
Convenient credit is available and TSO honors .
BankAmericard and Master Charge cards if preferred.
You'll like what you see at TSO because at TSO we care how
you look at life.
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S~INGSAFOOT·:

Look your best wh_ile
you look your best.
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lRERE ARE BIG
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VIRGINIA
N.E.
PHONE

255-5580
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American newspaper editor C. L. Edson had a good statement

_"'g; that defined humor and human nature.

~'

~

"We love a joke that hands us a pat on the back while it kicks the
Il-l other fellow down stairs,'' Edson said.
Perhaps this is the best introduction to our LOBO supplement
and for that ·matter an introduction into the day-to-day world of
UNM. The only effective method of letting off steam on this campus is to laugh. What else can you do when you've been accidentally disenrolled at the same time you receive a bill for a library
book you returned in plenty of time?
As for our administrators, what can you do with a legislator who
spouts campaign promises of money for education, providing that
money stays in his district of 1000 voters?
The one thing always lacking in any type of movement whether it
be women's liberation, men's liberation, minority struggles, gay
liberation, anti-government spending, environmental quality, or
consumerism is the ability to laugh at your adver.sary or yourself.
In this issue we present what's happening to your money, how
much money the University will receive from the state, sports, arts
and media and finally how the late Walt Disney would have envisioned the "Harvard on the Rio Gran·de."
What this University really needs is a giant raspberry cushion to_
sit on or a joy buzzer in everyone's palm just as a simple reminder
not to take oneself too seriously.
Our supplement is meant as a i,oy buzzer and not a cheap shot
because a cheap shot takes n·o work and believe us when you are
faced with filling 56 pages of a newspaper, the last thing you can
do is goof off.
So read through the paper and let us know what you think of it
and don't forget to be ready to laugh· because you know as well as
we do that things are definitely going to get worse.
If nothing else this issue will let us know who has a sense of
humor.

by uarry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

II55Af{)

H5tvAS,

IJ/I(AT'
15/T,

MAc?

I
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Protest Over C.losed Library During Break

Dear Mr. Travelstead:
I was shocked to hear of the
proposed closure of the Library
Services during the period December 25, 1975 through January 5,
1976. Such an action would appear ~
to run counter to the stated goals
of The University of New Mexico as

Whaf Jobs Are Degrading?
Editor:
I support the woman's liberation
movement in that _women should
have the same earning power, the
same opportunity for advancement
as men. I also agree that women

should equally share responsibility
for solving social and political
problems and the like. But I also
think that some women need to
reexamine their own thinking on
how to bring this about:
There is a powerful argument by
women that office work is
degrading. It is true that many office skills-shorthand, typing, the
Editor:
.
ability to run a copying machine are
We request this opportunity to indeed mindless. However, these
inform any interested students skills should be viewed · as the
about one of the lesser known but primary starting skills to get a job,
equally important organizations on not what some women will be
campus: the University of New doing for ever and ever. I submit
that perhaps some women need
Mexico Democrats.
The goals of this organization are these skills before they can start to
to support the candidates of the climb the executive ladder. Too ofDemocratic Party, to reg·ister ten there is a tendency on the part
·young people to vote and inform of women to set limits for themthem of the Democratic Party, its . selves.
programs and candidates, and to
When looking at how women
encourage active participation in struggle for equality, I think it is
the democratic process of govern- . safe to say that many women are
ment.
·
going about it in the wrong Way.
All · meetings of the UNM All women should see equality as
Democrats will be on a weekly something they share "with'' men
basis and the time and place will be · instead of trying to be the ''same''
announced; Anyone interested is as men.
encouraged to attend.
Again I wish to make it cleadhat
UNM Democrats the women's liberation has my supc/o Student Union Building port. Yet I sometimes find it dif·
Univ. of New Mexico ficult to view ·myself as your real
Albuq., N.Mex .. enemy.
87131
G~orge M. Coston

Democrats

UM•• I
OIPN'TNO·
T/l$,5/R ..
I

IJ/Et.L,!S H5

AP:TtCUtA~

ICAN

IJI/TTY, /IN()
PROFE$0R!Al?

found in The University of New
Mexico Bulletin, General Issue
1976-76, 1976-77:
"The University of New Mexico
has as its primary responsibility the
task of serving the citizens of the
State of New Mexico by offering
the opportunity of a well-rounded
education at the higher level. The
ultimate goal of a college or university education is to equip the
maximum number of citizens with
the understanding and wisdom
which will aid them in becoming
useful and responsible members of
a democratic society. The University also recognizes its duty to supply other services which foster the .
cultu're and welfare of the people.
..• A prime responsibility of the
University is to make its contribution to the total body of
knowledge through original investigation ....To these ends the
University encourages it students
and faculty to engage in research,
scholarship, and creative activity by
providing suitable facilities in an atmosphere conductive to
achievement.~' .
Since the University does
recognize as an objective the contribution of original research to the
total body of knowledge, and since
a large portion of original research
is pursued during the Christmas
break (with the absence of class
work), then it would seem both
logical and mandatory that the
Library Services· remain open
during this period.
D11nnis A. Ashley

Vol. 76
No,7..4
Box 20, University P.O., LNM ·
·Albuquerque, N.M, 87.131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202
Monday through F_riday ever~ regular wee_k
of tho University year nnd weekly during the
summer :,~ossian by the· Board of Student 1
Public~~;tions ofthe University of New Mexico,
and is not financially associated with UNM.
Second class postage paid at Albuquerque,~
NeW Mexico · 871:)1. Subscription I:"ate is
.$10.00 Cot the academic year,
The opinions expreslied on the editorial
pages of'The Daily Lobo are those of the
author solely~ Un.signed opinion is that of tho
editorial board of The Daily Lobo. Nothing
printed ln The Daily Lobo necessarily
represents the views of the University of New

.
By Martin Nix
,
There is <J federal agency which no one has ever heard of--yet it
is.one of the most powerful governments in Albuquerque. The Middle Rio Grande Council of Governments (COG) is sort of a regional
government, which controls all federal .funds. COG is made of elected· officials from Albuquerque, Bernalillo, Albuquerque Public
Schools, Isleta, Grants,· and other government bodies nearby.
. In theory, COG is under the control of elected officials. In mality,.
the elected officials are controlled by the COG staff.lt has be.c.ome
very apparent that government does not work anymore, and it is
not the elected oUiCials, but the government.

The COG staff has immense power, because they are the con-·
sultants to the elected officials on how federal funds can be spent.
Too often the COG staff ha·s !!aid something is ir:npossible when we
know it is possible '(because other cities have done so). The handicapp~d associations literally had to threaten a law suit before
their transit needs were considered, and even now COG refuses to
study placement of curb-ramps at sidewalk corners for the handicapped. The Bikeway people had excessive trouble with ,COG.

THIS lS THE YEAR FOR 1\

my hope that a copy of the letter
could be printed in the Lobo in
order to bring this proposed action to the attention of tlie
general populus.

Agency

TQo often people have been elected to office with good intentions, only to be snowed with technical jargon by government
staff. (Elected officials come and go, but beaurocrats·always stay.)

'·

Editor:
The following letter was sent
to Chester C. Travelstead in
protest of the proposed closure of
the Library services, from the
period Dec. 25, 1975 through Jan
5, 1976. Suck a closure would
have grave consequences for the
graduate student population .on
campus, as well as undergraduates and the general
populus of the citizens of the
Sta_te of New Mexico. It would be
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To date, the efforts by COG in transit can be called nothing more
than sabotage by HighWflY engineers. (Something is wrong when
they believe that 95 per cent· of all trips in Albuquerque will be by
auto in 1995--when people studying the natural1esource situation
say it isn't.) The golden age of the auto is over, and we must
question whether highway engineers can do alternatives-to- heauto studies. These highway engineers must realize that we have
got to get this city and country with close to 30-70 per cent of all
trips on_to some type of alternatives.

Welcome Back- To UNM

,Mexh.:.o.

-Coming SoonCarraro's once in a
. . . . . . . . . . . :. . .~. . .:. . . . . . .J!f.~-time special!'
ACROSS FROM
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
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268-2300
106 B Cornell SE

WE'RE SO HARD TO FINO
WE'VE GOT TO BE GOOD

I

We're Stripping the store' of Winter Clothes
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Editorial

Unsigned

editorials

Board
re~resent

a

majority opinfon of tho Oallv Lobo

Editor-in-Chief
Orlando R. Medina

lllll':.~iiging

Editor
Mli:hael O'Connor

of the author and do nOt n&cesuriiV
refloct the vieWs of tiNt oliN.

Features Editor
Mike Gallagher

Arts & Media
Terry England

2 937 Monte Vista N. E.
(on the triangle)

Sports Editor
Harold Smith

.

Staff. All other .cohtmnl, cartoons

and lettets represent the opinion

News Editor
John Rucker

Photo Editor
~iguel Gandert

Copy Editor
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Deadline For Spring Financial :Aid Nears

l{qwever, students
plications wUl also not be deadline.
required ' to · follow this new must reapply each fiscal year to
' update their eligibility records.
pro~:edure.
.
·"Students, after their aporforfeit their award.
· The federally funded College
John Whiteside, assistant dire·
Work-Study program (CWSP) plication has been processed, are
tor of Student Aids, stated that
opel'ated by the student aids of- given a 'need' figure, which is the
students' who have received. ;~n
fice offers students ill financial maximum amount that they can
award letter for a New Mexico
need•the opportunity to work at earn for that fiscal year," san·
"Otir office has
Student Loan (NMSL), Basic or
jobs in the University at salaries doval said.
current job openings and studenSupplemental Grant or National
starting at $2.20 per hour.
Defense Student LQan (NDSL)
. George Sandoval, director of ts are sent on desired interviews·
·
must report to the Student Aids
the CWSP, Silid 1200 students until hired."
In July of this year, the basic
office prior to Jan. 23 to sign
are currently employed through
starting pay rate will be raised tQ
their promissory notes, and then
the program,
proceed to the cashiers office for
"We are still hiring," Sandoval $2,30 an hour under the program.
The Part-time Student Emtheir checks.
said, "and expect 150 to 250 adployment office (PTSE) operated ·
"Students receiving scholar·
ditional job openings shortly."
ships do not have to report to
Sandoval estimated that ap· by Student Aids offers jobs in
Student Aids if they have their
proximately 75 per cent of the the University community, as
award letter," Whiteside said.
student population are finan· does CWSP, but is not based on
"They should report directly to
cially qualified to enter the work· academic ability or financial
need.
the cashiers office for . their
study program.
.
checks,"
"The program is running bet·
"Part-time
employment
is
All deadlines for financial aid
ter than otir expectations,'' he open to all UNM students, their
for the spring semester. have
said. "However, I see some spouses and graduates of UNM "
major revisionS' coming in the said Mary Schodorf, supervis~r
passed except applications forNational Defense Loans, which
student employment area at ofPTSE·
will be accepted again beginning
UNM."
No financia!"aid application or
Feb. 1 depending upon funds
Applications for the work·
George Sandoval
needs-analysis
is required. /t,
available.
study program are accepted at
first day.''
Applications for~N~a~t~io~n~a;l~N~ew~M~ex~i~co~~~~L~o~a~n~~~a~ny~·~ti~m~e~a~n~d~d~oe~s~n~o~t~fo~ll~o~w;a~n~y person need only register with
A newly initiated service by
the PTSE office
PTSE is a listing, of students and
"All student employment is what type of job opening they
handl.ed by the Student Aids of- desire.
Incoming job apfice, and inost of these openings plications are then matched to
are listed through our office," the student's qualifications.
Schodorf said.
The Student Aids ·office, in"We should be the first place a cluding loans, work-study and
student tries for employment,'' part-time employment, is at
Schodorf continued. "A person Mesa Vista Hall, across from the
.
can be sent on a job interview the SJJB.
UNM students must secure

~ theA' tmancJal award for the
~ spring semester prior to Jan. 23

0

""' :·

Defense Loans and Supplemental
Grants for the fall semester will .
be accepted immediately;
'however, pro~:edures ~:oncerning
the required needs-anaJysis have
been changed.
.
"Previously, the needs;~nalysis was completed by the
studnent and then submitted to
our office along with their ajlplication," Whiteside said. "Under the new uniform procedure,
needs-analysis accompanying ap·
plications for NDSL, College
Work-Study and some other aid
applications will be completed by.
the student as before, but will
then be sent by the student to a
needs. an a 1 y sis center in
Berkeley, California along with a
. $4 ', 7 5 processing fee. The
analysis will be returned in about
a month and their application will
then be processed by this office.''
However, college work-study
needs-analyses
submitted
through Jan. 30 will not be
required to f o II ow this
procedure. Needs-analyses submitted with most
and

Honest, corppetent advise on stereo components
The best possible service on products we sell
The best selection of high-fidelity
speakers available
The lowest prices possible -we meet or beat
any locally advertised price on products we sell
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Garrard 990 Complete
Dual1225 Complete
Pioneer pl15 Complete
Sony PS1100 Compl~te
Sony 5520 Complete ·

Now

'9995
5169 95
5139 95
513::195
57995 .
5 17995

.
-.

$24995
Pioneer SX535 Receiver
•29995
Kenwood KR5400
'37995
Kenwood Receiver KR3400 '25995

517995
'239 95
'30995
''19995
'18995
'29995

Pioneer SA7100 Amp

Rec~iver

.

'21995
'369 95

STR7015

·SPEAKERS

Dual Ribbon System Switch from Fabric to
Carbon Ribbon
Y2 Spacing (1-1 Y2-2)

Infinity Posll

Altec Santana

f

Jenson Model23

)I

EssAMT1A

I,

Tempest Model3

'

RTR-12M

. AUTOMATIC Paper
Injector

sg99s
'269 95

'7995
'21995

'9800
5 12995
139600
'131°0
126995

.'8495
'9995
'34995
'11995
523995

'
.

TAPE

Kl RENTAL?

TEAC 2340S 4ch

.

S115ooo
S899°G
$39995

___.,.

..Sony TC377 Stereo

CASSETTE

Piqneer Ct 2121
Duai Auto Rev
SonyT~

CALL 256-9893

135

Sony 204SD.

Also-See us for all tho major brands in Ni::W Ski EquiPm·~'H

l

$200~ 0
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0

0"
0
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$450°0
$229 95
S39995

SONY
RTR
·.JENSEN
INFINITY
DTR
PIONEER
'
KENWDDO
TEAC
TANDBERG
.
GARRARD
DUAL
WATTS
MAXELL'
TDK
SCOTCH
PARADOX
DTR
BURWEN

I

• Lls1en 10 us.

Dduxc Miniatu[e Portable Casscllc Recorder '

I
I

I
I

®PIONEER'

I

SX-434

,.
I

I

st·s··995

STERED RECEI-VER

List $239 95

I

I

I

®PIONEER .

HR-100
I

Crown

I

¥~.f

I

.

ALL
BLANK TAPE
OUR·
REGULAR
LOW
PRICESI

18995
sasooo
5 19995
$31995

SUPERSCOPE.

I

34995

1

C-108

~·~
lit
ESS

10%0FF

5

.

WE ARE
PROUD TO
REPRESENT

866° 0
567995
5

.

You get: Skis. Poles, Boots. Bindings

On the Triangle. Mo_nte Vista at Central

DECKS•RE.EL

TEAC 3340S 4ch

OLYMPIC SPORTS
HAS THI;;
EST SKI EQUIPME:NI
LABLE FOR ONLY $7.00 PER
DAY OR $12.00 PER WEEKEND

@yin pic sports inc.
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RECEIVERS

AMPS &

NO Dual Ribbon

1325 SAN MATEO, NE e Ph. 265-8347

ll>

<0
-l

$139 95
$237 80
$217 80
$169 95
$9995
$244 90

. Garrard 125SB Complete

One YEAR Warranty

* D_uke City Typewriter Co.

-

t-'

List

9Q-Day Warranty

15" CARRIAGE STANDARD
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TURNTABLES

Altec Model 1

ssas

~·

0

I

Interchangeable Type Styles

·g~~r

~
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"THEIRS"

BE FULLY CONVINCED!
DROP BY OR CALL TODAY!

I

~

HEAR THE HIGH FIDELITY DIFFERENCE AT HUDSON'S

Sony Receiver STR7045

Cartridge Ribbon -Typist
Never Touches Ribbon

:!l

0>

Sony

Operator Must Feed
Ribbon through Carrier

I

~
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7611 Menaul N.E.
296-6978
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NO Paper Injector

~

Our policy i's to provide:

···.-·.···· ..

NO~Spacing
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Before You·
Buy Theirs... Try Ours!

Interchangeable TYJK! Styles
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a-TRACK RECDRDER

I

With Dolby

®PIONEER~

PL-120-11 Stereo
Turntable

I

I

With Stanton Cartridge
I

I
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Prices cut drastically on several demonstrator units
Shop r:-ow while the selection is best
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·Escort Service Starts with. Limp

(lq

p.m. on Fridays, These hours are ficer walking patrols.
The UNM Securfty E!lcort Ser· subject to adjustment."
The Crime Prevention Unit,
vice will begin operations for the
The Security Escorts operate operated by the Campus Police
spring semester this Monday, in male/female teams to avoid Detective Division, was initiated
Jan.19.
misuse of the program, Curren- . last October to disseminate in'rhe· Escort Service, initiated . tly, the program, has two teams formation concerning crime
last fall to discourage nighttime in operation.
prevention planning, counseling
assaults .on the UNM campus,
"We will be hiring new escorts and actual crimes.
enables nighttime workers and as the need arise&," Caristo said,
Kenneth Errico, Campus
students to request a securicy "The' position is a Work/Study Police detective, said the unit is
escort to and from on-campus position and is open to male l!.nd concerned with the education
destinations.
female students.''
aspect of crim!l prevention.
Pat Cari,.sto, UNM Police
·The security escorts carry an
"W !l're constantly com·
detective, s&id the program's fir· ID badge with a pho_tograph and municating with University
.st two weeks· of operation in fingerprids.
departments concl')rnjng crime
December averaged less than
"The service is not solely for prevention .• " Errico said .
two calls per night.·
females," Caristo added. "Male "However; with the high work
"Due to the light use of the workers and students can also load in our office we have to rely
program in December, the next use the service.''
heavily on being contacted by
few weeks of operation will be
Persons desiring a security departments for our services."
based on the need as it arises," escort should call the campus
Services of the Crime PrevenCaristo said. "Tentative hours police office at 277-2241.
tion ·Unit are available to all
will be 7 p.m. to 12 a.m. Monday
Other police news includes a University departments and
through Thursday and until 9 Crime Prevention Unit and of- organizations that request
r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;.. as sista nee.
~.
"If the visibility of personal
property is reduced, then the in. ._
A
cidents of burglary will also be
Retailers of Fine, Imported rtist's Papers
reduced," Errico said. "If jJJe
Stock up on the best in drawing, printmaking and watercitizen knows what the criminal
knows then crimes can be
color papers for the winter and spring at the best prices ·
in Albuquerque.
prevented."
We Stock:
Officer walking patrols around
Arches Cover
Rives Light Weight
campus have also been instituted
Arches Silk screen
J. Green Water~olor
as a preventive measure.
Cosmos·BiotUng
Hosho
The offiers, highly visible in
RivesBFK Rives Heavy Weight
Claside Watercolor
Copperplate
uniforms,
walk the campus
German Etching
Shogun
checking buildings, offices,
More than 50 additional varieties of papers may be ordered.
parking lots, lilcycle racks and
Samples and paper available at our retail outlet:
other high crime areas during
peak crime hours.
McCharris Gallery
"When the officers discover an
309 Cornell S.E.
unsecured building or office, they
266-0783
secure it and notify the departBulk sales of 50 shcets~r more at large discounis. Get your class together ind make one large
ment,"
Errico said. ·
ordertosavetimeandmoney. '
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UNM
walk-through
registration will be held in Johnson Gym, Friday, Jan. 16 for all
students who did not· complete
the pre-registration process.
Helen J·ackson, assistant
registrar, said that, of ~5,000
students who applied for pre. registration, approximately 12
per cent were disenrolled and
many were only partially
registered. These students and
newly admitted students will
participate in walk-through.
"Students who did not clear
their tuition before the Dec. 19.
deadline, .students placed on
academic probation and · thQse
who have too many hours to
remain in the University College
have been disenrolled and must
re-register," Jackson said.
Disenrolled students should have
received notific.atioin and an ap·
pointment time for walk-through
registration in the mail. .
Students who pre-registered
and did not receive all of their
requested classes were
automatically given an appointment time with their class
confirmation, but those students
completely pre-registered who
wish to" change their schedule
must pick up an appointment
time from the registration center
p_rior to walk-through.
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The Price of Education
As if the registration lines weren't bad enough, here is
another line you can look forward to waiting to pay for this
semester's books.
Symphony or Life presents D 12 week class in
basic techniques. principles and mclhods of

Meditation, every Wednesday beginning Jan. 20
through April 6, 5·6:30 p.m., rm 144 Honors Clr.
(HUS Bldg}, CJasses are open to new st.pdcnts

throughout the semester, For rurther info UiJI 898·
9120: Mon·Fri !Oa.m.-3 p.m.
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"No stude11t will be admitted
to walk-through registration
unless he or she has a UNM ID
card and an appointment time,"
Jackson said. "If a student has
any confirmed classes through
pre-registration, he must also
have a current ID validation
label. In addition, all tuition
must be cleared with the
cashier's office." The deadline for'
payment of tuition for walk·
through registration was Jan. 9.
New ID validation labels for
·pre-registered students and ID
cards for new students are
available· in Johnson Gym 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. until Jan. 23. Pre·
registered stud(lnts who do not
pick up their V.Jlidation labels by
Jan. 23 will be disenrolled from
classes. Current athletic ID cards can also be validated during
this time in Johnson Gym.
Program changes can also be
made at dropadd during the first
two weeks of class. For the first
·week, dropadd will be in Johnson
Gym from approximately 9 a.m.
· to 5 p.m. (hours vary during the
week) and· at ·the registration
center in Bandelier East during
the second week of classes. Jan.
30 is the last day to add a class
and Feb.l3 is the last day to drop
a.class without a penalty.
"Students should be reminded

I
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that they cannot regi.ster f'or
more than 20 hours during walkthrough or dropadd without
prior written approval from their
college office," Jackson said.
"Without this approval, they will
automatically ...be disenrolled by

·Albuquerque's
finest
'bath shop offers a
pleasing altemative to
commercial body produc·
ts,
like
natural,
biodegradable, non-deter·
gent:

Ride· The
3 doors East

Girard
-5pm

SOAPS
SHAMPOO'S
BIJBBLE DATil
IN YOUR ~HOI~E
OF FRAGRAN~ES:
A large selection of
essential oils aiJd well
tl'aincd, friendly people
to help you find the
right product for your
·hair and skin.
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Special Reglsttatlon Houts

I/.

Satutday Jan. 17: 8 to 5 pm
monday Jan. 19: 8 to 7 pm
Tuesday Jan. 20: 8 to 7 pm
Regular Hours We~kdays 8 to 5 Saturdays
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Returns Policy: Books purchosed for the Spring Semestef 1976 mo_y be r_eturned
for full refund through Soturdo_y Febtuor_y 14, 1976, provided:

1) Books must be in new condition
2} Books must be occomponied b_y cosh receipt
3) . Students I. D. must be presented with return
medico.l legol bronch bookstore open Sot. Jon. 17 - 10 to 4 pm
Regulo.r·hours weekdo_ys 10 to 4 pm

Sptlng Semestet 197·6

I

ON FRIDAY NIGHT
. With The So.unds Of

I

I

I

"Saturday Night Special"

FREE CHEESE AND BREAD
I

.$1.·25 Pitcher
SOc Drafts
Between 7 and 9
All Bar Drinks 1/2 Price With· UNM ID!
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Buckle-·Up (Your Dog) for Safety

U.. Pollee to Tow, Immobilize More Cars

Q)

· .served basis.
''Permits are legal for their
assigned zones only;" Seiler said.
· ''If you do not have a parking permit, you cannot _park on campus
• except at metered spaces or in
thefree north lots. However, we
feel that the one hour meters are
. not sufficient for students attending a one-hour class."
The free north parking lots are
on the north campus, where t.wo
. free shuttle buses carry students
to and from the central campus
every ten minutes from 7:30
a.m., to 6 p.m.
Unlike previous semester
·
breaks, parking .regulations for
the UNM campus. were continued
in effect through this semester
break.,
"Parking regulations are now
•
in force and. will continue ·to be
throughout the semester;'' Seiler
said. "However, duri_ng 'walk:
through·registratioin t'his
Friday, free parking wil! be
allowed in the lots bordering
Central Avenue between Stanford and Girard.
All other
regulations will be observed for
that day."
2610 Pennsylvania N.E. . : . Zoned parking lots,. reserved
(just North of Menaul)
: spaces, special blu~ curb parking

UNM Parking Services towed immobilized."
Fines on campus range from
51 vehicles and immobilized 124
vehicles last semester for $2.00 for an expired meter to
repeated, violation of University $5.00 for other violations. If a
parking regulations.
vehicle is immdbilized, $5.00 fee
Sgt. Johu Seiler, parking ser· is levied, and if a vehicle is
vices supervisor, said towing and towed, the cost of the towing ser·
immobilization actions will be in· · vice must be paid (approximately
$30.00).
creased in the spring semester.
, "Unless a. person is legally
The UNM campus is divided
parked in a zone indicated by a into zoned areas, metered spaces
permit, at an unexpired meter or and free parking on the North
in the free parking lots north of Campus. Parking in zoned areas
Lomas Blvd., they are subject to · _!:equires a permit purchased
receiving a parking citation," from Parking Services for the
Seiler said. "If a person has not academic year for $27.00 (costs
cleared .that citation from his vary, for faculty and staff depenrecord and is again · illegally ding oin salary). Some permits
parked, he is then subject to for the spring semester are
having vehicle either towed ·or available on a first come, first
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Mens Hair Salon !
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Call for
Student Discount
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and areas designated by' no
parking signs are all subject to
the parking regulations.
"Motorcycles are vehicles under the parking regulations,"

~eiler said. "Tiley will be cited if
~!legally. parked. Additionally,

The Rape Crisis. Center (RCC)
is iil new headquarters at 602
Third SW.

Illegally parked cars in reserved
parking spaces are subject to
automatic towing."

Formerly on the UNM campus,
RCC moved its services to more
effectively reach the target
population outlined by the Com·
munity Development Act monies
that fund the program, said Coordinator Gail Vinson.

Spring Features Added Courses

If you've never visited

THE HARVEST
Now is the time!
We are having our First Annual storewide
SALE with our clothing.

20% - 50% OFFI
Sale will be Mqnday Jan. 19
thru Sunday
Jan. 26
...

Several additions to the preregistration course
"Alternatives for Wo~e·n," will meet Thu~sday·
li~t have been announced by the Women Studies
mornings for eight weeks and costs $25. Mona
Program and the · departments of History and
Joh.nson wiii teach the course which will explore
Economics.
·
··
chotces open to women today, mcludmg school,
For the first time in many years Modern France,
work, commupity ·affairs, and accompanying life
1789 to the present (History 320:003) will be of-.
styles. Outside speakers and readings will supfered. Dr. Steven Kramer will teach the course. ·
plement th_e class discussions.
It will stress France's place as the centl;!r of the
"Getting Yours: How Women Find Jobs;'' offers
career counseling on coordinating work and home
revolutionary movement and the cultural avantgarde. Reasons for the French decline in late 19th
!if~, ~nd topics li~e job selection, testing, ap·
pltcatwns and resumes. !The class will meet
and 20th centuries and the success of Gaullism in
Tuesday evenings for eight weeks; cost is .$25. Inrestoring France's role as world power will be
structors are Vera Norwood, Diana Smith and
covered.
.
·
Tasia Young.
Dr. Max Bennett will teach Economics 335,
"Women as They See Theml?elves,'" is a look at
described as "a .mieroeconomic study of resource
women in novels by female authors of the western
allocation· to the health industry and health serworld. Cohitte, Edith Wharton, Carson McCullers
vices."
and
Tillie Olsen are among writers to be studied.
Topics to be discussed in the new course include
Cynthia Radaelli is the instructor, arnd the class
supply and demand for health providers, the influence of public and private insurance on supply .will.meet Thursday mornings for ten weeks. Fee is
$30.
.
.
and demand, health planning in an economic
Ann Nihlen will teach "Economics of Feminism"
framework, and national health insurance.
on Thursday evenings. This course will analyze
Dr. Robert Baseman of Texas A&M University
economic aspects oi women's changing role in the
~ill be a visiting professor in the 1976 spring
labor force and' within the family setting, looking
semester. He will lead a graduate seminar in
at the division of labor by sex.
economic theory and applied economics. It will
Women Studies Coordinator Gail Baker will
focus on recen~ developments hi the testing and
teach "Women in Asian Literature:" an ex~
application of alternative economic theories.
ploration of the portrayal of women in Asian
Economics 341, an analysis of urban problems,
will be taught by Dr. Albert Church. The course -literature and traditional cultural views.
· In addition, the program will again offer a
will focus on housing, discrimination, local finances, environmental problems and policy-making.
workshop for women students returning to school
after a long absence for work, child raising or
Women Studies will offer three Continuing
other experiences. The workshop' will be
Ei:lucation courses which are open to non-students.
scheduled by the Women Studies .office in Marron
Students already enrolled in UNM may sign up
Hall.
Jan.16.

328 A San Felipe NW
2107 Church NW
Old Town, Alb.
· Old Town, Alb.
558 Canyon Road ·
Santa Fe

The center's new telephone
number is 247-0707, and a 24hour crisis line service is
av:tilable to the community. RCC, ,
can also be reached by dialing
911.

•

Rape Crisis Center offers
counseling for victims of sexual
assault, and accompaniment" to
hospitals, the police department,
district attorney's office or court.
Educational efforts of the
program are directed toward in·
creased public awareness of the
incidence and extent of sexual
assault, and RCC works closely
with community service agencies
to improve treatment of victims.
The center is an agency of Bernalillo
County
'Men.tal
Health/Mental Retardation Center.

a

Kenneth Floyd and Raymond
Sauer, all from Albuquerque.
Second place team members
include: Daniel C;~rnes, Roswell;
. David Sprague, Mark Beac.h,
Mike Lecippke and Angelo Thermos, all.from Albuquerque:
Members o( the third place
team include: William Strong,
Los Lunas: Steven Bird, Robert
N. Ulibarri and Michael E. Hyde,
all from Albuquerque.

l~tro

to the Library (Ed. Fnds.

is designed for underg_rads·n1td wiiJ help students
learn about the re~ol!r(:OS of th!' Jibrary and how to
competenUy use libraries, FL!rther ·info call Bera
Wnka~higo, 277·5141,.
· .
~
Applications are being ac·cl)pted for ASUNM

Popular Entertainment Comm. and Teacher
EvaluatiOn Comm. Chairpersons. Deadline for
completed applications is Ja:n. 20. Pick up ap.
plienUops in rm 242, sup.
Annual mccUng .of Democratic Women's club
Jan. SQ-31 at Udnll Hospitality room, Mid·Town
Holiday Inn. F1.1_rther info ca!J; Charlie Chavez 255·
1803, Cordelia Sanchez 344·8808 or Bert Linds.av
299.7454.
.
Sorority In_formal Rush starts Sunday, ,Jan, 25,
t!Ods J~n. 28. Sorority ru!lh and pledgc conti_nu.es
thrQugh the semester. Deadline for this rush

period is Jan. 23, Contact Student Activities Cen·
~er,

second flQQr SUB, for further info.

New low price on
the HP-21 Scientific from
Hewlett•Packard.

NOW ONLYs 99.95
The incredible problem-solving power of the HP-21
Scientific Pocket Calculator can now be yours at a remarkably low price. This povv:erful professional calculator by
Hewlett-Packard can make short work of the complex
problems you face every day. You get:

•

32 preprogrammed functions and operations,
Including rectangular/polar coordinate conversion,
register arithmetic, common log evaluation and trig
functions in radians or degrees.

Two display options.
.You can select fixed decimal, the most commonlyused notation, or scientific notation. When a number is too large or too small for·fixed decimal, the
HP~21 automatically switches to scientific.

RPN logic.
The professional error-saving system, with
4-memory stack, lets you solve problems your
way-without copying parentheses, worrying
about hierarchies or restructuring beforehand.

Uncompromising HP quality.
One reason Nobel Laureates, astronauts and
1,000,000 other professionals own and
depend on Hewlett-Packard calculators.
Get your HP-21 today, complete with
owner's h;:mdbook, battery pack, recharging unit and soft carrying case with handy
belt loop at only $100.

San Francisco- New York- L&s Angeles

Something for
Everyone

Casual Leather Clothing
Men- Women

.

THEHABVEST

design sections of. Engineering
lOlL presented an idea for competition project.
· . Through class voting four to
six ideas from each section were
'selected for development to in·
elude an actual working model
and a written report.
Team members respon~>ible for.
the first place winner included:
Paulos· Agonafer; .from Ethiopia;
- James Morrison, project chief,
Dennis Artery, David Chavez,

Rape Crisis
-Moves To
New Locale

.•:

!•

The "Dog Safety Restrainer,"
a seat belt harness for dogs
riding in automobiles, has won
first place in the Freshman
Engineering Design Competiton
at UNM.
·
Entries ranged from devices to
aid the handicapped, to $Oiil!'
energy applications, to an elec·
tronic ~mpire w})ich calls strikes
or balls in a baseball game.
"Body Lift," a .device for.
assisting handicapped persons
with limited mobility, placed
second in the competition and
"Secure Living Systems," a home
burglar alarm system, placed
third. · ·
· Early in the semester nearly
130 students in 15 separate

New Course:

~47:002) is open lor registration and drop/add, It

(And all handmade)

Finest collection in the Southwest

Leatherback Turtle
107 Romero NW

in Old Town only

842-8496

Clothing
Pottery
Macrame
Jewelry

By popular demand, an HP-21 Applications Book is now available. 'This book provides keystroke routines for over 40 common problems from the areas of Statistics, Mathematics, Finance, Navigation, Surveying, and Conversions. ($10.00)

Dolls
Toys
Quilts
Etc.·

2000 Central S.E.
"10-5 Monday · Saturday

.... The Math Motivators

Quality Products For The World
Of Science And Enginee1ing ·

401 Wyoming Blvd. N.E.
Phone (505)-265-7981

Student Discl!unts Available
With UNM Identification Card

..;

Sprfrfg· .R+ush ·Beg· ins;· r\fext ·wael<~·i·~·~·:·!i'.

rl

~
g

Greek social organizations. will
begin spring membership drives
~ this month on the UNM campus,
0
Eight women's sororities and
.g 12 men's fraternities, all <lhar.....:1 tered student organizations, will
b recruit new uudergraduate mem·;;; bers through social gatherings,
~ lectures and opeu houses.
8
Robin Miller, president of Pan·~ Hellenic Council and sorority
~ represent!ltive, said the "formal"
~
rush period for sororities will be
a>
.Tan. 25through Jan. 28.
Z
"All interested undergraduate
~
women should pick up and return
2:'. an r.ppli.::ation by Jan. 23,'' Miller
;:r said. "Pan-Hellenic Council will
~
operate a table in the SUB Jan.
19 to Jan. 21 with current information about sororities." Ap·
plications are ·available at the
Student Activities office .in the

~
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Tom Neff, Interfraternity
Coun-cil rush chairman, said in·
terested undergraduate men
must secure an instruction sheet
prior. to entering rush. Instruction she!ltS are available at
Dean Oliver's office .in Mesa
Vista· Hall or at any fraternity·
house. ·
.
"The instruction sheet con- ·
tains a listing of all 12 fraternities, ... Neff said. ''Prospective
members must formally visit at
least six fraternity houses, but is
encol!raged to visit them all."
Prospective fraternity members must also pay a $3
registration fee, used to defray
the cost of recruitment, Neff
said.
"I was disappointed in the
fraternity rush last fall," Neff
said. "Although we recruited· a
record 170 new mem hers, 285
men·had sigued up f!lr rush ....
Active fraternity men currently number 500 at UNM.
"Fraternity membership is
op!ln to all interested undergraduate men," N~ff said. "I
feel it will be a socially satisfying
experience to go through ·rush, as
wen as an educational experience....
· _
The Interfraternity Council
will operate information tables in
the SUB and various dormitories.

SUB,
"Prospective members will
visit with each of the participating sororities," Miller said.
"We're expecting approximately
60 women to participate. After
Jan. 28, sororities will continue
seeking new members on an in·
formal basis,"
'There is a $4.50 registration
fee which covers ·the cost· of
recruitment activities, Last fall,
sororities r!lcruited 105 new undergrad.uate members, Miller
said.
"Membership is open to all
women who are interested,"
Miller said. "There are no
restrictions on membership."
The fraternities, under direction of the Interfraternity Council, begin their recruitment drive
today through ,Jan. 20.

INTELLECTUAL

f"EBRURRY
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...Travel Expenses
(Continued from ·page A.l)

·($790) and Housing Personnel is a bit more complicted.
Requests have to be submitted
($300),
at
least three W!leks in advance
· Under the heading 'of
!yped in quadruplicate. The
and
"Public Service" came the Scien·
ap_phcant keeps one copy.
ce Fair ($715 in travel funds),
The regulations outline the
KNME-TV ($2500), KNMEprocess
fron'f there. "Academic
Special Account' ($3000), · Ma~- _
well Museum Gift Shop ($1200), personnel will submit request
and the Institute of Public Law forms, in triplicate, to the Dean
and Service .($9301).
of the College. The Dean's office
Photo Services ($4500); Sur:· will forward the form to the ofplus Property ($6850), and the fice of the Academic Vice
chemi'stry glassblower ($350) President, who will forward the
received travel money ·under a form to the President, who will
category listed as ''Internal Ser- forward the form to the Board of
vices."
Educational Finance (BEF) for
The glassblower uses his approval.''
money to attend_ an annual
Final approval for all out-ofnational conference of -state travel requests lies with
glassblowers to keep abreast of the BEF, alegislative body.
current techniques in the field.
The applicant who is sucUNM travel regulations cessful in getting travel approval
require that "personnel who may be reimbursed for expenses
J;"eceive reimbursement from or not exceeding the cost of tourist
through the University" get in- airfare, and imited taxi and
state travel approved in advance parking fees. A per diem reim:
by the '.'person having budget bursemen.t of $24 in-state and $36
responsibility - for
an out-of-state is allowed for perorganization."
sonal expenses such as eating
.
The regulations encourage the and sleeping.
use of commercial air tranIn a final note of advice, the
sportation or University vehicles travel regulations offer ihe
rather than private tran- general suggestion that "total
sportation.
_travel costs for any fiscal year
The procedure for securing should not exceed the amount
permission to travel out-of-state budgeted for that year.''

• i

G~dard's "Une·fe~me Mar:lee•r

Once again Jon Bowman uses his notorious talents to describe this year's Film Committee fare at the SUB for Spring. "Good schedule, generally," says Jon. "But a little trendy." To find out what he means, read his epic work beginning on page A-14.

John Wayne & CJaircTrev?rin "Stagecoach''

... Service Groups Help Students
<Continued frOm page A·2J
Their phone number is 277- universities,'' Bill MacPherson,
this -~em ester through' Project' 2530 and their office is open from assistant professor of law at
Consejo as Educational Foun- 8 a.m; to 5 p.m. Monday through UNM and director of the
'dations 247. The class will give Friday.
program. said.
sophomores a chance to become
The Clinical Law Program at
The majority of cases handledacquainted with this field before . UNM provides legal S!Jrvjces to by the Clinical Law Program inL-----.-_
-c-e--;;V;-;-o-u-r~.--~--,..J- their junior and senior years. the UNM community by offering volve divorces; landlord and •
•
The class was organized by free legal advice to students and tenant disputes, consumer
students and will be taughi by -in many cases free legal services. problems, criminal and
two graduate students under the
Acting in criminal and civil misdemeanor arrest, drugs and
-Know when studying can produce the best results for you.
supervision of Antonio Mon- areas, the main functions of the tax problems.
Know when to take it easy. Know when to be especially
dragon, coordinator of Chicano ·Clinical Law Program are legal
All law school students are
Studies.
careful in preparing for an exam. Know your physical,
counseling, the litigation of cases
required
to participate in the
Besides
their
work
at
UNM,
emotional, and intellectual peaks.
and the drafting of legal
Clinieal Law Program in order to
Project Cons~jo worked with the documents.
juvenile probation office and this
Staffed by faculty members graduate. "In my opinion a
semester they will work at Gar- and about 70 to 80 law school student handles problems they
.field Junior High School tutoring stl!dents, the Clinical Law would face in their practice as a
We all have our ups and downs, unique to lJS as individuals. St:lonlffic research has shown
reading. Project Consejo also len-. Program helps provide solutions young lawyer," MacPherson
that from the instant of birth our lives 1ollow rigid physical, emotlorial, and lntel!ectual pat·
ds its tutoring services to other to legal problems by defending said.
terns which can be forecast for each day of our lives. On somo days we. are strong
schools ·in the Valley.
pftvsicaHy, emotionally, and in1ellectually; on other days we are weak. Your own Blo·
people in court, entering landlord
Although all students are enRhythm calendar will show vour strong and weak periods.
"Project Consejo is and tenant hassles and filing titled to free legal advice, those
"desperately needed. I believe it suits in connection with con- eligible for free legal services are
Send fur yOur personal ·aio·Rhythrh calendilr showing your Bio-Rhythm projection for the
next full year at a cost of only $4.95. Or you can get a one.mOnth calendar for only $1.50.
is still in its growing stages. We sumer problems.
determined through an interview
Every calendar has full inslructions on how to read, understand, and use your eto·Ahythm
on a relaxed basis. People
exist
calendar. Send today. Get a head •tart on this semea1er.J .
"This program is considered and a screening process for an
are not just numbers here,'' Alex one of the top clinical law initial fee of $2. The Clinical Law
Sanchez, coordinator of Project programs in the nation. It has . Program will find an attorney for
Enclosed is $
{Check or Money Order). Please send my
Consejo, said.
Personal Bio-Rhythm Projection for {Check One):
been an example · for other those who can pay for one.
__ One Month
For the Month of ----:----($1.50)
__ One Year {$4.95)
A reeo.re• eeRier for lafor•llitloa
pedei11Ja• to IRdlvJtlaal ••d III'O•P
Name
•rowth~
Address

-Ex---p-e-r..t·e-n-.

.

·w. ·Eugene Smith's

Best Semester Ever

ffilne1mata

Be Prepared For Stre.SS Sl•tua·ti•OnS

•••••••••••~•••o•Oooo<•••••••••••••~OOOO>'oOoooo0000o~ooi0ioOOIOO~OOO~OOs

If

Birthdate - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - MAIL TO

Bio·Awareness Division
Hummingbird Industries
P.O. BOK 5681

Albuquerque, N.Mex. 87115

PREPARE!> FOR
G. COREY

610-RHYTHM PROJECTIDN FOR
APR 1976
- - PHYSICAL ..... . EMOTIONAL
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Founder/Director of the Psychic Research Foundatlort Chicago, Illinois
A Workshop on Palmistry will be held by Mr. Rucker on Saturday,
January 24, at the Group Harmonics Centre from 10:00 - 12:00 Noon and
1:30 · 5:00
In the workshop you will make a handprint for permanent record that
you can keep. You'll be showrt how to analyze a palm and by the conclusion of the workshop yhou will know what your palm shows.

pm.
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Group Harmonics
Centre
Presents
·
HENRY RUCKER
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115 Harvard Avenue S.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
Phone 265·6557
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"On the day of the patients' victory at· court, someone wrote a
headline: "The Day that Tomoko Smiled." She couldn't have cared less.
She couldn't possibly have known. No one knows if she Is aware of her
surroundings or not. Tomoko is always cared for, never neglected. Her
family knows those who live must live on." From Minamata. RevieW on
pageA-18.
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By Jon Bqwman
Terry England has pulled out
his whip again.
As you may recall, last August
saw the publication of my fifth
guide to upcoming ASUNM Film
Committee movies. It was a
lengthy piece and it had to be.
The LOBO issue it appeared in
was 56 pages long.
Well, Massa England ··just
called and informed me the
LOBO ad staff was busting ass.
"Looks like a 60 pager this time
around," he said.
I laughed, having given up the
chores of being a LOBO editor.
"He who laughs last, laughs
best'' said England. "We need'no
fewer than 1500 words for your
sixth SUB guide. And if you
fail...well, you've seen· "Tammy
and the Doctor" with Sandra
Dee. That's the kind of movie
we'll have you reviewing, that is,

when you're not covering the
UNM Chapparals."
He hung up on his end of the
line,
I
rushed
to
my
typewriter-stopping to admire
·my pin-up of Sandra Dee. I lit a
Marlboro. Pressed the "D" key.
And evoked every' god I'd ever
heard of.
Someday, I'll have to becoll\e
prolific, I thought.

!Chiltinucfi from page A~H)
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* * *
"What's Up.Doc?"-Peter.
Bogdanovich ripped off his title
from Bugs.Bunny, but his style
comes from director Howard
Hawks. This film, a . paean to
Hawks' "Bringing Up Baby,"
pairs Barbra Streisand and Ryan
\)'Neal. Playing Jan. 21 at the
Student Union Theatre.
"Attack~'-A tight recreation
of the Battle of the Bulge in
which we are spared the. stan-

Spee~.

Reading
Course To Be
Taught In
Albuquerque Area
The New Mexico Reading Lab, of Roswell,
will offer a 4 week course in speed reading
to a limited number of qualified people in the
Albuquerque area. A person is required to attend only one 2 1/2 hour class per week, on
the evening of their choice for 4 weeks only.
The course ffiiarantee~ to triple the person's
reading speed with a marked improvement
in comprehension and concentration. The
guarantee, however, is a bare minimum as
the average graduate will read 7 to 10 times
faster. They can read almost any average
book In less than one hour.
For those who would like additional information, a series of. free, one hour orientation lectures have been scheduled. At
these free lectures tht:! course will be ex.·
plained in complete detail, including
••
classroom procedures, instruction methods,
class schedule and a special 1 time only in··
troductory tuition that is less than one-third
the cost of similar courses. You must attend
only one of the free meetings for complete
details. You may attend any of the meetings
for information about the Albuquerque
classes.
These orientations are open to the public,
above age 14, (persons under·18 should be·
.accompanied by a parent if possible.)
If you have always wanted to be a speed
reader but found the cost prohibitive or the
course too time· consuming... now yc,u can!
Just by attending 1 evening pet week for 4
short weeks you t:an read 7' to 10 times
faster, concentrate better and comprehend
more. ·

If you are a student who would like to
make A's Instead of B's or C's or if you are
a business person who wants to stay
abreast of today's everchanging .accelerating
world, then this course is an absolute
necessity. These Free one hour meetings will
be held at the following times and places:
Tuesday January 20 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
Wednesday Jan11ary 21 at 6:30
pm and again at 8:30 pm
Thursday January 22 at 6:30 pm1
and again at "8:30 pm
Friday January 23 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm .
Saturday January 24 at 10:30 am
and again at 1:30 pm·
Monday January 26 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
Tuesday January 27 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
,
These meetings will be held in
room 250-c Student Union Bldg,
University of New Mexico. Please
be on time.
'Room, 501 Coors NW.
If you are a businessman, student, wife or
executive, tnis course which took 5 years of
intensive research to develop, is a must You
can read 7-10 times faster, comprehend
more, concentrate better, and remember
longer. Students .are offered an additional
discount. This course can be taught ·to industry or ciVic groups at "Group rates'' upon
request. Be sure to attend whichever free
t:>l"iP.ntation that fits in your schedule.

dard cliches which ·mar most
Hollywood wa-r flicks. Robert
"What Ever Happened To Baby
J.ane" Aldrich· directed, ·while
Jack Pall).nce and Lee Marvin
star. Jan: 22.
"Phase IV'·'- Your guess is a's
good lor better) than mine. Jan.
23.
"At the Circus"- Hardly
ranking among the Marx
Brothers' best, this one is almost
saved by Grqucho's rendition· of
the immortal tune· "Lydia, The ·
Tatooed Lady." Margaret.
Dumont and Eve Arden are also
on hand. Jan. 24.
"Mouchette"-The films-of
Robert Bresson have been called
"the chamber music of cinema."
· Having only seen one of his films,
1 couldn't tell you much more.
This one is supposedly about the
. plight of an unloved peasant girl.
Jan. 28.
:
"Silent Running"- Directed by
Douglas Trumbill (who produced
some of the special effects for
Kubrick's "2001"), "Silent Running" is not a submarine movie.
Rather, its plClt unfolds in outer
• space where we are introduced to
Bruce Dern and his friends, three
computers by the names of Huey,
Dewey and Louie. Jan. 29.
"Female Trouble"-Director
John Waters and actor-actress
Divine (the pair who made "Pink
Flamingos" what it was) are aj; it
again. Jan. 30 & 31.
_
'"Lilith"-The best part of this
film is watching a handful of performers who would later make it
big. Created in 1964 by Robert
-Rossen, "Lilith" combines the
talents of Gene Hackman,
Warren Beatty, Jean Seberg
and, unfortunately, Peter Fonda.
Feb. 4.
"The Third Man."-This Carol
Reed-Graham Greene work has
become a minor classic. Set in the
bleak wClrld of post WW II Vien·
na, it recouples the team of
Joseph Cotton and Orson Welles.
Listen for the zither. Feb. 5.

"Lance lot
of
the
Lake"_:Another, more recent,
opus by Bresson. Feb. 6.
"Return of the Dragon"-!
haven't seen it, but I would
suggest you go early if you want
a seat. Bruce Lee fans have a way
of crawling out.of the woodwork.
Feb. 7.
"Saboteur"-Except for its
climax, which transpires atop the_
Statue of Liberty, this is not vintage Hitchcock. A,mong its more
glaring
faults · are
its
stars-Robert Cummings and
Priscilla Lane. Feb. 11.
--La Femme Douce"-The
third BresS~Jn film on this·
semester's SUB schedule, this
one is based on a novella by
Dostoevsky. Bresson has modernized· this tale of a woman
(Dominique Sanda) who wants
out of marriage. Feb. 12.
"Spider's Strategem" -Originally produced for Italian TV, this
tale of political intrigue is based
on a story by Jorge Luis Borges.
Its forceful cinematography,
though, can be credited solely to
its director, Bernardo Bertolucci.
Feb. 13.
"Love and Anarchy"-Lina
Wertmuller is one of a handful o(
women directors now at work
making. movies. In this, a
baroque and beautifully staged
account of WW II intrigue, she
shows her ·ample filmic talent as
well as exposing her background
(as an assistant to Federico
Fellini). Feb. 14.
"Une Femme Mariee"-Censored by the ·French government
upon its release in 1964 (for its
"subversive" view of the married
woman), this work by Jean-Luc
Godard is one of his finest. Feb.
18,
"Womanhouse,';
"Throw,"
"llolding"-A trio of shorts all
created by contemporary female
directors. The third, directed by
Constance Beeson, is quite good.
The other two I have yet to see .
Feb. 19.
\\.
IC!lhlii'IUCd (jn page A.l!})

Interested in a Part~Time job?
'

$400 a mor;-.th
.. - 15 hoUr$ a week average
Possible career and Sales Experience.
Contact Northwestern Mutual Life
.

292·2830
We have 5 openings for next year.

.
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"Targets" -The first film by
Peter Bogdanovich. Though not.
his most polished, it is easily his
most intriguing. The plot is
somewhat patterned upon the
Whitman killings at the Univer·
sity of Tex11s in which a crazed
Charles Whitman climbed the
lJ n i v e r s i t y ' s. t;o w e r a n d
proceeded to pick off people with
a rifle. In the case of the film, the
murders occur at a drive-In
movie-with. the sniper strJld·
dling the screen on which Boris ·.
Karl off and Jack Nicholson are .
. phiyirig in "Tiie Terror." Feb. 20.
"Lacombe,"
Lucien"-Louis
Malle directed this picture two
year's ago, using non-actors and
coming up with some a_stounding
results. For once, there is a WW
II picture which concentrates not
on the soldiers or their obvious
victims-but on 'those who kept
trying to live as-"if everything
was honky dory. Feb. 21.
"Dr.
Jekyll
and
Mr ..
Hyde"- The 1932. version of the
Robert Louis Stevenson classic~
Fredric March (who won an
Oscar for his efforts) plays the
schizoid MD. Feb. "25.
"McCabe
and
Mrs.
Miller"-Robert Altman'sTrouble''-Director John Waters
and actor-actress Divine (the
pair who made "Pink Flamingos"
what it was) are at it again. Feb.
26.
"End of August at the Hotel
Ozone"--Czechosla.vakian
sci-fi
set in the days after· the next
World War. The film, using a
documentary-like style, renders
a vision akin to Kafka's. >Feb. 27.
''Thieves Like Us"--Another
Altman mini-epic. This one
examines the Depression and a
couple or-the Dead End Kids it
spawned. Feb. 28.
"Notorious"--Perhaps
Hit·
chcock's
slickest
film,
"Notorious" is also one of his
most vacuous. But no one ever
seems to mind. Made in 1946, it
has Cary Grant and Claude Rains
vying for the favor· of Ingrid
Bergman in Brazil. March 3.
"Johnny Got His Gun"--An anti-war allegory written and directed by DaltCln Trumbo (a writer
who 'coined several other films,
usually under a pseudonym. It
seems his politics upset the
Hollywood of the Joseph McCarthy era). March 4.
"Night Porter"--Liliana Cavani
directed
this
piece
of
sophisticated pornography which
has seen all too much abuse from ·
Lhe critics. Dirk Bogarde is" sufficiently suave as the ex-Nazi,
while Charlotte Rampling is
gorgeous as his mistress in bondage. March 5 & (!.
"Les
Chinoises"··A
revolutionary tract from Godard
whose subject is the Maoist
youth of France. Anne Wiazem·
sky appears. March 10.
"A Star is BMn"··This three,
hour film is the one for which
Judy Garland is remembered. It
includes her rendition of the song
"The Man That Got Away.'' Eat
your heart out, Liza. March 11.
"~erformance"-·Mick Jagger is
no Judy Garland, but this film
could have just as Well been
called "A Star Is Ilorn·-1970". ·
Jagger plays a rock hermit who
gives shelter to James Fox, a
man on the lam from .the Mob.
From there, the story becomes
more cClmplex, i.e., muddled.
Nicholas Roeg directed in his
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From Godard's "I~cs Chinioscs"·

pre-"Walkabout'' days. March. made a start, March 27,
12.
"Atphaville"-·As if to' balance
"Don't Bother To "Knock" .. the austere , trio of Bresson
Marilyn Monroe plays a befud- works, the Film Committee has
. died babysitter who is saved added this--a third Godard film
from suicide by Richard Wid· for the semester's fare. M&rch
mark. Skip thjs.;unless you 31.
fanatically like Elisha Cook, Jr.,
"The Longest Day"--An exwho.performs ably in a bit part. travag&nza of a war picture.
March 24.
·
Producer _D&rryl F. Zanuck h&s
''Badlands"--l)irected
by spared.no costs in the cre&tion of
Terence Malink, a contemporary this t11le of one day, D-Day, the
film maker often compared to 6th of June, The star-studded
Coppola and Scorsese. Mar. 25.
(and we do mean studded) cast
"Juliet of the Spirits"--This is includes Robert Mitchum, John
. the Fellini film I like the least . . Wayne, Richard Todd, Mel
The· director, whose best work Ferrer, Rod Steiger, and Sean·
comes from his wistful memories Connery. April 1.
of small-town Italian life, here . ''The Producers"--Zero Mastel
choose's to explore the psyche of is Max Bialystock;an offhis. wife, actress Giuletta Masina. Broadway play producer with a
The result _is. a sometimes most ingenious method of
provocative dream film which snookering old ladies. His
usually fails miserably. Mar .26.
comrades in conspiracy include
"Bananas"--Woody Allen at his Gene Wilder, a mild-mannered
best. This film lacks the accountant, and Dick Shawn as
refinement of "Sleeper" but it 'LSD, the hippie songster. Mel
more than makes up for the loss Brooks directed. April 2.
by giving us w.ild and anarchic
"Women In Revolt"--Tripe
comedy. Just imagine Woody from Andy Warhol. April 3.
Allen as Fidel Castro and you've
1Con11nuedon pogo A'211
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AMERICAN·.
BANK OF

COMMERCE

University
Branch

Welcome Back ·students
and Professors

We've Moved. • But Not Far!
American Bank of Commerce's University Branch has relocated
its office from the campus to 2706 Central S .E. And in our move
we made some ~hanges. we're now a f1!ll-service branch with
more people to serve· you and new hours. to serve more peo~le.
Our name's the same -- just our location and service has changed .
•. for the better.
BANKING HOURS

9 a.m.- 3p.m. Monday through Thursday
9 a.m. - 6p.m. Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Monday through Thursday (Drive-In Service) Friday 'til 6 p.m.
!:!

'

·-.

'

_University Branch.
2706 Central SE

Telephone 765-5230

A Member of the BSI Family
''Banks that believe in helping New MeXico
· and that means helping you!"
Member FDIC
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Winrock Center Phone 294-2411 ext 246
Hours Mon- Fri: 10 a.m.- 9 p.m.
Sat 10 a.m. '!' 7 p.m. Sun 12 Noon ..... 5 p.m.
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Price

AFTER CQRISTM.t\S SPECIAL
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OLYMPUS

Deluxe
Auto. Reverse
2 or 4
Channel·

OM1-MD ·

35%SMALLER
AND 35o/o LIGHTER- TOO!

<.0

-1

~

The TEAC 2::140R will show you tli pleasure of qua raRonic listening. Pli.udho plea~uro of ex~eptional TEAC
quality.
It features automatic J'O\'el"se for bi-diJ·ectionalJllayback.
A dual bias level ,;witch for compatibilit;.· with all types of
tape. Eight-sout·ce (4 mic and 4 line) mixing. Both 7'.-2
and :P.I ips HJlePds. And a frequency re~ponse at 7~2 ips
that lets you hear e\'erything from :lO to 22,000 Hz. (And
from four directions!)
Cheek out the TEAC 2:~40R. 'l'hen try to settle fot· anything less!

The_ Best Receiver B~y
in ii.e state
42 waHs X. 2 or
16 Watts. X·.4

-

•
•
•
•

1/1000th sec. shutter
Motor drive capacity
SOmm f/1.8 Zuiko Lens
Unique shock absorbing system
to make it quieter

--

-~

Stereos, 1st level

2 or

•

Originally
..Priced
33995

5

OLYMPUS OM-1 CAMERA
WITH 28mm ZUIKO LENS
AND HOT SHOE

'428

88

.• Exclusive Zero Tracking ErrorTonearrn for better
SO!.tnd. • Variable speed control ''~3% (illuminated
stroboscope). • Unique magnetic anti-skating control.
• Synchro-Lab motor for quick starts and steady speed.
•15° vertical tracking adjustmentforcorrectstylus position in single play or multiple play. • Built-in stylus
timer and record counter. • Cue control viscous-damped
in both directions.

4 channel

'

.

88

Now on SALE for

Dillard Reg
Sale Price
289 95 .

5

-~·.
Special
Sale
Price

Check
these
features

Our Reg Discount '228 88 Complete

8 track tapes at a very modest price

~o"\)•
SAVE EVEN
··
· · MORE!
LIMITED QUANTITIES

ntg. 549.95.

Now you can record

..
-~~·~""~
••O~ttO•·.

•

brPanasonic

from 20-20,000 hz into 8 ohms·
load wi!h n_o m~re than 0.5% ·total
harmomc d1storhon

Can be used os a two or
four charnel·receiver

.

'

u

Our reg sale price $319 95

Special
Sale
Price

.

Technics

• BTL circuitry delivers full power
• CD-4 hi-blend switch
.
• 4 individLtal volume control for each
c~n~l
'
• Two full tape monitors
• Automatic speaker protection circuits
·• FM MPX output for easy adoption of FM
discrete broadcasts
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RS-858

4·Chalinel~2-thannel Recordi'Piayback _Cartridge Deck. Gives you 4-c:hannel or 2·ch3nrief
stereo recording, 4 VU meters. Pana·Ject 'Contlni.loi.Js ·ptay, 4-channel/2-channel selector and in ..
dltntors. Pushbutton program selector, Dfre_ct read-out program Indicator~. Dlgltal minute/sec<md

program timer,locklng fast forward. 4 microphone 1nl:lufs. 4 separate lnpul/output volume controls.

Pause t:ontr~ol. Noise suppressor. 2·headphone jacks. 2 record Indicators fOr 4·duinllell2~channel
recording, Eject button, ComeS with connection cords and head cleaning bar•

If Purchased Separately
• Garrard Zero lOOC Turntable
$209.50
• Shure· M91ED Cartridge ............. $54:95
• Bdse . . . . ... .· . .
$14.95
'...!....!.. •.• $9.95
•-Cover ...
. ......... $289.35
Total
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statement fot 'kunianlty:

ffiinamata; Japan
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. _!Continued from
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Cl915, Kalsf> Systemet, Inc.

·-

'hera is
only one store
in this city where y~u can
buy Earth®shoes.
stores sell shoes
that look like the Barth® ·
brand shoe, but only one
sells Anne lalsll's original
patented
Located at:

•

By Miguel Gandert
mination which has made him a
Minamata (Holt, Rinehart and legend in his own time.
Winston/$10.00), by W. Eugene
Minamata is the story of a farSmith and Aileen Smith might be ming and fishing village on the
t.he greatest social document of island of Kyushu, Japan. In the
the seventies.
.
e!lrly fifties the waters of
Eugene Smith, one of the Minamata were poisoned with
world's great photojournalists, methyl mercury because inhas created a book which not only dustrial waste was being dumped
shows his genius as an artist, but directly into the bay by Chisso
also his dedication and concern Corporation, a. chemical comfor the state of humanity.
pany.
Smith, an ~x-Life staffer, has
People of the village who ate
created some great photoessays: ~he fish caught in the bay began
The "Spanish Village" (which ap- to show symptoms of an unusual
peared .in Life) is often con- -·illness, _causing d_amaged_ brains
sidered the magazine's greatest. and twisted bodies. This book
Smith has a sensitivity and deter·
!Continued on pa~c A-191

104 Coronado Center
(505) 293·6530
Brochures Available

Gunrunner Pawn
Buy - Sell - Trade
Catnera$, Photo Equipment, ·
Stereos, Typewriters,
Guns, and much More!

3107 Centl'al NE

A·l&)

tells the story_ of the people in
this village, Smith and his
Japanese-American. wife Aileen
spent three years researching
and photographing the village in
a personal way, which makes this
book a powerful statement.
Smith and his wife worked for
three years in Minamata against
the injustice being done to the
people by the chemical company
and· government who refused to
listen.
Minamata is not only pictures.
The Smiths realize the importance of words; the words in
the ·book are not .underplayed.
The photographs work within the
text, and the design of the book
makes excellent use of .images
within text, although I often wish
some of the smaller images were
larger.
The images are those of two ·
fine photographers, ·because
·about a third of·the images are
Aileen's. The photographs not
only tell the story with an intense
sense of drama and impact, but
the photographs also work in. credibly well on their o.wn. All
the images in the book, from the
pictures of the factory and
village, to the pictures of the
people are hauntingly beautiful
and graphically intense.
Smith's print!! are very so_lllber
and low-key, as if a prevailing
sense of dread is hanging over
the people in his i!Jlages. In his
· pictures he shows the faces and
the lives of a people stricken by·
an industrial tragedy. One of tho
most touching images is the picture of Mr. Funaba, whose
twisted hands, to me, represented the entire tragedy. Smith
said of the image, "I took the only
picture of Mr. Funaba that made
sense to me, recording the fact of
his hands, and we left."
In Minamata, not only are we
shown .the legal battles and
strikes, but also the negligence
and deceit shown by the company
and the Japanese government.
But the most important story is
an intimate view of the people
who have been maimed by tl!e
atrocity of pollution. We are
shown the hardness of the life of
the maimed people who had once
been proud farmers and fishermen. The Smiths take us on a
journey through the village to
meet the people who have been
so tragically struck. We are
shown, through words and pictures many facets of a human
tragedy. We meet Isamti, a victim who was crippled and yet
strives to survive, learn, and
conquer his handicaps. We see
him as he works at becoming a

(Leh) The methyl mercury goes .down to the bay. (Above) Mercury victim Shinobu
struggles against the limitations of her body. (Below) What methyl mercury does.·
(i

pa~c

photographer and film-maker, Or
· there is Shunubu, a young
woman growing up with a handicap which she doesn't understand because she never ate
the fish. We see her courage as
she tries to live a normal life. We
are told of her thoughts of suicide
and the pain she suffers in her .
every-day life. "To give me back
my feet, mouth ...! want it give!l
baek ... to be' given· back ... to be
like you, Aileen, like a human
being ...like everyone else ... "
This is the story the Smith's
tell us through the words and pictures. This is the important
story, it is the story ()f how a
small group of courageous people
could challenge government and
industry in court and win. The
people were all given huge
amounb of money, yet it is· still
little compensation for the pain
suffei;ed by these people.
. ·
· Smith also tries to show us
that the problem is not only
'unique to Japan. In December of
1973 Gene 'Smith received :: lct~er from two people who were
fighting their own Minamata battle in Ontario Canada. Aileen
Smith travelled to Canada a!ld
found an identical problem on the
English Wabigon river. Aileen
wrote to friends in Japan, "It is
j1,1st unbelievable how this
situation
parallels
Minamata-the same stupidity,
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Minamata Bay: that fish may be poisoned. "It is only the sea I cim trust. When
people tell me the sea is dirty I curse them, I want to strike them .."

who ·had been hired by Chisso. which is not meant to be a book of
He almost lost his sight and pictures on a coffee table, but is a
couldn't hold his camera for more book which they hope will make
than a few minutes without fain- us aware of the problems that
ting (surgery later corrected exist in. the world. It is a book
these problel!ls). But 'Vith true ·
dedicated sense Smith decided that everyone who is concerned
not to sue. "(could not be both with the environment should
plaintiff and journalist," Smith read and look at. You will gain
said.
awareness of a tragic issue in our
W. Eugene Smith and Aileen world and also share the vision of
Smith have given us a document a true genius.

the same cover-ups.'' Provincial
government and fishing tourist
camps are trying to suppress the
problem and issues, which just
goes to show that the problem is
close if not already here.
This is what Smith is trying to
'make us aware of. We the people
of this ear~h are being poisoned.
He is dedicated to this cause. Once, while .he was covering
Minamata, he was beaten by men
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has all the

Country
Blues
Denim
pants
.
suits, dresses
jumpsuits
Everything
for a

Denim

Special
Sale
Wyoming Mall
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2260 Wyoming Avenue
294-1363·

Antonio's represents' fashion clothing and hairstyling.

1'43 Winrock Cente·r
298-5479
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By Thomas Lind11ey
As with most jazz re-issue lp's,
this disc offers the mediocre
along with the great. However,
when this hand or its off-shoots
were great, they were really
great!
·
Among the highlights are four
cuts by a septet "named" the
Gene Krupa Swing Band. This.
unit performs masterful small
combo swing on "I Hope Gabriel
Likes My Music" and "Swing Is
Here." Roy Eldridge':;; trumpet
blows the superb lines, often
laced with musical humor, that
made him Dizzy Gillespie's idol.
Goodman sorties with Roy inventively and fluently' and. tenor
man Chu Berry, blows. smooth,
Ben Webster-ish· solos. Behind
them a rhythm section of Krupa,
drums; Jess Stacey, piano; Allen
Reuss, guitar; and Israel· Cro~by,
bass; provide a solid, rock-steady

ZALES IS THE
DIAMOND STORE

14Karat

gold
gifts fOr.
. her
For a gift she'll always ·
treasure, see our complete,
14 karat gold
selection
necklaces.

of

swing beat. (Krupa leaf'ned his Kazebier, and tenor !llan Art
licks well from Dave Tough, whp. Rollini),
and
. Goodman's
in turn learned it from Baby Dod- , hnninescent clarinet. Most pf the
. ds.)
·
remainder is low-key, "sweet"
Another off-shoot, the Good- . (dance band-ish rather than jazz
man Trio (Benny and Krupa plus band-ish) stuff including several
Teddy Wilson, piano), offers six more Helen Ward vocals, none of
pieces, the best of which, "China which have.much interest.·
Boy" & "Nobpdy's Sweetheart
f ea,t ureN ow, " ,
cook'\ng "'Duo I"
piano/clarinet tradeoffs. Helen "Duo II"
Ward sings (ID two of the trio Anthony Braxton & · Derek
cuts (as well as on the other two Bailey
cuts by the septet); she is good, · Emanem Records/ 9913 & 3914
but seldom much more. At that,
"'
•
•·
she often gives some .life to the
By Thomasl.indsey
maudlin or mundane lyrics.
These two discs comprise a
Of the full orchestra cuts, ''I've concert by ultra-innovative jazz
Found A Brand New Baby," multi-reed man Anthony Braxton
"Walk Jennie Walk;" two ver- and British guitarist, Derek
' sions of Benny's own "House · Bailey. The music, presented is
Hop;" his "Swingtime In The over 76 minutes of improvised
Rockies" and "Stompin' ·At The music-at moments mellifluous,
Savoy" feature up-tempo, well at others so abstruse as to seem
. arranged (many by Fletcher Hen· recondite-yet absorbing ·and
derson) swing jazz, with good rich as a totality.
solos by band members (among
Although Braxton is both an
them: trombonists Joe Harris & erudite scholar plus ail enricher
Murray McEachern, trumpeters of the jazz tradition and a
Pee Wee Erwin & Nate thoroughly contemporary

FRESHPERSONSI
HERE IS YOUR CHANCE
FOR A small CLASS!!!G.S.112 Freshman General
Studies Seminar (3)
Broad general reading and class
discussion for freshmen, with senior
honors students acting as discussion
leaders under faculty direction.
These 3-hour seminars, limited to 10 freshpersons
each, are open to all first year students. They will
fulfill part of the course requirements for students
who later enroll in the General Honors program.
They are NOT English courses.
There are 10 sections offered. Class cards will be available at
walk-through registration and during the drop/ add period
Below is the schedule for Spring semester,1976:

3 Star necklace,
14 karat gold,
$59.95

Tuesday,11:30-1:20 p.m. ·
Friday, 1:30-3:20 p.m.
Wednesday, 10:30-12:20 p.m.
Monday, 1:30-3:20 p.m.
Wednesday, 1:30·3:20 p.m.
Wednesday, 3:30-5:20 p.m.
Tuesday,10:30-12:20 p.m.
Tuesday, 3:30-5:20 p.m.
Thursday, 1:30-3:20 p.m.
Tuesday, 11:00·12:50 p.m.

Humanities 134
Humanities 144
Humanities 144
Humanities 134
Humanities 144
Humanities 148
Humanities 148
Humanities 134
Humanities 152
Humanities 152

Elegant gift wrap at
no extra charge
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G.S.112 008
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Re.view

musical VlSlon&ry, this music
should not be considered to be
"jazz;" for the "label" oriented,
"abstract electronic music''
probably comes closest. Bailey
does ·.not so much "play" the
guitar (here) as use it to produce
noises, effects·, textures. ?ortions .remind this reviewer of
John Cage. Braxton, on the other
hand, does indeed play! He soars,
wails, worms, and sings his virtuosity (whatever else he may or
. may not be, he is a virtuoso!) on·
flute, soprano sax, bass clarinet,
alto sax, clarinet and soprano

Descriptions of the courses, with book lists; are available at the
General Studies table at registration and at the Honors Center
(ground floor, west wing, Humanities building).

Sophomore General Studies seminars are also available for
returning and transfer students. Come to the General Studies
'table or the Honors Center for schedule and descriptions.

Ulustrations enlarged:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3
~

clarinet.
The novitiate to Braxton's
music would be well advised to
postpone these discs until he
makes himself aware of, particularly,
Anthony's
two
"Arista" discs, and preferably,
such earlier efforts as his work
with the group "Circle," his
lovely "Sackville" disc, and the
music born of his work and learning with the as yet fairly obscure,
but
marvelous,
Association for the:Advancement
of Creative Musicians~ To the adventuresome music seekers,
however, this 1974 concert offers
many moments of 11n often cosmic
delight.

"Blast From Your Past"
Ringo Starr
Apple/SW·3422.

•

•

•

ln.the Year of Our lord 1976 we will not be allowed to forget that the
U.S. of A. was founded 200 years ago by some political radicals who did
not li~e the status quo. Television, of course, is doing its part to help the
present status quo celebrate this blessed event. ·
Much of what is being done comes in the way of specials, both dramatic
and dpcumentary (many specials combine both). CBS's Bicentennial
Minutes is probably the best known of these efforts, mainly because it is
so hard to escape them. But they are informative, giving us little known
facts. of every-day events that led up to the RevoMion. Sometimes the
network has to stretch to find a subject, but generally they are interesting.
Beats a minute of commercials.

part of it. Just because it took
him longer to make his mark
doesn't mean he never "had it."
As it says in the last song on the
album, "Yes, my name is Billy
Shears I You know it has been
for so many years ... I was Great."
Remember that. Remember,
too, John Lennon wrote that
song.

Events that shaped American history are also being explored, along with
the people who participated in those events. The spetial on the LincolnDouglas debates was as much an examination of the politics of the time as
it was about Lincoln and Douglas. Suddenly an Eagle was an unusual
presentation of the events just prior to "the shot heard 'round the world"
because in the place of re-created battles and dramatic episodes, Lee J.
Cobb and .British actor Kenneth Griffith told the story without supporting
actors or fancy camera tricks.

"Backhand"·
Keith Jarrett
ABC-Impuke/ ASH-9305

•

*·

By Terry England
When the Beatles made their
first appearance on American
television during· the Ed Sullivan
show, there was great laughter
all across the land, because the
opening shot was of Ringo Starr
playing the drums only the way
Ringo Starr could. Starr was the
buffoon of the group, even before
they came to the U.S., an(! even
now very few people take him
seriously.
·
Starr admitted as much when
he sang ''With a Little Help From
My Friends" on Sgt. Pepper.If it
weren't for John, Paul and
George, Ringo Starr would still
be Richard. Starkey of Liverpool.
When the Beatles broke up,
everyone but Ringo was doing
something as they . released
albums that were all right, if not
real winners.
But now Starr has his hits under his belt, even though he still
owes a lot to his friends (two
songs on this album. Were
produced by George Harrison," ·
Harrison co-wrote one, and Len·
non did another). All of the songs
'
are from past albums, which
could make this album a "Best
.of.. " type of thing, but if Ringo
doesn't call it that, why should I?
The point is, Starr does have
talent, otherwise he wouldn't
have been a Beatie. Remember,
all of them had to go through the
changes from teeny-bopper idols
to .cult....
heroes,
and Starr
was a
.... .....
. ........................
.

'
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By Thomas Lindsey
On "Vapallia,'' bassist Charles
Haden and pianist Keith Jarrett
work together in a gentle and
melodic manner, but although,
pretty, the piece is rather boring.
The title cut on the other hand,
pulses. with understated but insistent rhyt~mic layers from
Haden and drummer Paul
Motian. Jarrett's extended· solo
is good as is Dewey Redman's
tenor solo, but 1\either man plays
as well as they have been known
to-particularly Redman.
': · Conventional· sax. Jines bf':
· Dewey also appear on "Inflight,"
a bouncy, jubilant piece. His sax
work here occasionally threatens
to break into the range of his
capabilities as a forcefully , in·
ventive jazz soloist but never
quite· does. Again, though,
Motian and Haden provided
kaleidoscopic rhythm games
against his and Keith's solos; this.
latter solo bubbles with Jarrett's
energetic technique.
Surprisingly effective is
"Kuum,'' on which Haden plays
lovely, sonorous bass Jines
overlaid by exotic percussion by
Motian and Jarrett (on an Osi
drum); it also has Jarrett on
wood flute em.ulating jungle bird
sounds, and Redman's haunting
shrills on musette (a type of
bagpipe).
All told however, due mostly
to Dewey Redman's failure to
· really erupt into the kind of jazz
urgency he has displayed with
Ornette Coleman and with
Jarrett on other discs than this,
"Backhand" remains one of the
weaker chapters in the musical
biography of Keith Jarrett.

·525 Line

1,

•

And what are the local stations doing for the Bicentennial? So far
nothing. The New Mexico Bicentennial Commission has practically han·
dep,tha locals a subject o.n.a silver platter io the first line of their advertising
for a book: "Santa Fe is not Philadelphia." Here is a chance for the locals
to present something. different; instead they sit on their fat duffs and feed
us warmed-over crap· like "Bewitched," "Hogan's Heroes'' and "The
Virginian."
·
Then there's the banal and stupid being presented also. During many of
the bowl games near the new year (the Orange Bowl comes to mind right
away) the half-time shows were so ridiculous they were almost em·
barassing. With all the glitter and "pagentry" presented as Bicentennial
events, the half-time shows were good lessons on how to make the
celebrations comedy material ·for the rest of the world.
Television should make an effort to keep that kind of garbage to a
minimum. But considering past programming, it's probably asking too
much.

COED & .WELL FED
It

The College Inn Is Coed

II

in both buildings, all floors

~
i
'

i

•

leave your car - no gas
no commuting, walk to class

All The Food You Can Eat

II

No worry about food prices,
we do the shopping and the dishes

!

'TContlnued from page A·15) ·

"Stagecoach"--John
Ford
· directed this classic film of the
Wild ·West. John Wayne, as
Ringo, and Clair Trevor 'as his
good-girl paramour. If you can
forget yQur prej\ldices about
Westerns (most of them founded
in fact) and forget that Indians
were more than just Stagecoach·
' chasers, you might actually enj<~y
this film. I do. April7.
"The Touch"--Ingmar Bergman's
first English-language film
features Elliot Gould. AprillO.
"Triumph ·or the Will"--The
Film Committee is to be commended fo'r bringing this, the
most moving woi:k created by
Leni Riefenstahl. It is sad a film
maker of her power had to be
associated with the Nazis, but after so many years,' it is time we
forgot her connections and wat14.
ched her art.

z

"Lady In The Dark"--A film ~
"Toni"--Early Renoir. Set in
version
of the Kurt Weill musical ""
the Basque, lands of Southern
France, this 1934 film inspired which drops the music and adds ~
the French New Wave directors, appropriate 40's, psychoanalytic :><
as attested·by Truffaut's details. Ginger Rogers and Ray §'
t::1
statement that he is a "child of Milland star. April 21.
"Bitter Teas of Petra Von !:!.
T(lni." April 15.
.
"The 1st Annual New York Kant".;AJbuquerque's lo.ng-awai- <:r
Erotic Film Festivai"··My . ted first glimpse at a muvie by t"
memories of' the first and second Rainer Fassbinder. Fassbinder g.
are rather blurred now. As I has been called a German.!?
recall, the first concentrates Warhol. This is supposedly his ;mostly on heterosexual "balling" most opulent film, a sort of g
"Death in Venice" with kinky e;
flicks, while the second (which
'<
will not be shown) contains a overtones. April22.
wider cross-section of sexual
"Last Tango In Paris" --Brando ;,:
behaviors. In any event, this is a is in top form. Maria Schpeider is · ...,.
decent program (considering its even better. If you haven't seen ~
cost at the SUB will be much this one yet, don't let its detrac- O>
lower than at a porn house) and l tors scare you off. "Last Tango In
· imagine a lot of folks will want to P_aris" may offend prudes, but it
catch it. Go early--or stay home remains first·rate cinema, a
and enjoy yourself with friend(s). sexual epiphany of our times.
April16 & 17.
30and May 1.

uru
Very Fine
European
·Indonesian
Food
Sandwiches
Reasonable Prices

.'

-../'-

· This Spring You Can

1

I

Last Gasp of the Film. Guld.e

'

Recent events have also been a part of the tube's specials. The Cuban
missile crises, the Korean war and even Franklin Roosevelt's courting of
. and life with Eleanor have been seen recently. Most have been done quite
well, and have stuck as close to fact as possible, but some of it has to be
speculation since nobody knows what goes on behind closed doors.
Documentaries have included such things as NBC'"S examin·ation of the
Constitution's provisions on Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness.
Each p~rt is the subject of _9ne show. and the last part is scheduled to be
seen sometime in the Spring. Another NBC special that may not be considered Bi.centennial Programming-but is as important as anything about
the past-is the recent three-hour special on American foreign policy. The
show should have helped viewers to understand where the country is
toda.Y and how it got here. There were no answers given, just statements
of the problems. "What now?" could be a popular chorus for the show.
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Maid Service - Linens
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8-ballers Struggle· Thfu First 14
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Ann, . the precociQus five-year. Anybody interested ln doing reviews of records, books or anyth.mg old Ernestine the telephone
<':1
else that strikes their fancy is invited to come in to the LOBO office, . ope~ator, and Mrs. Earbore, the
<':1
room 138, Marron Hall, -an~ talk to me, Terry Englan~, curren.t Arts tasteful lady, will present a two'"':>
0 & Media e~i~or and somehm~ grouch. The only reqUirement 15 that hour program, "An Evening with
,.c you be semd1terate and conscw~s.
.
.
.
Lily Tomlin," Monday, Jan. 26 at
0
Arts reviewers do not get paid, except m mater1al goods; that 1s, 8 p m
....:I
:>. you keep 1the book/r~cord you re~iew. In the case of P.lays, ~oncerts,
Th~ performance, !iltho11gh not
......
.....
films and poetr~ readmgs ~Qu get !n free. ~ w?uld especla~l~ .hke t? ~ee a lecture, is sponsored by the
<':1
~
peopl~ who are mtere.sted m cJass1cal mus1c, Jazz, and pohhcal wr1tmg ASUN~ Speakers Committee,
•8
·
.
, .
.
.
Tickets are $5 and $6 with a $1•
..... come m.
Conditions for writing Arts and Med1a mclude puttmg up w!th the discount for students and
><
~
;:;;: A & M editor. All copy is subject !o ~ditin~ for purp?se~ of makmg t~e speaker series subscription
copy easier to read and to make 1t fit. Writers l!re mvi.ted .to c~me m ticket holders. Tickets are
~
~
and discuss changes m~de .in. their copy befo~~ pu~hcatl?n; 1.f you available at the box office in the
don't come in, my say 1s fmal. .Another cond1t10n 1s commg m oc- SUB.
C"'
casionally and asking.for assignments.
.
· Working first as a secretary
C"'
· If you can put up With all that, you are welcome to come m..
and waitress, the actress started
~
b.Q
<':1
earning money in 1966 from
p..
television commercials and
cabaret appearances. She later
appeared on the Garry. Moore
and Merv Griffin shows and
moved to Hollywood in 1969 for
the ABC-TV series, "The Music
Scene." When that show failed
Tomlin was signed by executive
producer George Schlatter to appear as a regular on "Laugh-In."
Since that show was canceled,
Lily has appeared' in four Lily
Tomlin Specials, two with CBS
and two with ABC. She has
,;
produced three albums and made
her dramatic film debut in 1975 in

=
=

~

z
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supplies

T.he UNM basketball team is '
now 10-4 on the season, and 2-0 in
Western Athletic Conference ac·
tion.
, The first game the LobQS
played after the LOBO concluded
publishing just before the
holiday break was an overtime
road game ~n Illinois and Saturday there was anQther overtime
road·clash, this time in Colorado.
The. only difference between
t he . Illinois game and th~
Colorado State game ·was that
the shot which went in for the
Illinois, went in for the Lobos in
Ft. Collins.
The Lobos, and especially the•
new junior college transfers comprising UNM's front line, have
faced considerable criticism in
their first 14 games. Bui with
Coach Norm Ellenberger's sub
"shock troops~· providing the
spark and the scoring of George
Be·rry,· Larry Gray and Ricky
Williams, the Lobos have
managed to take first place in the
infant WAC race.
Each· Lobo
game,
in
chronological order follows:

Illinois 67,

at

UNM 66 OT

discount
prices
_LfltiGELLS

I

I

2510 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE
N.M. 87106
TELEPHONE (505)266·3211
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th St. at Candelaria
PHONE 344·5002

The ASUNM Popula; Entertainment Committee (PEC), in the opinion of the Arts and
Media editor has done a good job in bringing concerts to Albuquerque. One of the most
popular conderts (although not in the eyes of the LOBO reviewer, who is the ~a me A Et M
editor) was Jefferson Starship, which is the group pictured above. One of the ftrst concerts
of this semester will be Electric Light Orchestra, Feb. 22.

By Harold Smith
Norm Ellenberger thought he
was through battling Lou Henson after the former New Mexico
State coach transferred, but
Storlliin' Norm was not so lucky.
Henson accepted the coaching
position at Illinois, and the Lobos
were scheduled to meet the
Fighting tl!ini on Dec. 6 · in
Illinoi!;, · · · · ·
The game was a typical Ellen·
berger-Henson clash. At the en~
of regulation time it was all tied
up, 60-60. Illinois took the hard·
fought contest 67-66 in the overtime.
Nate Williams led the Illini
with 20 points and six rebounds.
For the Lobos it was their first
loss of the season, George Berry
topped UNM's scoring column
with 20 points. He also tied Larry
Gray for board honors with 12
apiece.
·
Ricky Williams was the only
other Lobo in double figures, hitting 16 points.

{

NM SU 82

()V~~

'VAC~'
tiigh quality shell. stone. and silver Heishi.

10:00- 7:00
Mon-:Sat

Cboker·s
at excellent prices.

Many colors, styles, and sizes of distinctive

·Maer·ame

•

made by local craftsmen. Also, sand cast and bark pc~s
Head Supplies: Papers, 15 cents, Small Pipes $1 ~ $2.
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UN M 68

· Daily

Sports . ·.
UNM 85,

=

Portland St. 82
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Coach Norm Ellenberger started Norm Cacy, Berry~ Gray,
Steve Davis and Dan Davis in the
first half, but switched to Mike
Patterson and Ricky Williams in
the second r'eplacing Cacy and
Steve Davis. E\lenbergex: ap·
peared to be sear,ching, at times,
desperately, for the right combination of players to make a winn'ing team.
·
The LobQS were down 80-76
with 3:50 remaining in the contest, but Patterson-, Rfcky
Williams, streak shooter pale
· Slaughter, Dan Davis and
Berry all connected for nine
straight points without a PSU
bucket. Viking center Derreck
Brooks got a rebound basket
with two seconds left to round
out the final score.
BroQks had 14 points in the
game while his forward teammate Wayne Smith had 23.

NMSU 70

WI()~

~

ceptionally good first hl!lf with Allen scored 22 points in the
~
.
only two points and four r!i)boun- - gl!me, SCQring 18 of them in the
~
(!)
Lobo
·
ds, limped slowly down the rl\rnp second half.
><
,...
at t~e end of halftime. H~ looked .
0"'
as f1t to. play another. mmute Qf
'
tj
basketball as a pitcher with a
Ill
~=.!
sore arm is fit to pitch a tenth in.
.'<1
ning. Whether it was coaxing by
After winning the first of the
t"
his· coaches, determination to two 1975 Aggie·Lobo clashes
g..
play or a combination of both, UNM travelled down Interstate
9
<:...;
Gray did play in the second half· --2'5 to meet arch rival New Mexico
NMSU beat the Lobos in Wichiia State.
I»
to lead the Lobos in that half with State in the Pan American Cen- another category, assists. UNM
c
scoring (16 pts.) and in rt:b.oun- ter ·in Las Cruces, but this time had a total of five assists in the
~
>;
ding (11 rebounds),
the 'Pack lost.
'<1
contest while the Aggies had 11.
,_.
Dan Davis was called out on
NMSU knocked off UNM, 82- · Williams had three. Dale
his fifth foul (all five of them 68, on Dec. 13. '
,_.
Slaughter and Dan Davis had one
Cl:)
were called in the second' half)
The game was a complete tur- each.
Despite the gunning prowess - l
with less than three minutes to naround from the first game. Or
Berry hit a halfway-decent of Freeman Williams UNM got C7)
play in the game. Davis who should one say turnovers. The scoring percentage for the by Portland State, 85-82, in a
finished with only two pQints and Lobos had 26 turnovers.
Lobos, hitting seven of nine field- home game in the ,(\.ren~ on Dec.
three rebounds,· assisted in six
State's Dexter Hawkins led goal attempts. The rest of the 19 to up its record to 5-2.
plays. Most of his assists were the Aggies with 17 points. Three squad followed with 3-8, 0-1, 2-4,
Williams puC up shots from
with his full-court bomb.
· of his fellow Aggies were in 3-7,0-3,5-8 (Gray)and 3-7,
every section of the floor, but
Five players finished with double figures. Bill Allen had 14,·
The loss to the gritty Aggies most were from 20 feet and out.
double figures in round one of the Richard Robinson had 13 and was the second for the Wolfpack.' · There were a few .bombs by the
annual Lobo-Aggie rivalr..y; they Ricky Gibson scored 11.
At ~he time of publication State then second leading scorer in the
include: Larry Gray 18, Ricky
For the flip-side f.obos it was is not fairing very well in nation from 30 feet. Williams did
Williams 14, Norm Cacy 12, Larry Gray 16, George Berry 15, Missouri Valley Conference com- manage to score his average of 31
Larry Forte 1.1 and George Berry Mike Patterson 12 and Ricky petition, losing two straight over points.
10. Top man for the Aggies, Bill. Williams 11.
the weekend to Drake and
Larry Gray, that sometime
great junior college transfer,
again led tlie Lobos with 21 poin- .
ts and 15 caroms. His fellow Compton JC buddy, George Berry,
hit for 13 points while Dan· Davis
got 14.

UNM ·85,
By Randy Builder
A record-breaking attendance
crowd of 18,008 Lobo fans watched the Wolfpack cagers send
some vengeful Aggies back south
as UNM swept by NMSU in a 8570 victory Dec. 9.
·
The Lobos led throughout the
first half of the game with the
,., Aggies having chances to take
the lead as they tied the· score
five times.
About a hal£ a minute· before
the half ended a small piece of the
roof at side court fell on to the
playing court adding some
craziness to the game. The-Lobos
led at the· end of the first half 3633.
Perhaps the roof falling in was
an omen for the Aggies that it
was all over for them as they
never came back again to tie.
Losing ground throughout the
second half, the Aggies could not
keep up with the Lobo offense as
UNM went ahead by 19 points
w.ith five minutes left to play.
Gray, who did not have an ex·

""0
aq

UNM 81,
U.S. lnt'l 57
~

Photo by Wendell Hunt

Mike Patterson tries a scoop shot from the baseline against Portland State. Patterson and
the Lobos beat PSU 85-82 in the Arena.
·

By Rick Wright
Mike Patterson ripped the
ropes for a career high 21 points
and battered the boards for nine
rebounds as the Lobos rolled
over the itty·bitty U.S. International Westerners, 81-57, at
University Arena on Dec. 22.
Patterson got 18 of his points
in the first half, leading UNM to
a 50-30 intermission lead, and the
Lobos coasted in from there.
New Mexico .dominated the
game under the basket, out
rebounding USI and shooting 68
per cent in the first half.
Norm Cacy 1!-nd George Berry
joined Patterson in dou.ble
figures, creasing the cords for 15
and 13 points respectively. Pat·
terson started the game in place
of Larry Gray, who ·sat out the
contest to rest his sore left knee.
The USI game was sort of a
Christmas present for the Lobo$
!Continued irom page A·26l.
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In First Lobo Gymnastics O.pe·n

. By Harold. .Smith.

...:I

.

.

Like a good fan I have followed the Lobo basketball team through

» the semester break. Well, except for one time. I had the esteemed

~
>-<
,§

honor of watching Menaul High .knock off the Crownpoint Eagles in !1.
gym where the walls were the out of bounds.
.
However,·all was not lost. The Panther student body had extreQlely
.~ decent taste in cheerleaders.
·
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Doug .fit.zjarrell, Lobo·.Ortiz Shine

Cagers Ne~d Hustle
o
.g
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The next night I was able to sit at home and watch the Wolfpack pull
off a come-from-behind victory over luckless Wyoming. This time Dan.
Smith and the KGGM crew were able to broadcast the picture. It has
become a favorite habit of frequent followers of Lobo basketball in
recent years to watch the game on Channel13 while listening to Mike
Roberts on KOB radio . It is a pity KOB-TV is too cheap to bid for the
Lobo coverage and let Roberts do the tube play by play.
~o· As I .sat and watched the Lobos. stand around in the first. half r attempted to take statistics, but between commercials, a three-yearol.d boy and a craving f~r potato chips and green chili dip I ga;e up
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By Del Jones
qualifies for the Olympic trials to go into research.
,
To Doug Fitzjarrell, the first be held in June at Penn State, by
Mitchell bas said he feels Ortiz
Lobo Gymnastics Invitational scoring a 106 or better in the has ashance· to make the Olympic
may have been ·just another · combined compulsory and op- I teain. "He is consistently scoring
meet, but to the enthusiastic tiona! competition. ,
9.0 or better in four events," he
Johnson Gym crowd, Fitzjarrell
"I ·only· know of about. four said.
was far from just another gym- people who have scored 106 so
Ortiz fell far short of that at
nast.
.
far," said Fitzjarrell, "and O!!lY the Lobo Invite, with only one
The graceful graduate of Iowa Wayne Young of Brigham Young· score of 9.0 or better in the meet.
State, and former NCAA all has scored higher than I have."
After his 9.1 in the finals Q.n high
around runner up, placed among
UNM ·Coach Rusty Mitchell bar, his next best performance
the top five in every event, on his said if 24 people do not score the was an 8.55 on the parallel bars,
way to the all around cham·· needed 106 then the gymnasts far below the 8.8 average he
pionship.
·
with the next hig.hest scores will needs to score a 106.
"I had already qualified for the round out the competition to see
As a team, UNM was strong at
Olympic trials, so I was just who goes to Montreal. UNM's the Invite despite injuries to
trying to. improve," said Fit· . Olympic prospect, Steve Ortiz · team captain Doug Day and allzjarrell after the two day meet finished second at the I:.obo In- arounder Chuck Wiggins.
which ended Jan. 10, "I scored a vite, but he fell more than eight Wiggins' back injury forced him
107.45 at the Peach State In' points short of automatically to work only the pommell horse,
vitational.''
qualifying. Ortiz, only in his first but his 8.65 was good enough for
A gymnast automatically year of collegiate competition af- third place, enabling the Lobos to
ter laying ·out his freshman year . sweep the first three places in
to concentrate on academics, that event. Chuck Walter took
scored 97.70 at the invite.
. first with the meets' . highest
I'm not really thinking about score of 9.45, while John Eberle
the Olympics," he said. ''It's hard · placed second with a 9.0. One
to.come back after a year's layoff, judge gave Walter an almo~t
but I'm not disappointed about . uri heard of9.7.
taking that year. It helped me in
school, and for that reason alone,
John Bernal, the smallest man
in the competition, took third
I'm happy I did it."
Ortiz said he had competed places in both the parallel bars
non-stop since the sixth grade . and rings for UNM. ·
and he was beginning to feel bur~··
Mitchell was pleased with his ·
ned out by the time he graduated te!lm's performance and repeated
from Albuquerque High with his belief that "we have to be conevery honor a high school gym- sidered the favorites in theW AC
nast can win. An honor student this year." UNM has finished:
all through high school, he plans second to Arizona State the pas~
'on getting a· medical degree and two seasons.
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One's complete awareness is absorbed by
the skiis and surrounding nature: It is
something ~hich develops not only the
body but also the soul ...

.
F:ddtjofNansen
''The ·First Crossing of Greenland"
, 1890

If you have never ski-toured before, the quote above
may seem odd to you. It is difficult to '?xplain . the
feeling of freedom and exhilaration that ·comes when
you combine snow, skiis, mountain and sky, but it's a
natural high. We w~t to share this experience with
you. Rent or borrow your skiis andjqin us on on~ of o~
free ski clinics. We'll teach you enough technique In
the morning to have you ready to ski off for a tour in
the afternoon. Come in today to reserve a place for you
and your friend.
, ·

· Meets fo.r UNM

ByJoLopez
The UNM grappling season
went into full swing in early
Janu~y. but the mostly inex, perienced wrestlers are looking
forward to better times.
After a month with no competition and a 0-1 dual-meet
record (a heartbreaking 22,21
home Joss to the Air Force
Academy) the Lobo team lost in
their second and third dual meets
on Jan. 6 and 8 also at home. But
this time the losses were more
decisive.
The Lobos first lost, 27-14, to
Mankato State College a
. traditional wrestling powerhouse
from Minnesota and a member of
the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA).
UNM won the first four of it
matches against Mank!lto State
except the 134-weight which was
. lost by default due to the forfeit
of Frank Gilpin . who had
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Your Best Investment

RECOMMENDS
I

ADVENT
I.
B·I•C
.'I
BOSE
I .
J.B.L.
1-;

·

·.o.YAMAHA

$590

Value $750

·-

~~~~~:~""""'·..:1 ~
··; *J.--~· ;~*;~"'··.......... -. . r
•
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Other Systems to .$9000

I

Value $540

TANDBURG

FREE
Thurs.

OVER 30 OTHER BRANDS IN STOCK

Ci~
.. ..,dt..Wtil · ·

$490

Fri.
Sat.

..

15th
16th
17th

MARANTZ
T-SHIRT
Stop by for a demonstration of the new
Marantz 5420 tape
deck and 6300 turntables. Special pricing
on Marantz packages
- New models and
discontinued models.

compliments of HI~Ff HOUSE

(Continued on page A·21)

SPECIALISTS IN HOME AND
PROFESSIONAL SOUND ROCK SPEAKERS, MIXERS, MIKES

On All
LEVI, LEE a,nd WRANGLER
Regular and Prewashed
Denims and Cords .
Sale Good Thru Janua:ry ·

GIZMO

please bring .~
coupon
302 Central SW

Store
"Ser~i~g

242~5055

UNM For 30 Years!" ·

HOUSE

..

3011 Monte Vista NE
One Block East Of UNM

,.

i:

!

Ff ;ta) ,:

Other Systems .from $300

1-

I
.YAMAHA
I

sherwood

The criteria for ·selection were
quality performance,· reliability, and
value.. This system will fill your room
with full, rich sound at all listening
levels.

NIIKO
NAKAMICHI

ADVE\.T

•

Best Budget

MciNTOSH

sustained a head concussion
earlier and had not received a
doctor's clearance to wrestle.
Gilpin is a seasoned Lobo from
last year. He pinned his opponent
in the Air Force contest and
wrestled to a third place n the
Oklahoma Open tournament late
in November.
After a great performance by
42. pound freshman Gary Hines,
the Lobos lost every other match
except the 190 pound. Hines was
lot to his opponent, Kevin Slack,
8·1 in the second period, but started to make a comeback with a
reversal which made the score 8·
3. Dominating the third period,
Hines allowed Slack no more
slack in scoring and won the match with a near fall which gave
liim three points to pu!l ahead 9·
8. The final score was 10-8. The
extra point was awarded Hines

ADVE\T·

· If you had all the money in
the world, but. didn't want to
invest any more than · you
had to for a really good
stereo system, we would
.recommend our Yamqpa,
.
· Advent BIC, system.

200/o OFF

'fhe
Hours: Monday thru Thursday 10 • 6, Friday 10 · 9, Saturday 10 · 5
Just .East of Yale'ort Central
a~uo ~eutral SE 288-4876

HOUSE

Q)

:g

STUDENT SPECIAL

I.

MOUNTAINS

Let Out ·Expertise And Twenty-Six·
Years· Experi.ence .He.lp ·vou Select
Sound· Best For YOU

A

Heavyw8ights losing,

.,. ..''. : .. .· .\""'·~~J.l,
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YOUR CAMPUS so·u·N·r:r·
CENTER FOR 26 YEARS
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BANK FINANCING • MC •
BAC • LAYAWAYS • TRADE-INS•

Gira·rd And Central NE

255·1694
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Wolfpack Takes ··InVite· Third, ·Gray· Stars.

Slaughter's
second-half
assist from Williams to Dan Shockers on Dec. 30in the Pit.
The win gave the Lob,os third ..s,coring spree came on jumpers
Davis.
@ as they had· no trouble at all with
West Virginia's Bob Huggins, place in their own invitational af- from the side, deep corner and
~ the out-classed Westerners. One
Warren Baker and Tony Rober- ter having losfthe'first r911nd to one layup. Not one touched the
o flaw in the Wolfpack defense
.g became evident, however, when
tson then hit seven to tie it up at ' West Virginia, 89-76. California rim. Slaughter had 16, points for
the 12:59 mark. Lobo coach Norm downed the Shockers, 75-68, in the entier game, 7-8 from the
....:l t}Je San Diego team consistently
field and 2-2 from the line.
~ was able to drive in on the back
Ellenberger .called a time out, but the first game of the first round.
Slaughter
was
7-7
from
tl;te
Berry an'd Gray theri got into a ·
no
avail
as
the
Mountaineers
to
door play. Unfortunately for
.
field
in
the
second
half.
He
spree
of their own. Gray, at one
continued
to
gnaw
away
at
the
USI, they couldn't buy a lay up.
would
draw
up,
cock
his
shooting
point,
pulled down a bounding
at-times non-existent UNM
';<
arm,
and
pump
in
the
net
·
ball and then dribbled the length~
defense.
(),)
of the court 'before p_ul!ing up for
Huggins put in a rebound swishing jumper.
~
·~
Larry Gray and George Ber.ry a five-foot set shot. Gray also
basket with 11:25 left in the
(),)
initial stanza to put ,his squad teamed up for '41 points and 21 iced.the victory with four crucial
By Harold Smith
ahead for good, 19-17. West rebounds. Th11 Lobo pair who free throws in the final minutes
were highly touted before the hitting his last five attempts. The
~
For only the third time in Lobo
Virginia led at the half, 47-37.
~Invitational history the Lobos
As the contest dragged on in season opener continued to have · free-throw shots were all the
~
the second peri'od the · crowd outstanding offP.nsive per- more crucial as Gray, for the ·enll.
tier contest, hit only 8-15.
slowly headed for home, climbing
F.or his efforts in both the
up the Arena stairs and out the
Shocker
an.d West Virginia
doors shaking their heads, "I
games Gray was named to the alldon't believe it. I just don't
tournament team. He was the
believe it."
· With 7:16 left in the affair formences, but still seemed to o'nly Lobo so honored.
Huggins gave the Mountaineers lack effective defensive skills.
of Morgantown their largest
With his performance in· the
· lead, 23. points, at 81-58. The Wichita State game, Slaughter
Lobos had called their last time became a favorite of the Arena
out two-and-a-half minutes crowd. Hecklers called for
In the Lobo basketball Inearlier. T,he end was only a mat- Slaughter to "shoot it from vitational finale California and
ter of time.
there" as he brought the ball Carl Bird swept past the West
One of the few bright spo ~s in across the time line. Dale never Virginia Mountaineers, 82-68, in
the cage battle was the gutsy did put up a 50 footer, but his the championship on Dec. 30 in
defense by Steve Davis who shots, a slight fade-away, kept University Arena.
came off the bench in the waning the sluggish Wolfpack in the
Bird was named most valuable
minutes. Both Ellenberger and game.
player in the four-team tourAssistant Coach John Whisenant
Wichita State, who was picked nament as he scored 16 points in
said that with the possible ex- to take the Missouri Valley Con- the' Golden Bear victory. His
ception of Williams, Steve Davis ference in a pre-season poll, and teammate, Ricky Hawthorne, a
is the only 'player on the UNM who later beat New Mexico State dextrous cage quarterback, was
roster who has consistently_ in Las Cruces, led at the half, 38- named to the all-tournament
played with full effort.
"' 36.
,
team.
The Lobos, and the Shockers
W!!st
Vkginia's
Stan
exchanged baskets for the first Boskovich, a fierce playing for12 minutes of the second half un- ward, and Warren Baker also
til Berry sc9red on a layup on a made all-tournament honors;
Dan Davis assist. Ricky Williams UNM's Larry Gray made the top
Dale Slaughter came off the got a rebound layup and five for his efforts iri the conbench in the second half, poured Slaughter, _UNM's closest player solation game against Wichita
in 14 bottom-of-the-well long- ever to a pure shooter, hit his fif- State.
range
bombs, and sparked the th and sixth straight shot before
Latry Gray took all-tourney honors in the Lpbo Invitational
California Jed l\t the half, 50-37,
UNM
basketball
team to an 86-80 Wichita State's Robert Elmore behind 72.4 per cent field goaT
for his efforts against West Virginia and Wichita State. UNM
victory over the Wichita State scored with 6: 35left.
(Continued on pagc·A·27J
took third.
~

Wontinu~:d rrorn P<lgC A·23)

e
e

wvu

89,

z UNM 76

were forced to play in the cQnsolation round, and it was all due
to near errorless basketball by
West Virginia as they pummeled .
the hapless Wolfpack, 89-76, on
Dec. 29 in the Arena,
Mountaineers Tony Robertson
and Stan Boscovich combined for
54 points. Ricky Williams scored
18 points, 9 of 12 from the field,
to head the Lobo's losing effort.
The Arena crowd of 16,040 ,appeared stunned as UNM
proceeded to be out-finessed by
WVU in the first half. The Lobos
were ahead 158 with 14:24 left.
The goal was on a fast break.

. UNM.- Cold in· San· Diego

.

,

l

',(Continued from page A-26)

· shooti~g: Th;; h;lf of phenomenal
shooting was an Arena record.
California, which is situated in in-~
famous Uerkeley, ended up with
.a ~6. 7 per, cent field_ goal perBy Darl!ld Smith
centage.
Believe
it or not it was cold and
In the end it was not how badly
the ·Mountaineers playe_d but icy in San Dieg~ when the. ~obos
rather how well the over·
powering Bears played.
Other players in double figures
were California's Ray Murray-17,
Jay Young-11 and Rock Lee, Connie Whiteand Hawthorne-10. For
the Mountaineers it was
Boskovich-24, Baker-15, Tony
Robertson-14 and Russell Chap· ·
man-10 ..

l

SDS 78,
UNM 58

'

'

took· on San Diego State in the
Sports Arena. Because of the
chill and some bad basketball on
the part · of the Lobos SDS
· downed New Mexico, 78-58, on
Jan. 2.
_

(Continued oo page A·28~ .

..

California 82,

WVU68

UNM 86,
Wichita St. 80

Photo by Wendell Hunt

Mike Patterson (with ball) and George Berry go up for a
rebound against Wichita State in the Lob.o Invitational consolation round. UNM won. 86-80.

Mankato· Rips Gra·pplers
(Continued from

A·24~

for his advantage time of one
minute and 20 seconds.
In the 190 pound contest, UNM
junior Mark Erikson went ahead
9-0 and allowed his opponent only
two points to pull away with a
superior decision of 23-2.
But Erikson's win could not

save the Lobos from a loss as the
score was too far gone.
Two Lobo grapplers wer~ pinned in the MSU contest, 158
pound sophomore Flo Gallegos
was had by MSU's Doak Mad chill
in 4:13 while 177-pound Lobo
junior Tony Barton was pinned
by MSU's Ken Berres in 4:42.

LEATHER

GOODS WITH
A PERSONAL

TOUCH

.-

,•

·TRAIL HAus

BELLS

NoRDIC CENTER

$15.50

Rentals·- Service - Clinics
Guided Tours
Sales Featuring - Rustad· Norwegian Wood Skis·
Huski American Wood & Fiberglass Skis
Sundins Swedish Wood - Wood & Fiberglass Skis
Safesport USA Snowshoes - Snowtreads USA

1031 SAN MATEO S.E.
Tuesday-Saturday

256-9190

Sinc:e 1967 - Co-op Savings Program

e also carry India imports,
sh'irts, ·blou:;es, tops, smocks,
and jackets.

Inquire about
semester Rental parking

·.

IC;~

.
21 20 Centr.al 5.1.
243-6954

In the Central Oklahoma contest two days later, the Okie .
team showed it deserved its number-two ranking in the NAIA
standings by handing the Lobos a
27-16loss.
It was much the same story
with the Lobos winning early

COME IN... LOOK US OVER
We're proud of our great new look - throughout the newly
expanded store! We carry the finest ski, !ennis, backpack,
camping equipment; trampolines; sportswear by levi's, Lady
Manhattan and Woolrich. So, stop by and meet the pro's at
Min. Sports.

(Continued o~ ~aie A·28)

ihire
107 A Cornell NE

j
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TRUCK ON
OVER TO
ANDES
.OLYMPIC SHOES

Patronize your friendly Cornell Drive Shops!
We alone offer the wall location; spare changers
all around (mostly friendly), insufficient parking
and short hours. But we also have clean air,
honestly represented merchandise and personal
friendly service. We deserve a break today!

.

Want to make.
your. own? We
sell lellther of
all kinds. Stop
in and browse ~
see our selection
of 400 fantastic
buckles.

lobo
men's
shop

'

-SAVE
10-50%

Design your own
leather purse, belt,
calculator .case,
knife sheath, coat,
vest, skirt, o~
whatever, and
we will make it
Or choose from
our inventory.

BIG

Ski rouring & Snowshoeing
Equipment Specialists

Ph. (505) 265-6949
110,1 San Pedro N.E.
Fair Plaza Shopping Center

Now specializing in leather goods
.
more than ever!

Belts
Purses
and Sandals

THE COMPLETE
ATHLETIC STORE,
OFFERING THE
.WIDEST SELECTION
AND BEST BUYS
IN TOWN!

for when it gets warmer.
Expert shoe repair also available.

Close 01:1t SALE on all shoes and
boots in stock.

2324 Central S.E.
268-7694
9:30-6
Mon.-Sat

REDUCTIONS
20%·50%
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Cagers Need Hustle
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(Continued from page A·24)

midway through the period. I was completely frustrated with the
Lobos.
Larry Gray is a nice lo<1k.ing fellow' and despite his heavily bandaged knee he sho<1ts a very nice set shot. But be seems terribly slow
at times. Just think every time Larry winces and limps down court
.there are 15-18 thousand Wolfpack fanatics wincing along with him.
Those who. have a tendency to cry over such matters have had a tendency in the last few games to either come drunk to the Arena or
sneak a bottle of Vodka under their jackets.

Wrestlers 6th in Colo.

!Continued from P•K• A-271 •

It was much the same story
with the Lobos winning early
matches, and then slowly
faltering. Gary Domiani replaced
Flo Gallegos at the 158-pound
m11tch and decisioned his opponent, Dennis Stine, 10-3. But
the Lobos lost the last three of its
matche.s including falls to 190pol,lnde_r Ericson by Central

Oklahoma State's Kevin Smith
and to Lobo heavyweight Tom
Morris by Richard Long of COS.
After the two msappointing
losses, the Lobos travelled to
Boulder, Col. to compete in the
Color11do Invit11tional. The Lobo
ten .managed a sixth pl11ce there
including four individual places.
Frank Gilpin took a third place at
134 pounds, and_ ~obos taking

Lobos Lead WAC

The Spring Entertainment Series

No mont worries over Checking Service Fees. Just
bring a student J.D. to Citizens Bank, and receive a
FREE Checking Account Service that Includes free
Bank-by-Mall with postage paid both ways. Why.
pay for something you can get Free?
•

This Offer Includes:
Faculty, Staff, Employees ..
Non-Profi.t Organizations of your school.

LOCATED EAST OF UNIVERSITY BLVD.
(JUST A FEW BLOCKS)- ON CANDELARIA. OPEN TIL 6:00
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3 Full Service Banks

2500 Louisiana, NE
2901 Candelaria, NE
1213 S~n Pedro, NE

Phone 298-8777
I
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Pilobolus
Tuesday, February· 3
The Master of Mime

Marcel· Marceau·
. Monday, February 16

.I

I

A Nostalgic Block Busting Musical

Irene
Wednesday, February 18

The Intimate

P~D.Q.

with Peter Schickele's Zany Troupe

Bach

Monday, February 23

UNM 54
=
=
53 OT
: Wyo.
an overtime thriller which
-5 putInUNM
into a shaky Western

Athletic Conference lead, the
Lobos and espe~ially Ricky
Williams
downed a better-than !
~
last-year
Wyoming basketball
=
=
team, 54·53, in Laramie Saturday
;
.Complete Vqlkswagon Machine .Shop
night.
game was tied up 48-48 at
i
= theThe
end of regulation time, and
the game continued to ·be nip and
§
tuck in the final fiv.e minutes.
-~
~ With 30 seconds left in the game,
Williams threw an errant back·
i
§ court
pass toward sub Dave
Otero.
Cowboy Jack Adams streaked
in front of Otero for the steal and
appeared to be on his way for a
E
•
5 layup, when Otero, playing his
5
; best performance in his baketball
=
=
career, fouled Adams knocking
2935 Monte Vista NE 265·3681 ~ the ball out of bounds. Adams hit
the first free throw, but missed
the second.
10" Discount With This Ad
{Conllhucd on page A•301
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New Dimensions in Modem Dance
The Fabulous

..

CITIZENS BANK.

SPECIALIZING IN REPLACEMENT
PARTS FOR
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UNM 89,
UCSN 71
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POPEJOY HALL

UNM
Colo. St. 71

Relax
Your I.D.
Covers
FREE CHECKING
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'AND TH_E J\SSOCIA
TED
·STUDENTS
.
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Well, back to the Colorado State game which eventually put UNM' (Continued from page A-27)
into first place in theW AC. That is the pride of Loboland will be in firPatterson also led the rebounBoth the Arena in San Diego
~ st place until the likes of Arizona State, Arizona, Brigham Young and
ding
category with 10 while
and the Wolfpack were cold that
~ ·Utah get around to playing conferenc_e games.
Larry
Gray, who usually leads in
night, the Arena temperatureboth
scoring
and rebounding, got
o:l
P..
In all fairness, though, the Lobos did win two road games. Then wise and the Lobos shooting- 5 boards. Gray got a measly 4 .
ByJoLopez
"'why am I so imenthused with the Lobo cagers? Hustle, I like hustle. wise. UNM hit a sorrowful 34.8 points, hitting a horrendous 2 of
Converting to a ~on~ defense
per
cent
from
the
field.
They
With the exception of J;"icky Williams, Steve Davis, Dave Otero and
10 from the field.
·
w~ich they rarely use, New
occasionally Koller and Mike Patterson the rest of the team just does were a junior-high level 23.5 per
Craig
Nance
of
UCSN
pumped
Mexico's
Lobos held the Colorado
not seen to believe in defensive basketball. I did see George Berry cent in the first stanza. The poor in 24 points.
State
Rams
to a 43 per cent field
steal the ball one time. Now that was something else. May,be there is shooting could be excused
The
Lobos
led
at
the
half
40-34.
goal
percentage,
and took their
because of the cold. It is rather
·
hope after all,
Despite
the
six-point
advantag~
first conference victory of the
difficult to shoot with numb
Lobo coach N orrn Ellen hP.rl!"er season with an 80-71 score Friday
fingers.
night.
And yet I like them. They are good guya. I juat wish they could get
It is alao rather difficult to
Daily lobo
The Lobos were led in scoring
together. They probably will next year, but I won't be here next year. schedule a hockey game one
and rebounding by for.wards ·
I'll be off on some oily ship ·dreaming of back home in dusty evening and a· college cage battie
Larry Gray and George Berry
Albuquerque.
the next without melting the ice.
who both had double figures in ·
At least the teams could go out·
pulled·
his
two
starting
forwards
these categories, Gray had 20
side to warm up during halftime.
the
second
half..
in
points
and 12 boards while Berry
Larry Gray led the Lobos in
Albuquerquean
Norm
Cacy
and
had
12
points and 11 boards.
scoring with 16 followed by Dale
,
Clovis
product
Steve
Davis
Guard
.Ricky
Williams also did a
Slaughter's 14 and Ricky
replaced
the
duo
in
the
starting
good
deal
of
scoring,
popping for
Williams' 12. Steve Copp had 20
slots.
18
points.
for San Diego.
Northridge, who was 7-2 going
New Mexico led in the board
UNM continued to have turnover problems accumulating 29 into the contest playing small . game with 43 rebounds to CSU's
universities, came back and tied 10. UNM improved their ballhanin comparison to SDS' 22.
the score, 59-59, against an un- dling the second period as they
motivated UNM squad on a jum- committed only six more turper by Horace Monroe with 8:34 overs, CSU d~ng the same.
left.
Fouling was another big factor
Cal State tied it up four more in the first half as New Mexico
times at 61, 63, 65 and 67.
went to the freethrow line only
By Harold Smith
Finally Patterson bucketed once during that half. Gray's
Mike Patterson played his best two free throws with 3:261eft af· charity toss, which might have
game of the season, and Dale ter Cal State's Nance fouled him. been a three-point p~ay, was
"The Mad Bomber" Slaughter· Patterson added two riJore goals, nullified when the referee ruled
continued tQ pop the net from the and Gray, Slaughter and Larry Lobo forward Larry Forte
touched the ball on the rim as he
outside as the Wolfpack beat Cal Forte got one each.
State-Northridge in a struggle,
UCSN's Joe Claybron, who led tried for a rebound. UNM ended
his team 'with 11 boards, hit the up with 12 of 18 freethrows, a
81-73, on Jan. 5in the Arena.
Patterson scored 20 points final two-pointer, wrapping up .great improvement from past
while Slaughter hit 16, all on field the scoring at the two second performances, while the Rams
had 19 of 26 free throws, 11 of
goals. Two other Lobos were in mark.
iiouble figures. George Berry had
The uninspiring Pit victory · those coming in the first half.
13 and Ricky "Basketball" Wil- gave the Lobos an 8--1.1 record
The Lobos' biggest lead of the
before entering the WAC race.
Iiams had 10.
game which they led for the most
part, was 11 points,. a lead they .
lfiililllliiiiiiiiiiiDIIIIIIIIIiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII&! held just seconds before CSU's
leading · scorere and rebounder
Lorenzo Cash (who had 20 points
and 10 boards), scored at the buzzer to cut the Ram loss to nine.
<ll

~

Committe~.

Tlie Cultural ?rogram

fourth places were Gary Hine11 at
142, Mike Wilson at 167 and Tom
Morris, the he11vyweight.
· Two ·home dualcmeets are
sl11cted . for the Lobos ·"this
weekend in Johnson Gym.
Frid11y's
contest
11g11inst
Colorado University will begin at
7:30p.m. Then NAJA defending
champ Adams State in vades
UNM Satur~ay at 8 p;m. ,

Hal Holbrook
In~
'

.

Mark Twain Tonight
Tuesday, April13
Brian Priestman Conducts
\

The Denver Symphony
UNM Students 1/2 Price To .All Events

Tel 277-3121

Dall-as by 12, Says ,Poll
Worilen Split First Two ·
'

.

I

By Harold Smith
With the NFL Super Bowl only
four days away practically
everybody has their druthers, or
theories about who will win number tim in Miami, Florida.
This Sunday the AFC champion Pittsburgh Steelers and the
NfC champion Dallas Cowboys
will fight for fhe right to be
called the best. Pittsburgh, last
year's Super Bowl winner over
luckless Minnesota, hopes for a
repeat performance while wild
carder Dallas, the first nondivision winner to make it to the
big one, hopes to continue like
they did against the Rams two
. weeks ago ..

/

11

By Tim Gallagher
The UNM women's basketball ·
·
.
·Daily
team might be saying "Ah nuts"
after they split a pair of games
with the Eastern New MeJC;ico
Greyhounds in Portales last
weekend.
Margaret Gon.zales led the
Lobos in their season opener by
scoring all 10 of her points in the
second half of a 48-37 victory '
Friday. UNM could have swept a
pair in peanut country on Satur- Lobos played a fine defensive
day, but they were done in by game and Judy VanDerGeest did
turnovers and some long "a great job on Eastern's leading
Gra:rhound bombs and lost 47-43. scorer Terry Lee. Lee had been
UNM led throughout most of averaging 16 points per game,
Friday's contest and a hot but did' not score until five
shooting first half gave the Lobos minutes into the second half.
a 28-17 halftime lead. In the in- Beth ijorn came off the New
titial stanza UNM bit 9 out of 16 Mexico bench to score eight poin· from the field for 56 per cent. The ~s, all of these on penetrating

I
Lobo

·

·

I

· . Sports· ·

/

I

•

•

drives to the hoop.
The Greyhounds got back on
schedule
Saturday
and
capitalized on an astounding 40
turnovers by the Lobos to deal
New Mexico its first defeat less
than 24 hours after its first win.
UNM could manage only a
miserable 9 out of 34 from the
(COntinued on page A·31l

No. 6 Nevada-L V Sat.
(Continued from page A-28)

Linda Hattox, last year's leading scorer on the women's cage
varsity, is still on the starting five despite influx of recruited
talent.

Wyoming's Pat Flanigin got
the rebound, but Otero, who turned out to be the real hero of the

SKI TOURING
& BACKPACKING
SPECIALISTS

YOU'RE BACK JUST IN TIME!

game, knocked the ball from the
g'rasp of the hot-shooting
Flanigin ..Flanigin hit 16 points in
the cage battle. Most were on
corner shots.
Wyoming now appeared to
have the game in the bag having
a one-point advantage, 53-52.
UNM coach Norm Ellenberger
called a time out with 19 seconds
left in the exciting road contest.
Otero got the inbound pass and
dribbled around a few seconds (it
was apparent he wanted to get
the ball to Williams). He finally
shoveled the ball off to Williams,
who only then was able to get
free form his tenacious Cowboy
defender.
Williams drove against .UW's
guard John Robinson. With a
couple of stutter steps and a
high, short-range, slightly offbalance jumper, he dropped the
ball through with three seconds
left.
Wyoming called a time out
with two seconds on the clock,
but nwer could get the ball close
enough to shoot.
.
Williams scored a Lobo career
high 22 points. He was followed
by his teammates George Berry10, Larry Gray-6, Dan Davis-6m
Larry Forte-4, nale Siaughter-2,
and Norm Cacy-2.
Steve Davis got two points and
~----·---------·-

Hockey- Friday, January 16
Albuquerque Chapparals
vs.
Billings Blazers

Coors25~

Beer Night

Student Tickets (with ID} $3-$2-$1.50
~

Reservations

255-7581

..,' ·-·-·~
...
A:<·•·.: ;\--., ..-_Jr_;~ . _,.
-

Otero did not score any, but what
the bel!ch_~Jr lacked in offensive
punch they made up with their
"buzz saw" defense·. Both Steve
Davis and Otero played only a
combined total of 20 minutes,
but their contributions to the
four-guard spread offense, and
full-court press defense Ellenberger employed midway through
the second half and on into the
overtime ga'l'e the Lobos their
2-0 WAC record. The northern
pair of games were road battles
too, a major factor in the home·
oriented WAC.
George Derry led the Lobos
with eight bounds. Gray bad five,
while Cacy and Williams had
four.
The win Ups the oft-criticized
Wolfpack's overall record to
10·4. UNM meets sixth-ranked
Nevada-Las Vegas on Friday
night.
As
rep~rted
in
the
Albuquerque Journal Ellenberger said after the gante, "After that horrendous first half
<UNM W:\5 down 33-24) we came
back and turned things around
with our shock troops. Our post
offense wasn't getting the- job
done, so I just decided to go with
our four guards. We had forgotten how we have to play in order
for us to win."

.;
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The Bike
Shop

.,i.

Marpe Five 1-1

Need A Deal?
We're Dealing!
BIKING IS FUN

• Peugeot
• Mizutani
.e Takara

Pro Bikes at Good Prices
We Now Have Key Making Facilities.
Located just six blocks south of Central

at 605 Yale SE

842·9100

The Mountain Chalet has Down Jackets!

..

--

VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE
WE TAKE THE BUGS OUT OF YOUR BUG!

MOTOR OVIRHAUL
NEW CHROME RINGS
NEW ROD BEARINGS
GRIND VALVES
REMOVE CAAI!ON

Al.l\::IN RODS
~REE ESTIMATES
NEW GASKET
FULL PRICE. lABOR &
NEW Oil .
PARTS - ENGINE
TUNE-UP ENGINE' CONDITION PERMITTING

RECONDITIONED VOLKSWAGEN$ FOR SALE
'•

TIMING ADJUSTED
VALVE ADJUSTED
BRAKE ADJUSTED
ClUTCH ADJUSTED

$2395

SPEctAt MAJOR"T.UNIN•

··-

»MM•IMI••·
a.-un

\

'! •

NEW POIN'(S, PlUGS
CARBURETOR ADJUSTED
OIL CHANGE
CLEAN SCREEN
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KOAT-TV (channel 7) sportscaster Jim Boggio, who himself
has been asking various per"···'-··-····~.#
sonalities who might win in
The star of the field hockey team, Margaret Gonzales, is a/sQ.. Miami, said, "If I was really in a
this year's leading scorer on the women's basketball team.
corner where I had to go one way
or the other I'd have to go with
Pittsburgh.
"Really I'm a Packer man, but
I'm probably pulling for Dallas
rconlinlH•d from JH18tl A·30J
because they're in the National
UNM coach Kathy Marpc said, conference."
free throw line for a meager 26
per cent, The Greyhounds added "Our ballhandling was bad and
Boggio added, however, "It
. injury to insult when Linda Hat· we aren't going to the boards
wouldn't
surprise me to see
strollg
enough.
I
was
impressed
tox and VanDerGeest were hurt
either
team
win by a couple of
during the game. Hattox retur· by our defense in both the mantouchdowns.
It's almost like flip·
ned to the game, however Van- -to-roan ar1d the 2·3 zone even
ping
a
coin.
Dallas' record is
though
we
}ittd
only
tl1ree
days
to
DerGeest will be examined by a
basically
the
same as PHdoctor before the extent of her learn it."
tslrurgh's
if
you
go
through the
'rhe women now travel Jtorth
. illjury is kliown . .Elaslertt's IJee,
playoffs."
lind Conuie Kuper threw itt some tn play Colorado Stale nil 'l'hurI, o b o p lac l' kicker and a lJ.
long bombs from 25 feel out lo sday night in l~t. Collins and
Amel'ican
Bob Berg said, "Ah
Colorado itt Boulder oil Saturday.
beat the Lobos.

'~:
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shoot. I do.n't know. I guess I'd down,"
II>
Asked why Medina said, ::;:
take Pittsburgh by about three,
but Dallas is really up, It's going "Because Dallas will choke and II>
~
is
a
stronger
running
Pittsburgh
to be real close."
><
UNM History professor team. It's .up to Dallas to stop (;'
0
William Dabney said, "I don't Franco (Harris) and besides that l::j
..,
know. I guess .. .I just don't Pittsburgh can sack Staubach."
t::.:
Journalism professor Anthony '<
know ... I guess I)allas., ... No. To
tell you the truth I don't keep up Hillerman said, "I'd like to see t"'
0
Dallas. I'll say maybe they can do C"
with football.
Bev Quinlan, Lobo field hockey it by maybe like one, two, three 0
.....
mentor, said, "The Cowboys by points,
..,
"They're not going to run away ::l
seven points.-I think they've got
..,c.,
it together. While I am a' Chiefs with it. I wouldn't bet on them."
The LOBO Super Bowl poll is '<
fan I'd have to go with Dallas'
out. Totaling those in favor of ,...
talent right now."
Daily LOBO Editor-in-Chief Dallas and those in favor of the !'"
,...
~
Orlando Medina, who does not Steelers and ·comparing the point -'1
particularly like Texas anyway, differentials one gets the Dallas 0:.
said, ''Pittsburgh by a touch- Cowboys by 12 points.

THE BUG & BEETLE CLINIC

Sl'a!RING At>JUS'I'eo

Tingley Coliseum
NM. State Fairgrounds

,.

That is all merely background.
What do the people think? What
do the. so-called big wigs
hypothesize?
William "Bud" Davis, UNM
president, said he thinks Dallas
will win by 14 points. Asked why,
Davis simply said, "Roger
Staubach." Davis would not
elaborate further,
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(}LASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

MARY, I'm back in ~ch~ol. How 'bout lunch?
Nick. 1/20

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP'/ You have frien·
ds who care at Birthright, 247·9819. tin

AGORA ia. the studcl)t crisis center, located at the
Mesa Vista. If you have any
like to talk ~bout, or if you'd jus~
hke to rap, call or come in, 277-3013, l/23

~NW corner of
~roblems you'd
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Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Do• 20,
Albuquerque, N.M. 81131

2. SERVICES

Crab Iice infest
even the
nicest people

BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE forming.
How-to-do-it, taught by art-oriented profe,ssional,
No history, chemistry or C$thetics, but aU about
camera operation, lenses, exposure, darkroom
production, films. Black-and-white emphasized.
One three-hot!r lecture weekly, individualized in·
struction and heavy pructicc in· excellent
dar)<r<Jom near UNM. Discussions, critiques, field
trips. Absolute beginners we-lcome, or in·
termcdiate. Expensive but intensive. Limited to
twelve very serious persons, starting around
February 10, Class fills fast so reserve a place
now. Details: A~Photographer,265-2444. 2/23 ·

R I IllS

CRAB liC~

FA MOllS
Ql,JIVIRA
BOOKSHOP
and
Photography Gallery is lh block £rom Johnson
Gym on Come11, Special order service. tfn.
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, US San
Pedro S,E, 265·0335, Color TV's, tape decks.
stereos 1 amplfiers, auto radios, install burglar
alarms. 10°/o discount for students with 10. Quick
service. Used TV's for sale, 1/23
EXPERIENCED 'fYPIST: Manuscripts, theses,
papers, etc. SOc per double-spaced page, 345·
3288. 1/22
.
BELLY DANCING CLASSES nt Tho Blue
Hareem, 2217 Lead S,E., 255-1967. 1/22

ON CONTACT
'·.
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R~tes: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar
m1nimum. Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine e:en·
ts per word per day, (ilo rerunds il cancelled
before live insertions). Classified advertisements must be paid Jn advance,

0

n ..'SALE·':'•
...... ,., . . . ·:·""······ ···'· · ·'
' . FOn.
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• Special comb
included
• Without a
prescription
at Drug Stores

20 USED TV's. $30·$60. 441 Wyoming N E 25"·
5987, 3/1
. " "
EXPERT SKIIERS! Volkl Sapporo Skis 194em
L.o?k Nevada bindings Jl(IW $210, excellent con·
d1t10n, $70. 842-0248, 1123
NEED BOOKS' for Data Processing 201 &
Bualness Communications 265'! Call299·1502 after
5p.m. for a better huy. 1/23
VIDEO T~PE, ~ony 1/2 '\ 30 minute, Used, $5 per
role. AUdiO V1deo Consultants, 17 Seottsdal{:
VIllage, 3107 Eubank N.E., 298-8529. 1/23
NE~

MEXICO's BICYCLE Touring Center.
Quahty ~0-spee~ bicycles, campipg hiking, and
bo.ckpaekmg equipment. Trail Haus Cyclery, 103l
San Mateo S.E. 256·9190, 1/14

~!iY•)lElNT?.For)lier' ;tudent moving up:·'s~lting.: ..
b x 40 house tra1\er: .good shaf1e. good
$~~~tiogg/ ~~~hl~e, pr1vacy, economy, comforl.
,
a ter6 p.m.

neigh~

1

provided. Please send resume to' Ca dill.·.·.·.
Associates Inc., 4607 Camden Drive Coron: Del
Mar, ~ali!ornia 92625 jmmcdiatcly inter~sted,
Inte:~lewtng. at store in early February (or
qualified apphc11nts. 1!23

h

BABYSITTER NEEDED, daytime hours
sche~ulc and salary negptlablc. Plon,se cnll for tn:
\crv•cw, 265·3304, t/14
'

6. EMPLOYMENT
PART TIME JOB, Graduate students only, Af·
ternoons & evenings, Must be able to work Friday
~ Saturday nights, Must b~ 21 years ()]d. Apply in
person, no phone C<\IIS please. Save Way Liquor
Stores, 5704Lomas N,E .. 5516 Menaul N.E. 1130
S'l'UD~NT .NEEDED to cnre for
plants m maJ~r departf!'cnt !!tore in

Jive interior
Albuquerque,
Some experience With interior plant care
requ~red, Two hours per week during- day or
evemng. Salary $50. per month, AU supplies

PHO\OGRAPII~R'S ASSISTANT
~art•tlmc. Routane t"Bsks 1 ·~rrands,

fme chance to learn photography, Permanent per·
s~n only. Car necessary. References required nnd
will be contacted. A-Photographer, 265-2444, tfn

8. MISCELLANEOUS

When·:it tomes to· sl1oes
alld aPparel for the dancer .
.

WAN'fED,

clerlcnl, but ·

• •

'

Come·: to···PARIS!

3. FOR RENT
CAMPUS COMPACT APTS. New Large color·
fully decorated furnished studio apts, Buili·in
desk & breakfast bar, shower over tub 1 walk-in
closets, barvest gold applia11ces, outside
storageroom. Across the street from grocery &
iaundry, one block from UNM, $188, $75 deposit,
See managers at 215 Y"'alc Blvd S.E. or 401 Har·
vard S.E, 1/22
•
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CITADEL APARTMENTS-An apartment com·
• plex £or the young and the young at heart. Rents
start at $140. Large swimming pool. Erlicienties &'
l·bdrm available, furnished or ttnfurni.shed,
Walking distance to UNM. 1520 University N.E.,
243·2494. 2/18
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fashion'n'things
for all ages

U.N.M. Day

·- 0

..

At The Ram
BRING IN THE COUPON BELOW AND GET
A 10% DISCOUNT ON ANY REGULAR PRICED
MERCHANDISE YOU BUY!

~0,0 0FF
ONE DAY ONLY!
NAME _ _ _ _ _ __.__ _
ADDRESS'--'-------PHONE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

bring this coupon in with you
''

9601
)011
5311
5901
4001

fashion 'n'things
. for all ages

Snow Heights Circle N.E.
Juan Tabo N.E.
Fourth Street N.W.
Gibson S.E.
San Mateo N.E.

'Saturday Hours: 9:30 to 7

For .fine quality Capezio tights, leotards .and footwear for
dance or ·exercise· elasses ...in an extensive ra:Qge of
sizes .. visit Paris' lovely new store on the· Uppe;r· Level
at MONTGOMERY PLAZA••.or our SHOE CIRCUS at
the northeast entranee,to Winrock Shopping Center.
i

fine shoes
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l'"'"P'RfG"'FfedeSigns u. New Puppies Meet uncle

;.

Bud

'

:d

The Christmas break witnessed the formation of yet another
student-directed pro-consumer investigation group. Calling them~ selves tlie Persons Revelling in InttJllectual Garbage (PRIG), the new
group plans to take up where UNM's NMPIRG has left off...
0
.g "Face it," said PRIG spokesper~;~on Thaddeus Nader, P.IRG ?as
..:I been a failure. They've been given thousands of dollars to work With,
a staff of experts and a two-dollar fee increase and what have they
,.e;.
.....oS done? Drawn up a monorail plan for the city of A!buquer.que! . . ,
"But their greatest failing is their insistence m work1?g ~nthm the
~
0
within the commul)ity. By contrast, PRIG 1s mterested
......., system,
. . ,
M solely in UNM," he continued.
Q)
feel
that
our
proposed
revisiolJ
of
the
UNM
campus
will
JUStify
"We
::g
·our proposed $4200 mandatory, ref~ndable stude~t fe~. It'll be easy
~ for those reactionary dogs who don t support our I!lfalhbl~ programs
Q)
to get t,heir fees back--just contact our Bl!enos A1res off1ce and the
c--1 money will be refunded.
.
'
"We renamed UNM Loboland for obvious PR reasons. a~d
~
Cl)
redesigned the campus along the lines of the best plal)ned c1ty m
bll
oS A(llerica,'' Nader added.
ll;
Nader then invited the LOBO staff for a· tour of the newly
redesigned campu!!, introducing us to our guide (a~d yours) Uncle
Bud, and his young friends Millicent and Horace. S? JUm~ aboa.rd the
Loboland Love Lust Express and head for our openmg or1entatwn address by Uncle Burl.

6

z

Western Wine & Liquor
.Welcomes new' and
ret~ming students.
We stock the most
.compl~te selection of
wines, liquors and ·
beer in . the state.
SpeCial Discounts Available!
35 Winrock
CenterNE
298-7811

Pennants snaked in the breeze
·and there was no ·sky -- only
cherry, silver and turquoise
balloons. The new Loboland
students filled the bleachers to
hear the orientation speech from
the president of the University, ·
Their surroundings were.
vaguely familiar -- cloudy pictures from their childhood days
mingled with images of the
present festive activities. They
looked at' each other, expecting
to know one another.
The cloudy images instantly
crystallized as the University officials danced onto the stage,
singing the same song which
blared from the .newly-installed
Alumni Chapel calliope. Each offica! had a sweatshirt with his first name emblazoned on his chest,
and each wore a small beanie
with tiny wolf ears protruding
from it.
The song lyrics were familiar
to tlie new students, yet they
were different:
Who's the leader of the club
that's made for you and me?
B·U·D T-H-E S.-P·U·and-D! .
Hey there, hi there, ho_ there,
you're as welcome as can be •.
B-U-D T-H·E S-P-U·and-D!
Bud th~ Spud, Bud the
Spud,forever let us hold our banners high.
Come along and ·sing the song
and join the family,
B-U-D T·H-E S·P·U·and·D!Yea,
Bud the Spud.
The official with the shortest
hair and biggest smile danced to
the microphone with his ukelele.
"Hi there, Lobo pups," He said
..~.then he growled. He puctuated
his entire speech with what he
called the "Lobo growl" -- a kind
of school cheer.
"Welcome to Loboland,'' he
continued. "This is your first
real step toward becoming honest-to-goodness, useful citizens.
How about that!" Mixed cheers
and growls-some of the students were shy and could not yet
bring themselves to "Grrr~r ."

FOB THE
FIRST TIME

'.

!
I
)
)

-;
'

THE
Undergraduate
Seminar
Program courses are available .. at
walk-through registration. No hne,
no early rising - just class cards
at the General Studies/U.S.~ .. table_ .·
at walk-through and drop/ add.
There are openings in almost all
sections.
Brochure~ with titles, descriptions, and scheduled tim~s are

available at the Honors Center, ground floor, west wmg of
Humanities Building.

·- .

A Preview ·of Things To Come
At The Stereo Den
.
.

MANY ITEMS NOT LISTED·- NO PHONE
QUOTES
.
.
.

'

SANSUI
80/80 RMS

GARRARD 82

Base & Cart.

GARRARD
SAVE UP TO 50%

SAN SUI
SAVE UP TO 35%
SANSUI 8080
'

List 69995 ·

SALE

List 187°0. SALE

ALTEC
YAMAHA

YAMAHA and KENWOOD
SAVE UP TO 25%

II"' I
"Our aim at this University is unseeing, staring blindly at the
to insure that when you graduate almost-finished duck pond. "You
in the seven years it takes an will learn ,what it's like to be
average pup to get through our shunted ·from one faceless
institution, you will be able to bureaucrat· to another in search
deal with any bureaucracy in the · of the right form to fill out just to
world," he said, never once get a transcript. We will provide
changing his smiling expression. · youwith all the frustration and
"We provide the usual university anxiety you will face in the real
fare of classes, sports, clubs and world --you will learn to live with
the like, but our school also deals it, to accept it, and not fight city
with the practical aaspects of life. hall. You" will become citizens,
"We offer a full curriculum," ready to slide into the rat race, to
he said earnestly, his face taking take your . proper place in
. "
on the aspects of a smiling society."
His eyes suddenly · regamed
radish. "Here you will face new life, and he bowed his head as he
rules every day, but you will
.·
his sueech.
have to keep up with the changes concluded
"We will now sing the remainyourselves. The most important der of the school song," he said
of them, such as graduation
quietly. "And remember, as ~ou
requirements, will be extremely sjng the words, that everythmg
obscure and it will take much we do to you is for your own
perserverance'
to
reach
good." He began to cho~d h!s
graduation.
"You will encounter paper· ukelele, and tears welled m h1s
as he sang:
work that will have you seeing in eyes
Now it's time to say goodbye-· to
triplicate," he continued, "And
our faculty.
there are no lines at any other all
B-U·D ... no more pay raises ... T· ·
university as we ha've here at
good old Loboland -- we are H·E, ..why? To build a VIP press •·
especially proud of those at the box at the football stadium.
cashier's office and registration." S·P-U·and-D
He was beginning to look and
sound like a fundamentalist
preacher -- many of the new
students began gro":'ling incoherently as they stared
glassy-eyed at the speaker.
"Yes, ·yes, yes," he growled intensely --even his eyes were now

ALTEC SAVE UP TO 33%
dBL SAVE UP TO 20%
dENSON SAVE UP TO 35%

CR600

List 460°0 SALE

ssoo

ea.

SALE

18500
.

All Items On This. Sale Will Be Tagged

NO CREDIT CARDS

Kl REN·TAL?
OLYMPIC SPORTS
.
HAS THJ;:
BEST
I EQUIPMENT
ILABLE FOR ONLY $7.00 PER
DAY OR $12.00 PER WEEKEND
You get: Sk1s. Poles. Boots. Elinllings

CALL 256·9893
. Also-See us 1or all tl:ie major brands in NEW Ski Equ1pment

C)ympic SfX?iis i~ ..
on the Triangle, Monte V1sta at Central ·

THE·

·~--~~~~
DEN
A DIVISION OF WAREHOUSE SOUND INC

A DIVISION OF WAREHOUSE SOUND INC

135 Winrock Center 294·507 3

ea.

..
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A·"?GUIDE TO LOBOLA·No·-·
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Monday - Free Films
Wednesday__.:.. Free Films (s~e schedule below)
Thursday -· Liv~ Ent~rtainr:nent in SUB ·
Friday -.Drama Production~ and music by UNM Jazz, Band~
Wind En~embles, and the Brass Quartet
•r

•

Wednesday Fre~ Daytime Film Schedule
.

'

.

'

Something for Everybody!!!
F~bruary 4 -

"Walt Disney Cartoon Parade"...Starring Goofy,
Mickey, & Donald
February 11 - "Without Love"...(1945)...Starring Spencer Tracy
& Katherine Hepburn
February 18- "Mark of the Vampire"...Starring Lionel ·
Barrymore & Bela Lugosi ·
February 25 -. .~Ah, Wilderness"...(1935)...Starring Wallace Berry
& Mickey Rooney
.
"A Woman Rebels"...(1936)...Starring Katherine
March 3 Hepburn

Handbook·to Higher
Consciousness 295
OPEN MIND
METAPHYSICAL BOOKS

•
3010 Central S.E.

(opp. Lobo Theatre)

March 101) Futureland: Solar Zeppelin, Farris Wheel
21 Fantasyland: Loboland Administration Building
~
3) Duck Pond: School of Whales
4) Crayolaland: Isle of Mann, Big Chief Tablet Exhibit
5) Hippocratesland: Leave It To Cleaver .
· .·
6) Wasteland: Court ordered busing, park at your own risk.
?·I Site of the now missing Johnson Gym

March 24I

March 31 April7 April 14 -

"Stage Door''...(1937)...Ginger Rogers & Katherine
Hepburn
"Tortilla Flcit"...(1942)...Starring Spencer Tracy and
John Garfield
"An Affair to Remember" ..Starring Deborah Kerr
& Cary Grant
., ·
"Four Clowns"... Starring Stan Laurel, Oliver
Hardy, Charlie·Chase & Dorothy McGuire
"Easter Parade"...(1948)...Starring Judy Garland,
Fred Astaire, & Peter Lawford
·

-.Accounting Association
Atrica:n Student Organization
Albuq. Christian Fellowship
Albuq. Coalition to Si<Jp Sen. Bill No.1
Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Phi Omega
Alpha Tau Omega
Alvarado H3ll Gov't, .
' American Nuclear Society
American Studies Organization (GSA)
Angel Flight
Anthropology C_lub
Arab Student Club
Arnold Air Society
•
Art Students. Association Gallery
Artlstas Chica11os
Assoc. or Grad. Students in Ele. Ed.
Association of ·Grad. Students in Mod. &
Classical L~nguages
ASUNM Cralts Shop
ATM Business Students
Baha'i Club
Ballet Folklorlco de UNM
Baptist Student Unian
Black Student Union
Blue Key Honor Sociciy
QamJ;ys.Crusade lOt Christ
Campus Gold
Cftl Epsilon Fraternity
Chi Omega
Chinese Student. Association
9hristian Scien.ce Organization
Christian Student Center

.April21-

"Gentlemen's Agreement"... (194'8) ... Starring
Gregory Peck & Dorothy McGuire
"Shall We Dance"...(l936)...Starring Ginger Rogers
& Fred Astaire
·

April 28 -·

January:

Mon- Fri 10 a.m.· 3 p.m.
Free Daytime Activities
"Gene Autry" No.1 & "Stevie Wonder"
"Gene Autry" No. 2
"Gene Autry" No. 3 & "Fort Bragg"
"Gene Autry" No. 4 .
"Gene Autry" No. 5 and ~'More Than A
D.team" (may be rescheduled)
1-5
"Gene Autry': No.7 and "National Lampoon"
8-12' "Gene Autry" No.8
22-26 "Gene Autry" No. 9 and "WIN - Gerald F:ord" ·
29-April 2 "Gene Autry" No. 10
"Gene Autry" No. 11 and "Knock Out"
· 5-9
12-16 "Gem~ Autry'' No. 12
19-23 "Gene Autry" 13 and "Roger Daltry"

19-23
26-30
February: 2-6
9-13
16-20

Match:

April

·.

Chartered Organizations On Campus

Citizf!ns for Humanitarian Priori.ties
Coalition to Help World Starvation
Coronado Student Government
Danceworks
Debate Council
Delta Delta Delta
Delta Sig_ma Phi
Disabled on Campus
Divine Light Mission
Engineers JointCouncit
English Grad. Student Assoc.
Eta KappaNu
German Club
Graduate Art History Students Assoc.
Graduate Associalion of Business Students
Graduate Student Assoc. of Chern. Dept.
(!raduate ~tudents in Psych.
Graduate Students in Speech Com. Ass·oc.
Grad: Students for the Advancement ot Art
Hille_J.Jewish Student Union
Hokona HaH Gov't.
HOPA Folkdancers
IEEE
IFC
Independent Student Workcfs Union
Indo-Arrteri~ail Student Assoc.
Internatlonat Center
]sfamic Society
Jesus Christ & Co,
Juniper IGSA)
Kappa Alpha
Kappa Alpha Theta
K:ippa Epsilon

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Kappa Mu Epsilon
Kappa Omicron Phi
Kentucky Beaux
·t
Kiva Club
KUNM·FM
Laguna Ife Vargas Dorm
La Societe Du Cinema
Lambda Chi Alpha
Las Camp:tnas
Martial Arts and Meditation Dojo
Marxist Youth League
.
Mesa Chicanas
Mortar Board (tm)
Motmtairi Club
National Chicano Health OrganiMtion
Newman Student Union
New Mexico Cfvil Liberties Union
New Mexfco Daily Lobo
New Mexico Public Interest Research Group
~lchiren Shosu Students Organization
Nostalgia Art Club
NROTC Ro·adrunners
Omega Psi Phi
OmiCron Delta Eps.ilon·
Org4niza:Lionof Ethnie Unity
Orthodox Baha 1i Club
P.anheUenic Council
Phi Alpha Sigma
Pni Delta Theta
Phi Eta Sigma
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Ka:ppa Psi
Phi Sigma Tau !Philosophy)

PhiMu
Phi Sigma Kappa
Phi Sigma Tnu
Pi Beta Phi
Pi Kappa Alpha
Pi Tau Sigma
Project Conscjo
Recreation and Leisure Society
Residence Hall Assoc.
Santa· Ana. Council
Santa CJara Student Gov 1t
· -Shotokan Karate
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Alpha Iota
Sigma Chi

SigmaNu

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Simt.llatiori Assoc.
. Ski Club
SOciety for Creative Anachronisms
SPURS
Student Amer. Phara. Assoc.
Student ·ASs(lc, of the Church o( Jesus -christ of
th.9 Latter Day Saints
Student.Council for Exceptional Children
Student!! lOr Fred Harris
Student National Edueatlon Assoe,
Stu~ent Organization for Latin Amer. Studies
StudentOrgat1i.zation Committee
Students Inte_rnational Meditation So~iety
Symphony Gf Life
Tau Beta Pi
Town Club

.For Further Information contact the student information center in the
SUB or call at 277-4606 (also pick up your free student directory)

·.

. Tele-a-Message call 277-5243

All this brought to you by Student Activities Center
•

Uhura SIISA Center
UNM Folksong Club
311 (Happy llealthyHolyJ
UNM Chess Team
UNM Boxing Club
UNM Ballroom Dance Club
UNM Classical Guitar Club
UNM Clippers
UNM Cricket Club
UNM Democrats
UNM Fencing Assoc~
UNM Handb•!!-Racquets Club
NNM liang Gliding Club
\
UNM Health, Pnys, Ed, Rec. Society (GSA)
UNM Industrial Arts Assoc.
UNM Judo Club
UNMKaraleCiub
UNMNORML
UNM Power Vo!!eybaiJ
UNM Premedical Organizati!m
UNM Rugby Football Club
UNM Soccer Club
tJNM Student Nurse Assoe~
UNM Student Solar Group
UNM Student Veterans
University Committee lot Udall
U.S. China Peoples Friendship Assoc~
Yt:'.agon Wheels Square Dance Club
Wardroom Society
Wty Campus Outreatb
Women's IntramuraJs
\yomen's Rugby Club
Young Democrats
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i Pond to Host Contests ,
~
0

help reduc~ the number of injuries to water skiers.'
knees and is guaranteed not to dirty up the skiers
after 60 min.utes of hard water skiing.
At the north end of the pond will be the Love
L\lst Springs, a pool of natural hot water, heated
by natural gas piped all the way from Santa Fe.
There will also be a first aid station here to ac·
comodate several distinguished legislators who
tend to sunbllrn easily on the area between the
back of their heads and shoulders.
Students wishing to buy tickets for the exclusi~e part of the Pond should do so now as the
' cost will be determined by the Full Time
Equi_valent (FTE) and faculty-student ratios
recognizing that there are gradutate levels and
that·a 20 per cent increase will be necessary to pay
Nemo. closely resembles Chester Tra '- elstead
for those areas not included in the ticket price forwith a short beard, wool cap and eye patch with a
mula. Although a standard ticket formula, there
turquoise nugget inset.
will only be a partial box office return for Loboland
''This is the life I've been hoping for. Before this
and full box office returns for Aggieland, Highland
I was rowing a dingy in some damn toilet bowl for
and Greyh'ound land.
television,'' Nemo said. "Now with the advent of
As for ticket price on the entjre Pond there will
this miniature Pacifica we can bring to New
be a ticket fee increase to cover hot dog conMexico all the joys of the East and West coasts."
cessions (always in the red), the first aid stations
The construction of the Pond will be recorded on
(an introduction to socialized medicine) and the
film for the next Homecoming time capsule and
water ballet (attended heavily by the outside comdedicated to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers unmunity and no usage figures are available on how
der the title of "Flaws.''
·
many Loboland pups attend.) These ticket fees are
The best part of the Loboland Duck Pond will b.e
not earmarked and will not be used for water sporthe' addition 9f a new invention of the Loboland
ts. As our distinguished Lobol~!,nd leader explains·
Athletic Department called duro·water. It will
it, "Trust in God and myself."
·

I suppose many of you newcomers to wonderful
:J1 world of Loboland th<mght that New Mexico was
~ an arid land. Au Contraire Lobo pups. On this very
~ site there will be constructed an aquatic marvel to
rival the Loch Ness-the Loboland Duck Pon'd.
In this -Pond there will be yachting contests, a
: Canadian goose sanctuary, fishing, skin diving,
~ submarine races and tuna fishing. Let me in~ troduce the caretaker and skipper of the excursion
P-4 craft Nautilas, Captain Ahab Nemo.
"Call me Ishmael,'' Nemo said.
Nemo explained how he wished to take raw Lobo
pups and return them to the days when iron men
sailed in wooden ships and knew the proper way to
tie a sheepshank.
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How· many Lobo/and. vice presidents does it take to
change a /ightbulb?

BILLBOARD
DOwNBEAT
MELODY MAKER
PARIS REVIEW .
PRO FOOTBALL Weekly
SPORTING NEWS
AUTO WEEK
DANCE AND DANCERS
AFTER DARK
PUNCH
PARIS VOGUE
RUNNERS WORLD
TRACK & FIELD NEWS
BIKE WORLD
OLD CARS
TEXAS MONTHLY
Architectural Digest ·
NEW AGE JOURNAL
,,, .. Illustrated London.News

Fantasyland Rumors
,,
Loboland President Uncle Bud Monday denied rumors that he is
asking the Board of Regents to .approve a $3000-per-student fee increase over the next five years.
.. "There is absolutely no truth to these. allegations,'' Uncle Bud said,
and no truth to the rumors that these funds will go to the Athletic
Department to recruit Franco Harris for the football team."
His remarks come on the eve 9i his departure to a national
education con'ference in Pittsburgh.
·
·
Two University deans have been honored by a private company after the sale of a new invention.
Deans Nathaniel Wollman (Arts· and Sciences) and William Huber
(University College) were selected by the Ronco Corporation for their
invention of the Statistomatic, a device to screen incoming students.
The invention, which goes on sale next month for $9.95, gathers
test scores and can effectively prove that {reshtnan ACT-scores have-<
dropped sharply over the past ten years.
.. ..
·'-'·'
"This device will save universities the pr9blem of having to accept
below par students in the future. We originally approached Parke!,'
Brothers with the idea but were told that most universfties are too
busy playing other games this year,'' Huber said.
The University has acquired a new piece of property in SanbJ Fe
that could bring mpre funds from the New Mexico Legislature.
.
.
The property is in the middle of Santa 'Fe and is-the land on which
the New Mexico State Capital is situated.
':If tho~e bastards in the legislature don't give us any mOre nioney,
, we re gomg to foreclose and theym have to pass legislation from the

\
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Dairy Queen

1
·1

braziel HAS IT ALL-

-··I

FOOD and DESSERT
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Good Only Jan. 14, 15 & 16.
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Goqdonlyet
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Scrubbing
,.
Dusting
.
~··
-Grocery Shopping
. '; Cooking
· ·
Commuting
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I ·.·UNIVERSIT~ ·DAIRY QUEI!.IN
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i
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apartment living
i
h. ave that thei
College Inn doesn't?

!~
I~ ! ._ Housecleaning
Dishwashing
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What does
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our low rates. Save gas money ··no commuting!
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1111
Phone 243•2881

303 Ash NE

i

DO YOU NEED

CASH?
Earn $ 10 a week
donate·twice weekly

BLOOD
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ooNo~·~TER
8 am to S!,_pm
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D0CTOR:1N
RESIDENCE·

Across the street· in
Lobo CaDIJ)us Phar01acy
on Central ·and Yale
....

-_

.....

London

~

ALLTHE.NEWS
THAT'S FIT· ·TO READ

·.;_1

ALBUQUER~UE

1307 CENTRAL NE

VISIT us·

, ·I

---- .
~

-

· NEW YORK TIMES
L.A. TIMES
HONOLULU STAR
ROLLING STONE
VILLAGE VOICE
BERKELEY BARB
NAVAJO TIMES
AKWESASNE NOTES
SEERS
THE ADVOCATE'
New York Review of Books
BARRONS
WALL STREET Journal
DAILY OKLAHOMA
DENVER POST '
LONDON TELEGRAPH
AMARILLO
Omaha World Herald
KANSAS CITY STAR
Arizona Daily Star
CHICAGO TRJBUNE
ARIZONA REPUBLIC
BOSTON GLOBE
HOUSTON CHRONICLE
SEATTLE TIMES
San Francisco Chronicle
ST. LOUIS POST
NATIONAL OBSERVER
APERTURE BOOKS
George Ohswa - ZEN
MACROBIOTICS
Llewellyn's MOON SIGN
BOOK
Llewellyn's ASTROLO·
GICAL CALENDAR r
TASSAJARA COOKING
Bames & Noble College
Outline Series
Foreign Language
Dictionaries ·
SELF INSTimCTION ,
EXAM PREPARATION
NOVELS
SCIENCE FICTION
WESTERNS
MYSTERIES
GOTHICS

1,000 Magazines, Paperbacks and Hardbacks
800 Science Fiction Titles

Tuesday-SJ.:f'~day
•

. 418 Central SW
. Telephone 843-7559
11200 Montgomer-Y NE · Telephone 294-2026
·· 2132 Central SE
Telephone 242-0694

JET

FOREIGN AFFAIRS
NEW SCIENTIST
Andy Warhol's Interview
EAST WEST JOURNAL
MOTHER EARTH NEWS
HIGH TIMES
DANCE MAGAZINE
ART FORUM
SKY AND TELESCOPE
DISSENT
NEW TIMES
PEKING REVIEW
Atlas World Pres~ Review
LIBERATION
-:-ART IN AMERJCA
FLOWER AND GARDEN
HORTICULTURE
ORGANIC GARDENING
GOURMET
EBONY
THE WRITER
MARVEL-ZAP-D.C.
Warren-Curtis Black
and Whites
ASTERIX COMICS
'

,;.,.~} :· ;;''t ~;~·: ·.·.•i:et.:: ~ 'c:::::xi~h+~:·I:!~JI¥~.~·:;Q ;:.~~~~!~~~ro~uts~~e~; a~~~1~~~~:.u.ckled Uncle John, Loboland vice
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THREE LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
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Rumqrs. From the Fermented Grapevine
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Through, an unusual twist of
~ fate and bird droppings on a Kan·
~ sas circuit, Loboland became a
o relay 'station on the Washington
.g to Moscow "hotline" Thursday
....:l afternoon.
,
.b A spokesman for the Mountain
"@ .Bell Telephone Company said
Q during an important Middle East
8 discussion between President

'>Q;>1

::21
~

Security Chief Explains Operation

® EARTH is the

r~gistered

Gerald- Ford and Leonid
Br'ezhnev that a ·third voice, that
of a Loboland administr<ttor,
could be clearly heard.
"Yep, Ole Gerry was telling
that commie that if he didn't
·clean up his act in. the desert,
we'd chuck a 50 megaton baby
right in Joe Stalin's lap,"
Lineman Bert Grubb said.

trademark of

Kols~

"All of a sudden this scab
white-collar worker interrupts
their get-together and keeps
wanting to talk to some guy
named Ferrel. C<tn you imagine
that. The nerve of some of these
sissy snobs."·
As of yet FCC investigators
have been unable to discover the
identity of the culprit as the only

Systemetr Inc.

Q;>

z

_Eadli
a

avary
shoe·

The Earth·
sole. The patented
invention that guides you through
a unique experience called"pure
walking'~ Apath of motion designed
to focus and concentrate your own
natural forces so you will walk, ·
perhaps for the first time, with
continuous,
comfortable,
easy power.

Earth Shoe
104 Coronado Center
(505) 293·6530
Brochures Available
.

"

The exhibit' including the 30
clue they have was a constant ·
referral to "I'rn not gonll(l stack carat pear'shaped stone formerly
owne\! by Elizabeth Taylor, will
those damn books."
In honor· of the Bicentennial be on display to the public the.
and to provijle UNNI students l<tst week of January. The·
with a meaningful and prac· following week will be a display
tical education,'' Loboland is of "I Like Ike" buttons.
"The East; is Red," "Gerald
going into the cattle business.
Ford
is the running dog of· an im·
Under the Division of Conperialistic
paper tiger," and "Joe
tinying Education and the Depar.
Stalin
was
the last Russian with
tment of Philosophy, students
with the guidance of Fantasyland any Seoul.'' These are a few of
supervision will recreate and the thoughts of the next speaker
reopen the Chisholm Trail this of the Loboland Distinguished
·summer.
Speakers 'program, Mao Tse
.
The program initiated by for- Tung.
Tung, who ·has dabbled in
mer governor and visiting lec·
turer Bruce King will consist of a education, politics, religion and
six month cattle drive to provide litera,ture will be on campus adthe Eastern United States with dressing sev'eral classes the
week of Feb. 16. His Httle red
beef and leather.
"I figured it was about time book is now in its 73rd edition
some of these kids got a chance to and will be reprinted in indo a honest day's work and at the stallments of the April "Readers
same time realize what their dad- Digest.". under the title, "I am
dies have to go through to keep Joe's Pain in Southeast Asia."
them in school," King said.
King remarked that, "They're
so ready to use that four letter ·
\I(Ord for cow pies, I reckoned
that they should have to smell it
for awhile."
"For those kids that can't cut it
on the trail we only have to find a
tall oak and a few feet of hemp
rope," King said.
•
Students participating in the ~"rfil'
June till November course will be
required .to provide their own
horse and cowboy nickname.
Loboland's Maxwell Museum
will be displaying its latest exhibit this week with .the theme,
"Kidney Stone~? throughout
History."·
.
"Did you know that at one time
kidney stone necklaces were
more popular than heishei," said
Francois Merde, collector and '
owner of the exhibit,
Merde explained that at one
point in ancient history the
· prized gems were used as barter
by the Phoenicians and to
decorate
glassware.
The
Phoenicians had thousands of
slaves on rich diets to grow the
stones and pass them on to the
Phoenicians.
"This period was even rocked
by controversy when it was
discovered that several unethical
After the selection of AlbuCretans were forcing their slaves querque as a research site for
to swallow small pebbles as seeds solar energy, several Loboland
for the stones. This is much like engin,eering professors and
the present day practice . of Albuquerque businessmen have
cultured pearls,"
been arrested and charged
by the FBI with attempting to
"defraud the United States
Government."
'fhe officer in charge of the investigation, FBI Agent Herbert
Philbrook, told reporters that
the individuals involved· had
stationed several thousand frieh·
ds at the Arizona border with
mirrors to 'reflect sunshine into
New Mexico.
"When government officials
were
here to investigate
Something for
Albuquerque as a potential site,
Everyone
they (the arrested) got all their
friends, equipped them with full
length mirrors and retlected
(And all handmade)
Arizona sunshine into New
Clothing
Dolls
Mexico,"
Philbrook ~said.
"Naturally .the officials chose
Macrame
Quilts : ·Albuquerque unaware that it was
cloudy the whole'week they were
Toys
Pottery
here:" .
Those people charged will. be
Jewelry
Etc.
arraigned
before a federal
'
district judge Monday facing
.felony charges of federal fraud,
2000 Centrai.S.E.
the transporting of sunshine
10·5 Monday · Saturday
across a state line and assembly
without a parade permit.

~see No

··'*...·f_ ··r·=,:
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Evil' Plan to·cut Crime

· A new plan to reduc.e crime on
cam pus w·as <tnnounced by
Loboland Security Chief Barry
Sox at· a press conference held
last night.
. •
"We call the new plan
Operation See No Evil," said So~.
"The ba~ic idea is that if a crime
is not' reported, it won't be recorded in the next· edition of the
FBI's crime statistics,"
"Effective immediately, the
Loboland police will fail to
acknowledge that any crime
exists on campus. We will answer no calls. As far as we a·re
concerned, if we don't see a crime
committed, it doesn't exist.
"To aid us in the project, "all
lights on campus will be disconnected," he added.
Sox extended ail invitation. to
all students to help make the
program a success. "If we can
just go two months without
having some bleeding heart blow
the whistle on Operation See No
Evil, I feel confident that we will
go down in the annals of crime as
having the cleanest, most crime·
free campus in the nation," he
said.

Johnson Gym was app<trently
stolen this morning as a. part of.a
fraternity initiation celebration.
· Patrolman .Mort Muff noticed
that the building was missing at
3:30 a,m.'l'he athletic edifice had
been purloined no earlier than 2
a.m. .
"I don't know how th~ hell they
-did it," said wrestliJig coach Runs
Jacoby, "but I' expect to see that
building back in place by the time ·
of our meet with BYU."
A search of fraternity houses·
has so far failed to turn up the
missing gymnasium.
An alleged suicide atten_J.pt is
being investigated by police, who
suspect that foul play may have
been involved in the untimely
demise of sophomore Harry
Kaeri. Kaeri was found bound
and gagged on the floor of his
Hokona Hall dormitory room
with multiple wounds in his
chest.
"Kaeri left a suicide note
saying that he was tired, of taking
classes from illiterate teachers.
After gagging himself with a
knotted nylon stocking and binding himself with dental floss, he

~

apparently threw himself on a
'butter knife until the Dark Angel
,took him," said Hokona's Chap·
lain Charles Coake.
Investig<tting officers
disagreed with the suicide thesis.
. "How could anyone tie himself
up and then fall on a butter
knife?" ;J.s]):ed patrolman Bill Gan·
non. "The real clincher is that
the note_ protestjng illiterate
tea.chers is itself misspelled. All
the evidence points to someone
fro in the College of Education."
Kaeri's roommate, a transvestite majoring in secondary
education and reputed to have a
mania for clean teeth, is be'ing
sought for questioning by the
police.
. Parking Services Security Director Bruce "The lmmob11i!!er" Baretta.
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E.quipmen.t for Combat
.At a press conference held late last week, the new head of parking
services for Loboland, Betty Nottrit, announced a program to "crush"
the number of illegal parkers on campus.
Nottrit said there will be a two-part program initiated by February
to "enforce and educate" illegal parkers.
"We have just purchased a fine piece of equipment from the U.S.
government called' the 'dcmobilizer' which should prevent illegal
par. king," she said.
The demobilizer consists of a used WW II Tiger tank with several
cast-off surface-to-surface nuclear-warhead missiles.
... Just picture the expression on those criminals' faces when they
come back from class and there's a pool of molten metal where their
Vega used to be. Not only that, but the damn thing won'~ stop glowing
·
in the dark for at least 20 years," Nottrit said.
The second part of the program will be to educate violators with
coloring books of "Peter Permit." Peter Permit is a cartoon character
consisting of a talking UNM par king sticker.
"---~_,,"
One section of the coloring book, to be handed out with preBEF member Jeremy Diddler is informed by Parking Services Security Patrolman Dave registration material, shows Peter Permit standing against a campus
Potemkin that he has parked in the wrong zone.
.
·
', map saying, "Hi, I'm a C-zone sticker··color me green."

..
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BEST
SELECTION
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THE
BEST

HEAD SUPPLIES

PRICES

Spiritual Sky Incense - Y2 price
Rolling Papers-

Rock Bottom Prz"ces

COO LEAF·· $ . 25 a package

.

E-Z WIDER $.15 a

pac~age

,,

PIPES PAPERS CLIPS INCENCE BONGS KAMA SUTRA T-SHIRTSGAMES LEATHER PLAYBOY PRODUCTSTAROTCARDSGAG GIFTS NOVELTIES PUZZLES
FOOL'S PARADISE is now at

II

CMontqmtterq 'Pla.'Z.a ·

Montgomery and ~an Mateo NE
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YOURTOURGUIDES:
Michael O'Connor: Orientation
Orlando Medina: Fantasy land, Futureiand, Hippocratesland
John :{tucker: Towawayland, Loserland
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AID AND SUPPORT SERVICES:
Michael O'Connor: Layout
Orlando Medina: Loboland Map, assorted shorts
Mike
Gallagher: Grotzyl • ·
0
r;i
John Rucker: assorted captions and shorts
J:Cl - S.usan Walton: copy editor
·
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~
Joe Donnelly: copy editor
<~~
George Coston: caricatures of Uncle Bud and Uncle John
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Any .resemblance to persons living, d~a~, or in suspended
animation in this suppll)ment is purely coincidental. All charac·
ters contained herein are purely fictitious.
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· All photos courtesy 'of Walt Disney Studios and copyright 1976.. ·
Thanks to Mickey and the gang for the use of their mugs.
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Loboiand Engineering Dept.'s Solar Dirigible. Photon storm blew Ledd's Zepplin slightly
off course.

.~PERUSED" BO_OKS
-~
AT
.

~

l·ZPRICE
Hardback-Paperbacks
Magazines

World's. Ninth Nuclear
P.owe·r:
.
.
i.oboland ·Displays New Ideas

THE BOOKCASE
109 Mesa IE

•

Welcome to number 26 on your
Loboland tour guide--the UNM
Engineering Dep;trtment, The
Land of TomorroW. The major at·
traction in this area is in the field
of Nuclear Engineering, the
people responsible for our own
nuclear reactor, the building
glowing on the left, which made
UNM the world's ninth nuclear
power. We will tour the north
parking lot later where our underground testing is conducted,
commonly call,ed Jackass Flats.
To best describe the Nuclear·
department we can only say that
.im ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of Curie. (That's a Nuclear
Engineering joke or Nuke E as
they call themselves.)
Our engineers take the abstract theoretical premises of the
developing society and convert
them into technology or practical
everyday uses such as converting the rays of the sun to
energy or the law of inertia to
build the Ronco Vegamatic.
Chairman of the department
Jovan H. Baum in a memo to the
:rest of the department said, "We'
are the offspring of the Atoms
for Peace Program which was
born out of necessity. After all,
when you .detonate a fifty

ANTIQUES
•
e
3409 CENTRAL. N.E.

Quilts

256·7103

Clothes
Photographs

Fumlture

SAVE WllH SECURITY
r

aacurit:y

c1~l

savings
a \OAJIIII AIIOCio\TI~I<O>NN.,_..:Ir"'"_ _...

SOUND
SAFE
CONVENI.NT

* ·AllRealAccounts
Insured up to $40,000
Estate Escrows

Prescriptions .filled ,
Lenses replac:J.'

*

FOR OUR
ACCOUNT HOLDERS:
Notary Public

'

Financial Advice

..

Convenient Hours
9:00 am to 4:00 pm
Monday through Thursday
9:00am to'S:OO pm
Friday

.. .

'

'

'

I

~

• •

0

I ,

~

Save by Mall

Central at Girard

2828 Central
268•3361
~-

'

'
megaton bomb and leave a .function is to span th~ globe
crater, what can you do except following the sun to relay energy
fill it with water and make it a back to Loboland and keep the
manmade lake with recreational Chapparals tanned in the win·
facilities."
ter."
Baum said the Vietnamese im·
"Although self propelling once
proved on the idea and after the in the air, it is launched when
end of the war now have a ·Loboland's own Bob Berg runs up
thousand more lakes than Min- to it and kicks it between the
nesota.
uprights for three. ·
·
"After our breakthrough with
"However, let me squash a
a laser trigger for our hydrogen vicious rumor once and for all
weapon, we figure we'll really be that it is not· used as a shuttle
able to take our place as the craft providing air support to anworld's ninth nuclear power. ti-communist mercenaries in
With a position like this we can Angola. It is just a coincidence
definitely take our place at the that the exchange students on
next SALT talks and aho board are South African."
guarantee more funding from the
The Zeppelin is kept aloft by
state legislature," Baum said.
Hydrogen Sulfide gas and four
In the past, the department hundred·cans of Sterno left over
had been limited in obtaining out' from the last faculty party. The
side funds such as the contract Hawaiian Punch doilsn't affect
with Timex to irradiate a few the flame of the Sterno.
watch dials.
Visitors to this Tomorrowland
will be excited to see this next
exhibit of the Solar Engineering
department--the Solar Zeppelin.
Head of the p'roject, Dr. Elmer
Ledd, said that "the Ledd Zeppelin represents many hours of
work and research on the part of
faculty, students and the Rubber
Maid .Corporation. Its primary
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~ Wint~r in New Mexico is noted
§ for three things--Texans· in Red

true.· tubing aficionado, Tubes are
put in three classes:. blimps, blad~ River, posole and inner tubing. der babi'es and rosquitas, To
0 Whether one {inds Texans or qualify as. a blimp, a tube must
.g posole. indigestible is largely ·a pass rigid tests, including th~
...:< matter of taste; but no one can ability to hold 50-plus pounds of
.£:> deny the thrill of tubing, the pressure and have a gross cir·:;; feeling of oneness betw~en man, cumference of ·not less than five
A snow and vulc;mizedrubber.,
feet.
8 UNM is fortunate in having
The most common blimps are
· ·~ the finest tubing team ·in the tractor tubes, preferably fr-om
~ Rocky Mountain area, perhaps in · 1!.168 Massey-Ferguson tractors,
~ the nation. Coached by Ivan' but the largest blimps now in use
. Q)
Rukovitch (now in his second -are fielded by the Air Force
Z year at UNM after defecting Academy, whose tubers have in
;j from the Bylorussian S. S. R, ·the past ridden B-52 tubes and
~. National T-ubing Team), UNM's. are rumored to be p~.:acticing
Q)
tubers have gone undefeated in with B-1 bomber inner tubes.
~ their first · seven meets with
"The B-52 tubes are bad
P.. WAC teams.
enough," complained team mem"Our victory over CSU proved be r M i c h a e I "Iron Mike ' '
the old C!lpitalist adage that Benavidez, "but the B-1 ·con. revenge is sweet," said Rl!kovit- stitutes an even greater threat.
ch. "Last year, CSU knocked us Other tubing teams have formed
·out of th•~ semifinals ilt th€ a. Tubing Coalition to Stop the BMissoula S1;ow Bowl Meet. I have · 1 Bomber."
always maintained that CSU
·Asked ·if the tuber's anti- .
used heiium gas in their tubes to bomber group was in any way
gain an unfair advantage over connected with the Albuquerque
the other teams. What added in- Coalition to Stop the B-1 Bomber,
suit to injury was that CSU was Benavidez replied, "Hell, no!
coached by a UNM student, a Tubers are among the most
notorious revisionist named patriotic of a.Jl groups in
Bruce Cottrell," ·
America·. We signed a petition to
"They tried the same trick drop the Big One on Angola;
against us this year, but they · volunteer.ed to fight the Moroc, knew we were an improved team cans in the Spanish Sahara for
so they used an even lighter gas Juan Carlos and supported
this time--hydrogen."
·
Senator Goldwater's plan to
"We won due to three major devastate Cambodia. All I oppose
factors--the revoll!tionary .ardor is the wheels on the damn thing.
of the· team, doctrinal integrity Couldn't they fix it so it landed
'
which' enabled us to tube as Marx on pontoons?"
intended, and the fact that we
Other popular tube sizes are
held cigars next ·to the CSU those of rosquita (Datsun and
tubers as they were about to take VW ttibes) and bladder babies-'
off. The .resulting explosion tubes from average American
shook windows as far away as passepger cars. Aptong rosquita
riders the most popular tubes are
Klamath Falls, Qregon."
UNM's tubers (or ''valve those from 1964 Volvos ("Those
jockies," as they prefer to be Swedes build high quality tubes
known) are an. elite--a new breed specially designed for use in
of athletes willing to risk snow," said Rena vide~, a rosquita
everything for the exhilarating man for the last ten years), w~ile
ten second rush that comes from old Dodge and DeSoto tubes are
plunging down a steep slope on a the most popular among bladder
babies users.
used tractor tube.
The pros have their own · "DeSoto tubes. are becoming
language, intelligible only to the increasingly scarce,'' said

•

'Lobo/and's Tubing Team. Left to right: Mike Benavidez, Becky Lowry, Coach /vim Rukovitch, Orlando Medina, Tractor Tube.
•
.

bBSERbANB
Rukovitch. "This hurts American States. It's high time that
tubers badly. After all, if you America woke up to .this
don't have the proper equipment, emerging menace."
you can't be expected to hold · Politics plays a part in tubing,
your head high.
like any other niajor sport, but"The most important shortage the players themselves focus. on
we face is in the heavyweight the actual act. of tubing, not the
class--our blimps just don't "tractor gap.''
measure up," he said. Rukovitch
"'Il:tbing is 20 per cent physical
sees a definite "tractor tube gap" exertion and 80 per cent mental
developing between the West~ discipline," said Benavidez.
and the East. "The Soviets put ' "Tales of wild parties held by
far more emphasis on tractor valve jockies the night before a
prod,uction than the United,, meet are· simply untrue. The

night before meets I spend at
~orne meditating while my wife
waxes my tube and adjusts my
inflation pressure."
Sex remains a part of tubing
ho;wever. Most tubers admit that
sliding down a hill at .breakneck
speed provides a form of sexual
release.
'
"I can't really get off unless I
feel my ass encased in cold rubber and my hand on a hot valve
stem," said UNM ace tuber
(Continued on B·23)
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Wilson
Pharn1acy
FULL LINE PHARMACY·

Honoring Student Health Center Prescriptions
PERSONALN~EDS

GREETING CARDS- STATif)NERY
ALYCE KIMMEL CANDIES
Excellent Women's Colognes and Perfumes

'
Men's Colognes, After Shave, Shaving Necessities

Lovely Stationery - Cards
Owned and Operated by ~
JOHN DENSLOW
Graduate of UNM College of. Pharmacy
(Ask About YOltf· $tudent Discount With Valid ID)
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MAKE A LOAF. OF
WHOLE WHEAT BREAD
'

'

FOR 19C

BULK~ORD.R$

Cbpose from our wide
variety of nutritional
·foods.

DISCOUNTED PRICES
- (Un~roken.Cases & Sack
...·s,n)lurH
On Gra1ns, Nuts, Seeds & r•

Sold per pound or in bulk
Flour mills and Bread mixers for a
complete program - Penna-Guard
garden and grain insecticide - ~ , Dehydrated storage food for home
lise and for summer 'camping and
backpacking.
Free breadmaking
demo's once a week,
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Problems Envelop Lobolan'd .Brisquetba/1:
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Uncle Bud told the cubb1es
o
that
it. was time to leave the
..c
o Loboland tubers and head for the
..:I infamous Pits-home of the
~legendary Stormin' Borma'n ·and
· ~ the semi-legendary brisquetball
0 team.
"'
"All aboard the Love bust Ex"><
I
Q) press!'· called Uncle Bud, "It's
:;a time to see Stormin' Borman!"
~
"Do you think Stormin' Bor-·
<I>_ man will autograph my
~ b;risquet?" asked Horace,
~
"Why Horace," laughed Uncle
~ Bud, "weren't you satisfied when
~· Coach Ruko'vitch let yoq ride his
~ tube?"
P..
"Mommy says Rukovitch is a
loqsy commie," replied Horace,
"and Senator Trujillo agrees
with·her."
"Senator Trujillo said that, did.
he," asked Uncle Bud.
''Not only that, but Mommy
says Rukovitch reads dirty
poetry," replied little Horace.
"Well then, I suppose I'll have
to fire Coach Rukovitch," said
Unc1e Bud. "You wouldn't want
to see Loboland's b.udget cut
down to one lousy dollar would
you?"
The children said they
>-:>

wouldn't like that at all. "How
could ISRAD survive," asked
Horace. "Apd where would the
Loboland administrators get
money for tr;tvel?"
"But Uncle Bud," said
Millicent, "doesn't Coach
Rukovitch have the winningest
record of any Loboland coach?
Don't his players respect him?
Isn't he active with eharities; the
Police Athiet'ic League, and
helping the handicapped? How
could you fire such a good man, ·
and a winner to boot?"
"You've got a lot to learn about·
New Mexico, Millicent," said Un·
cle Bud. "If the legislators don't
like 'em, we have to fire 'em.
Besides, winning isn:t everyting.
Just ask ex-Coach King. He
though· he would be ·the next
Athletic Director."
"Then why did Lavon MacDonald get the job? asked
Millicent. "Did this Senator
Trujillo have anything to do with
that?" ·
,
·
Uncle Bud just lit his pipe and
said nothing. The children
remained silent on the long ride
down the mountain to the Pits.
The children found Stormin'
'
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Coach Stormin' Borman Causes Fuerher
Continued from page ).4)

Goldberg claims that Stormin'
Borman has shown extreme
prejudice against him because he
is Jewish. "Let's face it," said
Goldberg, ''any' man who wears a
turquoise swastika and grimmaces whenever the word
'Stalingrad' is mentioned is hardly going to give a J.ewish player
an even shake,"
Stormin' Borman refuted
Goldberg's charges.. "I never
allow my private politics to interfere with my on-court attitudes. Just because I happen to
feel that the bulk of eastern
Europe rightfully belongs to
people qf an Aryan ethnic
people in the community want
me as a racist. Look at Reis
Tijerina-he· wants ~.:> give the
Southwest back to Mexico, and
nobody calls him a racist. Well,
hardly anybody. I just want
justice for my raza--the
Teutons.''
Goldberg violently disagreed
with Borman's stateri1ent that he
· "had never shown any prejudice
against anyone, at any time.'' ·
"Sure I play every quarter of
every game," said Goldberg.
"You would too if the alternative
was fo 'be sent to the showers.
We had a gypsy player on the
team last year who was sent to
the showers, and he never came
back.''
·
'
"Sure,
I'm
a
strict
disciplinarian," said Borman.
"You have to maintain a tight·
rein on these jocks or almost
anything could happen. These
guys need all the discipline they
can rzet."
One player, who wished not to
'

"We have been using zone
presses, traps, · and the other
·types of offensive and defensive
garbage the fans have been used
to seeing at the Pits," said Borman. "Beginning with our game
against UTEP the fans
see
the Lobos' new look offense,"
Stormin' Borman has faced
controversy before. A former
paperhanger and house painter,
Borman served as a corporal in
the army before embarking on
his athletic career.

will

Borman looks back to the past
with pride, but sets his sights for
Stormin' Borman leads parade during Saturday's pep rally following his successful cam- a national championship within
paign against the Polish National Team. Czechoslovakia will be next on 'the agenda.
the next five--years. Borman's
be identified, gave a shocking volved a pipe bomb stuffed in a another coach. "It happens all the "Brownshirts," members of the
example
of
Borman's brisquetball,
failed ·when time," he said. "How. do you think Boosters Club have donated
center
Skipper Woody Hayes stays on top of the millions of dollars to the
"discipline.'' "We were forced to Loboland
strip naked and roll on the snow Kruzovinsky accidently set the Big Ten? Sports is combat. ·some brisquet ball team's coffers, and
after our defeat by NMSU," he J~oiilb off while transporting it. games are won on the field, "those wonderful students who
said. And then some bully Goldberg claims that the bomb others by behind the scenes gladly give us 14 dollars per
Loboland trainers began striking was never intended to kill Bor- maneuvers. I prefer the sneaky semester also help."
Posting an impressive 16·4
at us. with knotted nylons. Bor- man's rival.
approach myself. It's a sure
• • He was a I ways after· thing, and besides, you don't . record so far this season ("and
man watched all this from inside
half those victories came against
the Athletic Complex.''
Kruzovinsky because of his work up a sweat.''
teams
wearing real uniforms,"
On another occasion, Borman ethnic background," said GoldDespite threats of a boycott by
was reliably reported to have or- berg.
_
Loboland's Jewish athletes, Stor- said Borman), this could be the
dered the assassination of a rival
Goldberg saw nothing wrong min' Borman has confidence in year that 15,000 rowdy Pits fans
have
dreamed of.
_co.l\c!t. The___attempt, which in-.. in the attempt on the life of the ability of his te"am to deliver.
------------
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TE114 FEIEJbERY

Largest Selection
At The
Lowest Prices!

:

$1.55 •

•OPEN TALENT SHOWCASE
•AUDITIONS DAILY 12-4
•PLAY BACKGAMMON, CHESS AND
OTHER GAMES
Toby's features real good natural foods and
great vegetarian specials also
do-it-yourself sanawich productions.
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Alice In
Wondel'land
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"I always wanted to be a lan- "1
dscape artist," said Borman, ''but '<
I w.as persecuted for my political ~
beliefs. I spent most of my time ,_.
moping around beerballs in ~
Bavaria, Pennsylvania before I a>
became aware of my coaching
abilities.'!
Borman quickly rose to the
head coaching position at Bavaria
Junior College, ousting his
predecessor in a bloodless putsch
carried out in a local beerball. '
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conceding ·that "we get an occasional looney every now and •
then.
"For example, take our much
· publiCized recruiting campaign
aimed at' getting Moses Moroane
to play for Loboland," said. Borman. "So we blew a couple of
hundred thousand dollars on· a
futile· effort to get a cretin who
couldn't operate a screen door
without help to play for us? So
what? We would have made it
back on an increased gate. at the
Pits.
"Besides," added
Borman,
"what else could we have done
with that cash? Spend it on
academics? How absurd! The
people in the commuinity want
'winning teams,. not educated
students. The little ingrates
usually leave the state anyway."
Far more serious is the
religious discrimination' s11it filed
against Stormin' Borman ·by all·
Lobolafld Brisquetba/1 Coach Stormin' Borman. is flanked WAC star backward Ramon
by his two· assistants, John Weaselnutt (lehl and Patrick Goldberg.
(Continued on page 15}
Koenig.
·
Borman in the midst of a controversy when they reached the
Pits. Resplendent in his black- . il . ..;::
and-silver Loboland uniform and
wearing flashy silver heishi,
Stormin' Borman looked every
inch the successful brisquetball
coach.
But all was not well at the Pits.
Despite a convincing 101 to 12
victory over the Nevada School
of the Blind, there were critics
who charged that the Loboland
brisquetball team did not
measure up, that. its winning
record was the result of a string
of victories over third-rate
teams, that against worthy
opponents the Lobolanders
always choked.
In llddition, there was
dissention. among the players.
Star backward Ramon Goldberg
charged religious distrimination,
while other players felt that they
were treated unfairly, .
."I admit that we've had our
problems- this year, " said Bor:
man, "but face it, we haven't had
. a single rapist or shoplifter play
for us this year. How can you expect players to show desire if
they've never been busted for a
felony?''
Assistant Brisquetba/1 Recruiter Sam Smiley extracts "volStormin' Borman defended his untary contribution~' of $14 athletic fee from eager Loborecruiting practices, even though land fan.

.

Watermelon Mt. Jug Band
4310 Central S.E.
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Lobo/and Golf Coach Lester Sw(tt' 'blasts out of sand trap
(right) while Personal Defense Coach Geraldo "Grasshopper" Chapman demonstrates h;s an (below).
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Letter Protests
I Allegas.huns'
I
l . Against- Courses
In College of ·Ed.
I
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Lobo/and: Sports for ·All
''There is only one thing that I
don't understand, Uncle Bud,"
quipped Millicent, ''You told us
that all pups are required to pay
$28 a year to support athletics,
and that it is an honor to support
our boys in Cherry and
Turquoise."

"Quite true, little Millicent,"
beamed Uncle Bud.

disenroll us."

"But why are we forced to pay
for something that we don't want
to see? And why are our athletic
fees linked to enrollment in
Loboland? If we don't pay, they

"But i f there weren't any
athletics, the state senators
wouldn't have any reason to give
us any money, Millicent. Just ask
Uncle C.B. about that," said Uncle Bud.

Editor's note: The· LOBO has
printed several stories in which
University College Dean William
Huber, Arts and Sciences Dea1i
Nathaniel Wollinan and various
· professors have charge'd- that
UNM-has become a second rate
educational institution. Many
have pointed to the College of.
Education as one of the main
culprits, offering easy· courses
and thus producing teachers who
are incompetent to teach, turning out poor pupils who enter
UNM unprepared and so continue a vicious cycle. We at .the
L 0 B 0 strongly o pp os e t'his
-viewpoint and in_ the interests of
fair play are proud to print the
following letter verbatim, as sent
tousfromthedeskofHerrnanJ.
Grove/ang, Dean of the Prima1·y
EducationDepartment.J.

editor:
I am riting'this here letter to
protest strongly. the unfounded
allegashuns of Deans Wollman,
Hueber andothers in regards to
the Collage of Education. _
They have implied that our
curricula don't measure up,
irregardlcss of the fact that we ·
are the biggest damn Collage of.
General Honors
tor Jon
directs erection of the new Educa
Complex,
Education in the whole damn
state. We make Fantasyland co'nstructed entirely of popsicle sticks, paper mache and flour paste. The building was
de-signed by Education Dean David Dear (right).
. what it was today.
We have the biggest damn today refuse to !ern writing want so bad to be pals with the an ACT score above 15.
resource librarie, the biggest grammer, math, history, science, kids.
·
I hope that this here Jeter lays ·
damn .Collage offices, fantastic languages and other dumb and
After all, not alllerning comes to rest any fears that the
airconditioning, and stained glass irreverent subject matter.
from books. There is also Education Department is in favor
in the windows.
· And so they should. Idealie, · meaningful relationships, tran- of illiteracy. Rest asshured that
But there is even lt.lore. We the teachet• sho1,1ld not be a se]f. sactional
.analysis,·
om- we are not. We do not support
realize (as Wollman, Hueber and serving, inflexible plastic nidirectional self-initiated ler- illiteracy,literacy or antiliteracy.
there·supportersdonotlthatthe automaton but a friend to the ning'discovery,andfinger- But we don't oppose them either.
written word has, '!lruch less af- students, reinforcing there own painting. And if all else fails, we After all, we are here to teach,
feet than it used to. Students peer qutlooks and attitudes. We can just sit around on the floor in not to impose our own values on
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~r~~hru~~ansa~ ·~~·· students.
with the little bastards.
Herman J. Grovelang
So don't think we aren't adekP.S. I don't want to here no
wately prepared to teach kids, or more damn rumors about how us
that they get a second rate Fan- teachers sniff Eimers Glue
tasyland education: We give 'em . neither. There is nothing wrong
the works. Our screening process with 'an occasional taste of paste
filter§ out 10 per cent of all ap- or construction paper, but
plicants, including dope fiends, nobody here sniffs Eimers, even
pederasts and all students with if it is white and tastes good.
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Lobo/and Basketball team fires over South Dakota State School of Taxidermy in a 48-12 .
rout. SDST is now 1-12 on the year, Lobo/and 8-4.
-

go to a ·
_· who charges
a
Paul Newman, Peter Lawford, Richard Benjamin, Paul A~ka,
Lee Morvin, Michael Sarrazin and Richard Jaekell, are JUSt
some of the notables and celebrities who have their hair cut
by Jim Markham.
And now you, too, can get your hair cut with the Markham
:Style Innovator Method for $11 or less (a lot less than $55). ~he
Markham Style Innovator Shop listed below offers you styling
expertise and methods developed by Jim Markham. In addition they're exclusive sources of the much-wanted
Markham Style Innovator Grooming Products. Indulge your"
self.

"Head Trips for Dudes

Casual Leather Clothing
Men-- Women
Finest collection in the Southwest

a Dolls"

International _
(Exclu!lvely
· by Appl.)

San Francisco · New York · Los Angeles

Hair Design Centre

(Between Wyoming
and LoUisiana)

Leatherback Turtle·
107 Romero NW

in Old Town only
•

842-8496
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UP/ News: Fact Stranger Than Fiction

6
The FBI's final Uniform Crime
o Report for 1974 revealed 707

~

.g

known crimes l>n the UNM cam-

....::1 pus, as compared with 337 for

b New Mexico State. Crimes in:;; c I u de d f i v e robberies , 1 5
Cl aggravated assaults, 44 cases of
8 breaking and entering, 622 Jar·~ cenies and 21 motor vehicle thefts. Highway robbery by the
~ Athletic Dept. (over 10,000 cases
~ of thefts from students during
·Z semester I alone) was not com~ puted in the index.

..
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Joseph Tate, the Director of
~ the Iowa Civil Rights C()mp, mission, vowed to file charges of
race and sex discrimination if he'
,is fired. The Iowa Civil Rights
Commission wants to replace him
with a woman. Tate is black.
Iowa has a black population of
42,000 of which 17,000 are
women. The tota,l female
population of Iowa is nearly 1.5
million.
The Sam Houston State (SHS)
University Student Council ran
into unforeseen· difficulties when
they ·allocated $200 of student
fees to bring evangelist Josh McDonald to their campus.
Crusading atheist Madalyn
Murray O'Hair called their action
"a wholly unconstitutional exercise and a serious breach. of the
separation of church and state." ·
O'Hair demanded that SHS
either withdraw its sponsorship ··
of McDonald or. pay her to
promote atheism in the interests
of fair play. O'Hair's lecture fee is

"'
,,

~

The Daily Lob/ow editorial staff prepares a scathing expose of orphan welfare chiselers.
10 times that of McDonald.

da announced that ihe AminPontiff
gabfest
"further
strengthened already existing
cordial relations between Uganda and the Vatican." It has been
only forty years since Amin's
hero, Adolph Hitler, reached a

President Idi Amin of Uganda
sent a message of thanks to Pope
Paul VI for receiving him in an
audience at Rome over the
Christmas holidays. Radio Ugan-

similar understanding between
himself and Pope Piu!i XII.
A Lamar University coed has
had her master's thesis rejected
for a second time. University officials said that a picture of math

Meet Your· Professors

major Kathryn King sighting
celestial bodies while wearing an
abbreviated bikini has no place in
herthesis presentation.
King ~:omplained that "this is
supposed to be a university and
not a Victorian finishing schopl.
If the photograph of me wearing
an ordinary swimsuit causes improper thoughts in the minds of'
university officials, then the burden rests with them to repair the
conditions of their minds ... "
Acti_ng Department Head P.
W. Latimer said the picture did
not adequately describe the
workings of King's celestial instrument--a sextant." A
discrimination case may be filed
with HEW.
John Quarles Sr. of Detroit
came up with an unusual method
of celebrating Christmas this
year--he killed his son. Norman
Quarles had been ordered out of
his father's house because the
two men "never got along."
Apparently unable to pay rent,
Quarles crawled back into his old
home by breaking a pane of glass.
· Unbeknownst to the :lfOunger
Quarles, his father waited inside
with a rifle. It took only one shot
to end the Quarle&' quarrel
forever.

Next to athletics. and conferences, the major function of
Lpboland is educational. To carry
out the mission of instruction,
Uncle Bud has spared no expense
to hire professors.
Some professors stick strictly

to the process. of education, as
does Dr." Estelle Zany oj the
~peech Communications· Dept.,
who puts most of her emphasis
on "1noper diction under
pressure."
..
Others, like the Chemistry

Dept.'s Guido Caton (below)
spend the bulk of their time absorbed in research. Caton claims
to have discovered a potion of immortality and is currently
engaged in a search for the
Philosopher's Stone.
Not all professors have taken
their long hours of practice at the
tenure track meekly. "The
History Dept., headed by Chairman Gerald Dabney (below,
right, holding sceptre) has grown
increasingly militant. The
historians have-vowed to "make
Santa Fe go the.way of Nineveh,
Rome and Liddice" if their pay
demands are not met .bY the
legislature.

.

.'

Norman's brother, John
Junior, called the bizarre
shooting "a tragedy, but my
father had no choice but to
shoot." No charges. were filed
aga"inst the older Quarles.
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Notice to
UNM Faculty
· & Staff
,

The New Mexico Daily Lobo will
be sent to your home, or
anywhere in the country every
day this semester for $6.50 or for
two semesters plus weekly
during the summer session for
$10.00. Subscriptions may be
placed in Marron Hall room 131,
or may be mailed to:

Community College will
hold a special r~gistration
for those UNM faculty and
staff members wishing to
.use tuition waivers to enroll
in limited enrollment courses ' (as designated in the
spring Community College
Bulletin}. This registration
will be held on _Thursday,
Jan. 22, from 7:30 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. in room 209, Continuing Education Center,
805 Yale, N.E.
This special
registration
eliminates the need for UNM
employees to attend the community registration on Jan. 17
and 19. It also has the advantage of allowing persons
using tuition waivers to know
immediately if there is space
for them to enroll in a limited
enrollment course. If there is
not, the waiver may be used at
that time for enrollment in any
other course which is still
open. · Further information
about the use of tuition
waivers wJII be found on page
1 of the current Community
College Bulletin which is
available at .the Continuing
Education Center and the
Student Information Center at
the SUB.

New MeXico Daily Lobo
UNMBox20
University at New-Mexico
Albuquerq•••• New Mexico'87131
Sti~bscrivti'ons start immediately!

0

ar~ currentl-t baing accepted,
hOni UNM per~Onnal at the Continuing
Education Center· ·or through tha mall fa;r

Raglstratlona

nllll-ln (!ill coUrseiJ whi'ch ar~ not filled .

.. _ .,_
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
AND COMMUN,ITY SERVICES
Community College
Spring 1976
Non-Credit Course Schedule
Accounting Principl~ .
Ad6be Design and Constru·cUon
Alternatives for Woinett
The American Male
Approaches to Enlightcl'lrncnt
Archeology or the Sout-hwest
Assertion Skills
AstrologyContinue"d
Automobi1e Maintenance
Backgammon
Ballroom Dancing
Bicentennial Dances
Bicycle Repa[r

Birds of New Mexico
Body Movement
Bridge
Calligraphy
Ceramics
Certified Prof. Secretary II
Cooking for Hunters and·Fishermen
CreatiVe Stitchery for Clothing
Creative Wriling: Fiction
Cross Country Skiing'
Dulcimer Playing
Edible Plants ol the Rocky Mt. Region
Exploring the Universe
Fabric Collage and ConstructionS
The Figure: Drawing and Painting
Fire and Clay
Fishing the RunofCin N.M.
The Folk Culture ol Northern N,M,
Freehand DRawing
French II
•
Gatn_ing-Casino Style
Gardening tor Spring and Summer· .•
German 11
Golt
Govt. Contract Administration .
Graphology
Guitar, C1as.sica.land·Fo1k
· Harmonica, Beg. aild Continued
Historic Archeology: Field Sessloit
Hlstorle Potlery or the S.W.
History o!N.M, and S.W, f1B2H976)
Homemade Breads
How to be Single Again
How Women Find Jobs
lee Skating

Individual Income Tax Returns

1ndoor Plants
Italian II
Jewelry Making, Beg. and Adv.

___

Landscape Pain ling
Leather: Contemporary Art Media
Legislators, Ljjl jyi:!l:ls and Ll\ws
LUngDiscaseL• Causes and Living With

Them
MajJong
Middle Eastern Cooking

Navajo 11
Nutrition For- Now
Painting, Beginning
Patchwork arid Quilting
Personal Money Management
Pers.onal Notctnking

Photography
Photography: Darkroom TechniqueS
Physical Fitness for Adults
Pianol,II

Problem So1vingTechniques
Real Estate for the Investor

Recreation Vcllfcle Know..How
RecyCling Clothing
Regional American Cooking
Santa Fe Opera 1976
SCUBA Diving
The Short Story
Slide Photography
Small Engine Repair
Snowshoeing
Sola.r Energy in the-Hom~
Spanish I,II,JII,IV, V
Speed Rtading '
Spinning and Weaving
The Story o£ Albuquerque
SWimmJng~_Beg. and ImprovcmentTaiChiChih
- T'ai Chi Ch;uan
Typewriting (or Beginners
Using the Voice in BUsiness
The Victorian Novel on Film
Watercolor
Wcavings and Wallhangings
Winter Trout Fishing In N.M.
Women As TheY See Thetn.!iclves
Woodcarving
Woodworking
, Yoga, Hath a

\

Free Community College Bulletin
available now at the Student Information Center
& at 805 Yale, NE.
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IHPPOCRATESLAND
Plans Instant Commitment.

Drive.- Up Window for l~sarie
"Millicent, if you'll please stay the south end of the Medical
with the rest of the group and School to, as head of the project
follow my cherry, silver and Dr. Fritz 0. Schenik. describes,
turquoise pennant, we'll proceed "Get them out of the normal flow
to ;the next part of our tour- of society as quickly as possible
Hippocratesland-the Loboland ·before they get saliva all over
Medical School and Health Cen- everyone.
ter."
"If we can get some sort of
To extend health services in matching funds from the state,
the con¥mnity and with the help we hope to be· able to handle
of a federal grant, the Loboland weekend customers 24 hour's a
Medical School plans to institute day. From the window, these
a new service, a drive-up com- trouble makers are.hustled to the
Neurologist Karl Colon of the Hippocrates/and· Termrnal mitment window for the mentally hot .baths and shock therapy
Acne Complex describes himself as an "organic· healer. " insane.
.
rooms bldore you can. say
A drive-up window equipped psychoanalysis," Schenick said.
He never washes before operations, rises only a blunt in~
strument to probe his patients' interiors, and always pays with a judge and two testifying
Schenik said that the latest
psychiatrists will be installed at statistics released from Loboland ·
his AMA dues promptly.
reveal that six out of every three
people
at Loboland are
schizophrenics. He said that a
fraud had been uncovered in the
last session of the legislature
when it was discovered that

enrollment at ~oboland was dnly
10;000 and that everyone had
signed· preregistration forms
twice.
_
"'We are dealing·with a totally
volatile situation liere where
th·e man next to you in the
Sl}B cafeteria is .planning to attack bis mother or get the hot
lobo instead of the hamburger~''
For those students who cannot
·receive the benefits of commitment, Schenik said that the
lobby of the Student Health Center would be equipped with bunk
couches where one psychiatrist
could handle up to three analyses
at a time.
"Students and• faculty plagued
by manic depression will receive ·
the instant package deal• consisting- of amphetamines and
Allan Sherman comedy albums,"
Schenick said.

·oon't L_ose Your :Bird·

As Students
Vanish
...

ALONE IN THE WORLD?

AGORA - The UNM Student Crisis Center
exists to increase communications and under.standing, to di.scuss the problems of living,
and to aid individuals in finding profes·
seional help and services when
desired. If you'd like more information or would 'like to talk, drop by
the Northwest corner of Mesa Vista,
or call 277-3013.

ORIENTATION for new volunteers. will be held February 11, 7:30
p.m. at Mitcheij Hall, Room 122.
All interested are urged to attend
!I

..

The number -of students disappearing from Loboland ·has left the
Campus Police stymied. After dredging the unfinished Pond of
Tomorrow, digging in the cement and quicksand foundation of the
education building and searching the stacks of the library for bones,
Security Chief Cox said, "Curiouser and curiouser ."
Glotzyl, famed Albanian dwarf, noted flasher of desk drawers and
star investigative reporter for the Loboland News, recently came into
possession of some documents which may cast some light on the subject. Copies have been sent to the Attorney General's office.
Glotzyl, at risk of life and ~ne- limb, spent four months inside a
mailbox in the Loboland area. After being stamped undeliverable,
lost in the Christmas rush and sold at auction, Glotzyllimped into the
Loboland News office, under the Pond of Tomorrow with the
following postcards, now known as the "Bimbo Letters."
The Sources in the Attorney General's office are convinced that the
following letters are connected with the disappearances pointing out
that parakeet feathers we1·e found wherev~r a disappearance took
Sept. 20
place.
Dear Mom,
Thanks fer sending llle hear to Loboland. How did you get the
fedral loan. I hopes you didn't have to sell you're foodstamps to Big
Myron down at-the bale bond office.
The' head man here was selling bienies ,with ears on them and
taught us lots of new songs.-The bienie cost only twenty dollars and
he told us it was a must for all Loboland trawlers.
Your loving son
Bimbo Bobick
Uncle Remus,
Thank you for the money for the seat shirt. My roomate was
arressetted for molesting a parakeet which was teaching advanced
spelling in the education exhibit. The roof really fell in on him.
-._- ,
Your nephew
Bimbo Bobick

'~

editor:
.
•
I would like to share some thoughts with you taken from the report
of the Committee on University Planning:
· Although the specific identity of these individuals (st!ldents) cannot be ascertained with total precision, though their number will fluctuate from year to year, though demand for the particular educational
experience and the institution's ability to supply the demand will
never reach perm.anen£ long-run equilibrium and therefore it will encounter short-run excess capabilities and then short supplies, nevertheless, the institution can choose the particular product line that it
feels qualifie~ to provide. Maintaining maximum short-run flexibility,
it can match the capacity to provide the product line to -long-run
demand as projected from long-run trend data that are not
adulteratE!d by short-run external conside_rations--political, social or
economic.
I hope this will promote meaningful dialogue and will identify and
clarify .the relevant issues,
·
Ramon H. Dinkier
Chairman, Sociological- Data Dept,
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Quip ServiCe
"Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance," a biographical film
of Mahatma Knevil will be showp. by the American Studies Dept.
·
tonight only.
The Ferrel Heady Appreciation Committee will have a memorial
rap session at the beginning of e&ch month. Do not attend.
The Political Science Dept. will sponsor a debate on "Why the Marshall Plan Failed," in rm. 121 of the Humanities Bldg. Wed. at 6 p.m.
Paul Haynes will speak on behalf of the subject and F. Chris Garcia
will ask "Who was Marshall?"
The Campus Young Republicans will host a $100 a plate dinner on
behalf of President Ford Jan. 30. The topic for the evening will'be
"Nixon in '80: Don't make m"e. puke."

'
Autographed pictures of Jesus Christ will be on sale at the Aquinas
Newman Center this coming Sunday. Any resemblance to Teddy Kennedy is purely coincidental.
. Autographed pictures of Mary JoKopechnie will be on sale at the
Young ~epublicans~~·~·-.-,
booth'on the Mall. ···~•
,
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The Women's Center is now accepting applications for the Wilbur'
Mills scholarship now through February.
Attention All Students: Submissions for the Mene Mene Tekel
graffiti contest are now being accepted in rn:t. 242 of the Physics Lecture Hall. Sidewalk submissions will be refused.
.
.

The Arab Student League will be l!onductiilg a flea market on the
. Mall Jan. 30. Antique furniture and Ottomans will be.fea~ured.
The UNM Med School will be sponsoring a cadaver. drive the week
of Jan. 20 at the Student Health Center. Ashes to Asbes, Dust to
Dust, To help save your loved ones, your stiff is a must.

266-9887

4517 Central NE.

Uncle Moroni,
They tried to teach me io talk in a elass yesderday but the teacher
spent most of his time teaching the girles to speak from there chests
with hands. He also sells pocorn on the side. Thank you for saying it
was allright to drink colas, my tour guide sells alot of coke.
Your nephew
Bimbo Bobick

Featuring
$6.98 Albums at $4.69 each
$7.98 Tapes at $5.99 each
Weeklv album sales. at $3.99 each
Also
Pipes, Clips, Bongs, Etc.
Indian Jewelry, Macrame
~

DearMom,
,
Don't· worry about the loan, my edicator, Porffessor Mol:iiline
Shank said if !'became a teacher we don't have to pay B!g Myron.
Save Your.foodstan:tps.
..
·
There's this wonnerfullady t11acher who stands outside the Future
Gym !I of The World exhibit and teaches us lost of new positions in the
bushes.
·
.
Your loving Son Bimbo Bobick
.
P.S.She is a privat tutor, so send·money.'
(Continued on B·2:l)
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TAPES·&
RECORDS

. High Times magazine•and Rolling Stone magazine
HOURS: Monday · Friday 11 · 8
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Saturday 11 • 6

Sunday J.2 • 6
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"Fixitland is among the most fascinating realms in the whole Magic
Kingdom," said Uncle Bud.
"Gee, Uncle Bud, that sounds neato," replied little Horace .
The children were ushered into the presence of Utility Worker Fir.
st Class Neyille Nietzsche, who told th.e children stories about his
w~rk _at Fixi.tland--stories of stopped· up toilets, broken glass, and
unne 111-the smks.
"Heli, cubbies," said Nietzsche, ''the kids here at L~bol;md would
just as soon shit on the sidewalks as in the little boys''room."
"Gosh," said little Horace, ."Mommy would kill me for that! What
kind qf cubbies would do that?"
"Mostly •sociology and philosophy majors," replied Nietzsche.
"They think it symbolizes something."
"But the most fun conies with the sprinklers," he continued. ·~r
could water the grass at 6 a.m. and save everybody the trouble of
ducking sprinklers. But do I? Of course not!'I wait until high noon,
when the water can soak as many students as possible."
.

FIXITLAND

'

(Continued !rom B-20)

J·

'

uncle.Rem~s.

Fantazy land has a new president, Muy old roomie. He said I should
gradia~e pretty soon if I tell him who muy tutor is. Parakeet
molestmg has 'become the "Ting" as they say,
YourNefew
Bimbo Bobick

\

l
)..

..

.
Uncle Moroni,
I have cor!'Jered the marcket on parakeets. Tell dad he would be
.Proud. Here is contribution the Church of the Greater Moroni in
mom1s name. You now how religious she is.
your nefew,
Bimbo Bobick

SALES· CU,STOM DESIGN. INSTALLATION· VIDEO TAPING
SERVI,CIN? WHAT WE SELL

audio video consultants

.;..~··

THE FINEST IN STEREO & VIDEO

.. ... ..
> •• • ••, ~
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Leather Coats -and Jackets
Uptol/ .SALEUptol/.
, /2 off
/2 off

•
5307 Menaul NE
881-1642
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Dance to Live
Rock-n-Roll

Long or Short
Thick or Fine
Curly or Straight
If what you're
looldng for is.
a hair-do that's
easy to take eare
of, and looks good
all of the time,
Then Lol-La-Pa-Loo-Za . ::--._
~as a style that is
~
rightfor you.
<...-~

~~

.,

JPI.-1)\.-PA-IPO-ZA HAIR D~SIGN
1123 Central NE
842-8565

11100 Candd~ria NE
293-2929
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WATCH THE LOBO FOR FUTURE DAILY HIGHBALL SPECIALS

... Tubing Team.

ii Clearance Sale

equipment carefully," he said.
Michael "Captain Pneumo" Min- "This should include· a high
quality tube, a patch kit, flare iC
turn. ·
Attractive young women in . gun, Swiss army knife and
tight stretch pants and overfilled Sloanes Liniment.
"Remember, if heading for a
sweaters cram the slopes to
cheer on their favorite slider. ·cliff or tree to whip out that old
Male tubers refer to these Swiss knife," he said. "You can
groupies· as"-"the Goodrich always replace or patch a tube, it
is far more difficult to perform
Ladies."
surgery
on a bleeding tuber. OnBut female tubers also have
ce
you've
seen a buddy disem- ~
their admirers. "We call them
boweled
on
the limb of a Ponthe Goodyear Men," explained
Women's team captain Gretta derosa, you won't hesitate to pop
Fogle, "because they're the ones · your tube if danger presents itself.
with the blimps."
"And finally, use common senFogle enjoys tubing not only
because of its thrills but also se. Never tube alone. Don't drink
because of the opportunities it of- and tube. Observe the sev.en·
fers women. "Unlike other spor· rules of courtesy drawn up by the
ts, tubing treats men and women American Tubing Association.
equally," said Fogle. "Mixed And never get in the way· of a
doubles on tubes hardly raise an toboggan," Minturn said.
Benavidez ,also pooh-poohed
eyebrow anymore. We are not
the
dangers of tubing. "Men have
looked down on and our equip·
been
doing this ever since
ment is exactly the same as the
Goodyear
first vulcanized rub·
men's!'
·
ber,''
he
said.
"A few fatalities
Tubing· can prove dangerous,
won't
stop
me."
as has been proved recently in
· He remained quiet for a few
New Mexico. Att eight-year-old
girl was killed when her tube seconds,. then turned his head
, collided with a tree and there toward the slopes. He knew soon
have been two reports in the last thatit would be his turn to take
wee.k of severe back injuries on the slopes, to know the thrill
following tubing accidents. The of stinging powder snow in the
pros sneer at such grim eye during a 60 mph joyride in an
unguided rubber missile. He
statistics.
knew,
as few of us can, what it
"Face it," said Minturn, "there
means
to be a tuber-·the joys, the
are entirely too many people out
pride,
the risk of incredible
on the -slopes with no training at
disaster.
·
all. What we need is some sort of
~
Benavidez
trudged
up
the
hill
mandatory tubing training
toward his appointment with
program.''
Minturn outlined several destiny. This would not be his -~
precautions to be taken by the last run. There would be other
novice tuber. "Choose your slopes.
(Continued from B·12)
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Please place the following classified advertisement in the
New Mexico Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning
under the heading (circle one): 1. Persofials; 2. Lost &
Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employ·
ment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.
.

~

. Or Mail To:
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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Classified Advertising Rates
15• per word, $1.0~ minimum charge
Terms • Cash in advance
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New Mexico Daily Lobo
Want Ads Say It
InA Big Way

Marron Hall~ Room 131
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Lobo Invitational
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Enclosed$·-~-- Placed
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·Drafts
Neville Nietzsche demonstrates his ability as a landscaping engineer. "The true
mark of an' expert is to catch
the students off guard,"
,S!JYS Nietzsche. "We aim for
t"he optimum coverage
possible. This means waiting
untl'l the lawns are covered
with students studying for
finals." As the photos above
and at right show, Nietzsche
is one of those rare men who .
enjoy their work.

'
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In Old Town
323 Romero NW
842-8152

Now Hair!.
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Entertainment 7 Nights

17 SCOTTSDALE VILLAGE
3107 EUBANK AT CANDELARIA NE
298-3529
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Lunches

Dear Mom,
I'll be home soon: Thjs trip has been real eddicational. experiance:
I'm sorry Myron didn't like the idea of not paying the loan. !'II visit
you soon, hope you're legs didn't itch to much in those casts.
T~aching has become a lot of fun. I may make it my career. The
pres1dent of Loboland has offerreed me a a position hear teaching
freshman the rope apd the horse, he. said I could keep the pocorn and
parakeet conseessions too.
Your ·loving son,
Bimbo Bobick
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UNCLE
NASTY'S
4418 Centr:al S.E.
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·i General· Store
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111 Harvard SE

New Winter Hours ~on - Sat 10 - 9 pm, Sunday 12 - 6 pm
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Ptesents

An Evening
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monday, January ·26, 1976, 8:00pm Popejo~ Hall
Tickets ot SUB Box Office, Goldstreet Circus,
No.turo.l SoUnd II & Candymo.n (So.nto. Fe)

A.S.U.N.m. Speakers Committee Ptese.nts
·Februcxry 4
Will Rodgers Jr.
"The Wit cxnd Wisdom of Will Rodgers''
Februcxry 7- Shirley Chishom
. ~'Protest, Order cxnd Justice''
Februcxry 18. Rcxlph Schoenmcxn
11
•
Asscxssincxtion: Do.llcxs to Wcxtergcxte,
Blood on·Their Hcxnds"**
mcxrch 1 . Gene Roddenberry·.
"The World of Star Trek"**

*

'All will be in PopeJoy Hall unless otherwise noted,

.

'

mcxr.ch 5
Doug Kenney (Ncxtioncxl Lampoon Editor)
"Your Right mom ,_ You don't ho.ve to pet to be populcxr:'.
march 30 Eugene mcCarthy
*April 5
Gordon lnkeles
Author of .. Art of Sensual massage"**
April 26 Lestor mo.ddox
*SUB Bo.llroom show
**rilm-lecture Progrcxm
and will.begin ext 8:00 pm. All Popejoy Ho.ll shows will hove reserved seo.ting.

